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19

Wide Range

New Higher

Of Subjects

City Budget

Covered

Is

Council Foces Long,
Varied Agenda at
Two-Hour Meeting

ConstructiveBooster hr
Holland Since 1872

PRICE YEN

8, 1958

Teachers'

Set

May 20

Dr. Harlan Hatcher

Increased

And

$1.08 Per Thousand;
Sewer Charge Studied

City Council went through a
maze of aubjects at a regular meet-

'

Workshop

Approved

Tax Rate

CENTS

Dick Cheverton

Listed as Speakers

City Council Wednesday adopted

Arrangements are nearing com-

the 1958-59 budget for Holland city

pletion for the county-wide work-

ing Wednesday night, ranging
from annual budgets to licenses,
Tulip Time, miscellaneous com-

calling for a total outlay of $921,-

shop to be held May 20 in Grand

606.12 of which $520,131.93 is to be

Haven High School to study the

raised by local taxes. This figure

position of the high schoolsin thii

munications, new ordinances and

includes $66,000 for debt retirement

recreational activity.

which covers bonds on Civic Cen-

Yet, outside of considerablediscussion on budget Rems, most
other items were handled with
promptness and dispatch and Coun-

page

ter

was made by CouncilmanHenry

hospital addition.

The

school budget is a separate entity
and will be adopted later.
The new budget is $42,864.90
more than last year’s tax budget
of $477,267.03.Next year's tax rate
will be $15.77 per $1,000 valuation
or $1.08 more than last year's tax

1.)

Councilenthusiastically endorsed
©as ‘Xjois jagpnq joj) -rmoq omi
uiifjiM ftipaaui S)i paujnofp© n3
the views brought out in a communication from the Joint Citizens
Committee of the four districts
seeking annexationto Holland city
in the June 3 elections. The communication sought support and active cooperationfrom Council in
the annexationprogram, and pointed to mutual benefitswhich the
merger would effect.Motion to endorse the program wholeheartedly

and the

rate of $14.69.

The total adopted Wednesday
night is only $285 more than the

mportant era of the nation’s his-

MODERN DESIGN

—

Holland's new band
on a rise at Kollen park not far
from the 12th St. exit will be formally

be the All Star Band,

presented to Holland city at a special concert

shell

Wit

Tuesday at 8 p.m. Appearing in concert

LUCKY SYMBOI --

Good luck is coming to Holland! Billy
Smith of 252 East 24th St. is curious to see more of this old
Dutch traditionhe studied about in school about a family of
storks bringing good luck to the family on whose farm they
settled. The storks are part of the refurbished Little Netherlands where a life size Dutch Village street scene is being

of the finest

musicians of the two high school bands and

take a close look at the quality of

the American Legion Band. Arthur C. Hills

the program and facilitiesavail-

and Henry Vander Linde

able to the boys and girls in this

will

conduct.

-

part of western Michigan.

will

Richard Cheverton, Grand Rap-

ds

Tax Structure

New Band

Outlined at
School

and radio news dibe the kickoffspeaker. Cheverton has a wide range
experiences and of particular
interest is his return from a trip
to Russia during the past year.
He will present some of the challenges and criticismsthat these
television

rector, will

Shell in Kollen

Will Be Dedicated

total presented at the first meet-

ing in April. At that time it was
decided there would be no pay
raises for city employes the coming year.
The public hearing preceding the
budget adoptiondealt mainly with
proposed recommendationsfrom
the Board of Public Works which
had requested Council to limit
BPW contributionsto the general
fund to $100,000 for the next five
years, and thereafteran amount
equal to 6 per cent of the gross
revenue in lieu of the 50 per cent
of earnings as petmitted by char-

made up

tory. Citizensand educators will

Meet

Holland's

Representativesor seven school
districtssouth and east of Holland
met in the Park township hall in
Central Park \\l<Kinesday night to
discuss organizationplans with the
Southside School Organizationcom-

new band

T

Park

uesday

shell of

-

actors offer to local citizens with
modern design in Kollen Park will
the responsibility of providing for
be formally presented to the city
their children.
of Holland at a special concert
Group leaders and recordersfor
Tuesday at 8 p.m. given by the
the "workshop" portion of the eveAll-Star Band, made up of the finning will be named at a meeting
est musicians in the two high
Wednesday. They are citizens from
school bands and in the American
the various communities throughLegion Band.
James Crozier, former presi- ANN ARBOR - The Univerolty out Ottawa County. Every person
will have the opportunityto pardent of the Holland Band and Orof Michigan has renewed Its acchestra Boosters Club, will make creditationof Holland Christian ticipate in gropp discussionand a
the presentationto Mayor Robert High School for a two-year period study of the issue confrontinghigh
schools.
Visscher in a concert-ceremony.
effective July 1.
The workshop will close with an
The Boosters club spearheaded a
The University’sdecision, made address by Dr. Harlan J. Hatcher,
drive for funds to which nearly
by the ExecutiveCommittee
president of the University of
every civic-mindedperson and orthe Bureau of School Services, was
Michigan,on the subject, "My
anization in Holland contributed
disclosed today following receipt of
time as well as money to reach official notificationsent to the View of the High School."
Plans for the workshop are In
the goal. Throughout the campaign

Dedsion

was unanmittee.
imous. Steffens pointed to the neconstructed by Louis Mulder.
President John Teusink outlined
cessity of working together to solve
general plans' for presenting inschool and civic problems.
formation to the voters and he
Police Hear Complaints
On the recreational front, Coungave a rekume of work accom,
eil approved the following bids for
On Reckless Cyclists
plished to date in which the execlabor and materialsfor basketball
utive committeeworked with the
Holland
police
today
reported
practice courts on various play
State Department of Public Inter.
grounds: concrete curbs, John
they have received a number of
Council adopted these two rec- struction.
Kortman and Son, $283.20; blackcomplaints regarding the manner ommendationsin principle, but deSecretary Richard S t r e u r retop paving, West Shore Construcin which local youngsters are op- cided to adhere this year to the viewed the tax structure for the
tion Co., $4,535 plus $3.25 per cuoriginal $140,000 and then institute proposed consolidateddistrict and
erating their bicycles.
bic yard for additionalstabilized Election of two local trustees and
Police said youngstershave been the $100,000 plan next year to run compared them with city taxes. He
gravel; basketballbackstops,Re- the Holland City Librarian to
school.
charge of principals of the various
riding their bikes through red for four years. The extra $40,000 said there would be a substantial City Councilworked with the comliable Cycle, $1,757.14;stabilized officesin District IV, Michigan LibHolland Christian High School high schools in the county in colights, through stop streets and on this year’s revenue roughly difference in the total tax bill when mittee.
gravel, Brink and Rabbers, $1.75
previouslywas accreditedfor four operationwith the Ottawa County
rary Association and the announce- darting directly in front of motor- equa4 costs of operatingthe sew- city government taxes are added.
The drive was started in 1956 by
per cubic yard; total, $9,450.
years.
There was considerablediscussion
Board of Education.
ment that Holland Public Library ists. Cyclists must obey the same age disposal system.
the Band and Orchestra Boosters
Council okayed an arrangement
Following withdrawal of Its acfrom
the
floor
on
tax
matters.
Randall
C.
Bosch,
president
of
will be host to librarians and trus- traffic and safety laws which apClub following a suggestionof the
whereby the city will pay for in- tees at the 1959 meeting, highThe proposed program involves American Legion Band which has creditedstatus by the North Centhe Board of Public Works, subply to motorists, police said.
stalling a new score board for Riva
new school for grades 7 to 12 for presented weekly concerts for the tral Association of Colleges and
mitted
plans
for
a
system
of
sewlighted the business sessionat the
Police ask parents of children
erview Park to be paid for by volSecondary Schools In April, 1957,
association’s annual meeting Fri- using bicycles to instruct their age service charges in which costs the seven districts.A generalques- residents of Holland each summer
untary contributions.
A letter day in Greenville.
Holland ChristianHigh School retion
and
answer
period
followed
would
be
borne
by
the
user
inchildren in safety rules and to
for 38 years, first concerts were
signed by Leon Kleii, A1 Vender
Mrs. Henry Steffens was selected keep an eye on the way they are stead of by the generalfund. Bosch with emphasis on best methods of played in CentennialPark and lat- verted automaticallyto a "tenta
bush and Joe Moran outlined plans
tlve status" at the Unlvenity
president of the Trustees Associa- riding in order to help prevent said the system is now operating informingthe public. About 30 per- er in Kollen Park. In the first
for the new scoreboard and sugMichigan, pending review by the
about at full capacity and it won’t sons were present.
tion of the 4th District, Mrs. Pres- accidents.
years, Kollep park was mostly
gested selling the old scoreboard.
Executive Committee of the Bu
be long before i new system must
ton Luidens,was named secretarysand and weeds and not the beauBoth Holland High and Hope Colreau of School Services.
be built. He said a program of sertreasurer, and Mrs. Hazel Hayes,
tiful garden spot it is today. Allegan’s city
lege have pledged $200 each for
On February 25 fifteen Univer- ALLEGAN
vice charges would be of inestimalocal librarian, was named vice
Through the years, the Legion
council paved the way for local
the replacement, the communica- chairman and chairman-electof the
sity
faculty
members
representing
ble value in a program of sound
band has worked to promote a
tion revealed.
all curriculum areas visitedth observance of “Antd'Boy "frays’’
facts -for revenue bonds when the
4th District.
band shell and now their dream
and a more popular location for a
A report from the planning comtime comes. He also pointed to the
Eight representatives
from HolThe Hope College chapter of the is to be realized. All Legion band school. Their findings were sub- sidewalk to serve the new high
mission requestingrezoning of an land and vicinity were among the
mitted
to
Holland
Christian
High
need of starting a fund for sewer Blue Key, National Honor Society concertsthis summer will be playschool in action taken at Monday
area in the vicinity of 13th St. and more than 100 librarians and
capital outlay so that borrowing for men, announcedthe selection ed in the new band shell. Tues- School officials and reviewed by
night’s meeting.
Maple Ave. from residentialto tustees who attended the meeting.
the
Bureau
of
School
Services,
Ex
could be kept to a minimum when of 15 junior men for membership day night is Concert Night durActing on a petition signed by
commercial on behalf of Peter and The theme of the session was “CoecutiveCommitteeprior to Us deneeded.
in Chapel service this morning.
ing the summer.
some 36 downtown merchants, the
Patricia Yff was tabled for further
GRAND
HAVEN
(Special)
cision.
In delaying d sewer charge prooperationand Expansion; a LibDean of the College, Dr. WilBand Directors Henry Vander
council approveda request from
study. The report recommended rary Network for Michigan.’’
The deficiencies listed were studSeven persons were injured,two gram, Council agreed to continue liam Vander Lugt, was selected Linde and Arthur C. Hills of the
car dealers that Locust street, bethe rezoning of a certain area plus
ied
by
Holland
Christian
High
Mrs. William G. Winter partici- critically,in a head-on collision in- the study with the Board of Public for honofary membership. The hon- two high schools will conduct numtween
Trowbridgeand Hubbard,
requiringoffstreet parking as a pated in a symposium ‘‘Who Says
Works on sewer problems. If such or was announced by his son, Rob- bers Tuesday night. A special fea- School officials and formal notice
be blocked off May 16 and 17 for
transitional buffer between com- I Can’t Read It?” and Mrs. Hayes volving three cars Wednesday at a program wuld be instituted withsent to the Bureau of School Servert, a senior member of the so- ture will be the trumpet trio playa mass display of new and used
mercial and residential zones.
ices of the school'sdesire to be
spoke to the Trustees division on 4:20 p.m. on US-16 near 130th Ave. in the coming year, the $140,000 ciety.
ing “Buglers’ Holiday," Anderson.
cars. The council’s only stipulation
Council okayed low bid entered “Audio Visual Aids Available to in Crockery Township.
accredited
and
to
work
with
the
earmarked from the Board of
New members are: Austin Aar- In the trio are Jim Vande Vusse,
was that the dealers and merby Hussey Brothers of Grand the Small Library."
University in removing some of
All the injured were taken to Public Works could be revised dema, Muskegon;DarrellW. Beer- Bruce Kuiken and Harold Wise.
chants make up the loss of parkRapids to paint exterior woodwork Main speaker of the afternoon Mercy Hospital in Muskegon. List- downward.
the
deficiencies.
nink, Maurice,Iowa; Corwin J.
Band selections will be "Ameriing meter revenue — estimated at
of City Hall at a cost of $1,467. was Les Morford of Greenville ed In critical conditionare Roger
Bosch pointed out that a sewage Bredeweg. Dorr; Richard T. can Red Cross March," Panella; The Universityhas three differ$50 — to comply with the parkA letter from Softball League High School. His topic was “The Olson, 21, of Ludington. driver of service charge in the long run is Brockmeier, Grand Rapids; Richent
types
of
accreditation;
four
“Glory and Honor," sacred numing meter bond ordinance.
Director Norman Japinga inviting Gifted Child."
one of the cars, with severe chest a fairer program than when fi- ard E. Brown, Herkimer,N. Y. ber; Rachmaninoff; “Eroica Over- year, in which it follows the stanPlans for the "Auto Buy Days"
Council members to attend the
dards
established
by
the
North
Ceninjuries,
and
Mrs.
Lillian
Krause,
nanced
through
the
general
fund
Attending from Holland were
Don C. De Jongh, Burnips; Den- ture,” Beethoven-Skomicka; “Colevent here are being made by t
opening game at 6:30 p.m. May Mrs. Steffens, president of the Pub- 66, of Ludington,with fractures of in that the person who uses the
nis D. Camp,
Rap- onel Bogey March," Alford; “Toc- tral Association; two year, in dealers’ committee headed by
20 was read. Mayor Robert lic Library Board, Mrs. Hayes, the pelvis, nose and both wrists. servicepays for the service, much
ids; Albert W. Fassler, New Bruns- cata for Band," Erickson; “The which the ExecutiveCommittee Clair Colvin,in cooperation with
Visscher was invited to throw out Mrs. Frances Linn and Miss Dora
Velma Beckett, 36,. of route 3, as he pays for telephone, gas, light wick, N. J.; Eugene M. Klaaren, ThundererMarch," Sousa; “Bel- of the Bureau of School Services
the Allegan ImprovementAssociathe first ball.
Schermer of the Public Library Rockford, driver of one of the cars, and other utilities.The proposed Sioux Center, Iowa; Don Paarl- mont Overture," Hermann; “76 establishes its own standards; tion.
Licenses were okayed for Peter staff, Mrs. Edward Donivan, Hol- received facial lacerations,chest plan calls for quarterlypayments,
berg, South Holland, 111.; Roger Trombones,"Willson; "Stars and and tentative, when accreditation
A delegationof Junior Chamber
Jacobusse,garbage collection; Urs land High School librarian, Miss and rib injuries.
based on water usage during the A. Te Hennepe, Baldwin,Wis.; Stripes Forever." Sousa, and the is maintained provisionally for a
of Commerce members,headed by
Von Ins, Von Ins Recreation and Lois Bailey, Hope College librarian The other injured, all from Lud- winter months. The sewer charg- John H. Ten Pas, Alton, N. Y.; NationalAnthem.
period of one year.
Victor Anderson,succeeded in conSnack Bar, pool hall; John Vander and Miss Ann Whitnell,librarian ington and passengersin the Olson es would be in connectionwith the Larry R. Ter Molen, Grand RapVice President James A. Lewis,
vincing the councilthat the logiKolk, Holland City bus lines; at Zeeland High School and Mrs. car, are:
quarterlywater bill.
ExecutiveCommittee Chairman,
ids; Carl E. Ver Beek, Holland
cal location for a sidewalk to serve
Former
East
Saugatuck
Arthur Quist, bowling lanes; Warm Winter.
Mrs. Agnes Olson, 56, lacerations
Also appearingat the public and Wayne R. Vriesman, Muskenoted these points concerning the
the new Allegan high school was
Friend Tavern, dance hall, and the
of the scalp and fracturesof the hearing on the budget was Wil- gon.
decision on Holland Christian
Resident Succumbs
on Western avenue, rather than
.followingrubbish licenses:Albert
pelvis, thumb and jaw.
lard C. Wichers, chairman of the
High School:
Holland Woman Hurt
along the main highway. The counHerman FredncKs, 76, of 135
Van Huis, 68 Saunders;Fred
Mrs. Terrill Ashbacker, 36, lac- Holland Planning Commission, who
1. The Universityestablishes its
Local
Coast
Guardsmen
In
Two-Car
Collision
North Ottawa St., Grand Rapids, own criteria for two year accredit- cil agreed to cooperate in buildStam, 144 Fairbanks;Melvin Witteerationsof the forehead and frac- asked Council to petain a $1,800
ing the sidewalk ’"to the extent
died Friday evening at the Butter- ation of Michigan high schoools
veen, 188 Elm; George Kotman,
ture of tha right leg.
figure -foe^pt^essional planning Launch Third Boat
Mrs. Gerrit J. Wolters, 49, of
that funds are available." A simi173 East Fifth; Peter Jacobusse,
Richard Ashbacker, 3, possible consultants.He f^jiewed many of
The Holland Coast Guard sta- worth Hospitalas the result of a and accepts North Central stanlar JCC delegation exacted a resoroute 5, • Holland, was treated at
route 4; George Bruischart,route
fracture of the jaw and possible the studies carried on by the com- tion, with two boats already in stroke sufferedlast Sunday morn- dards for four year accreditation.
lution approving the new location
HollandHospital for contusions and
1.
concussion.
mission in which the services of a the water, announced today that ing. He formerlylived in East
2. Accreditationis designed prifrom the Allegan township board
abrasionson her head and knees
Tulip Time entertainment liRonald Thompson,21, fractures professionalconsultant had been Friday a third boat will be launch- Saugatuck.
marily "As a process to evaluate Monday night.
followingan accident Wednesday
censes were approved for the baof the right leg and left ankle and used.
ed in preparation for the busy Surviving are a son. William of a school's program” as a service
Other council action includedreat 5:15 p.m. at the corner of River
Holland; three daughters, Mrs. to the school and its community
ton twirling contest, band review,
facial lacerations.
CouncilmanHenry Steffensfelt coming season.
fusal of a request by the full Gosand Howard Aves.
Tulip Time Varieties; Dutch FanGrand Haven State Police, inves- that members of the planningcomPreviouslylaunched were the 36- William Ebel of West Olive, Mrs. and is of secondary importance in
pel Mission, of Holland, to hold
Mrs. Wolters was a passenger
tasies, The Red Mill, glass blowtigating the accident, said the pick- mission already have had consider- foot motor lifeboat and the 30-foot Donald Caauwe of Holland and college admission.
street meetings in Allegan; discus,
in a car driven by Mrs. Joyce
Miss
Grace
Fredricks
of
Holland;
er, flower show, and the parade of
up truck driven by Velma Beckett able experiencesin the work and utility boat. Friday the 25-foot selfMr. Lewis also stated that some sion of the need for obtaining false
Funckes, 22, of 50 West 21st St.,
quartets.
went out of conrtol when the right were quite able to make their own bailing motor surf will be put in 10 grandchildren;one sister, Mrs. general differencesin criteria for
arrest bonds for city police offiheaded north on River Ave. OttaFrank Bouwman; one brother-in- two and four year accreditation by
rear wheel dropped off the shoul decisions.Mayor Robert Visscher the water.
The Henry Walters post 2144,
cers; considerationof a request
wa
County deputies said Mrs.
der of the road.
Veterans of Foreign Wars was
pointed out that “one of our own
Personnel at the local station law, John Lubbers and one sister- the Universityare as follows:
that funds for the repair of the
Funckes collided with the rear of
granted permissionto sell poppies
When she turned back onto the men” has a degree in planningand has been brought up to the full in-law, Mrs, Minnie Fredricks,all 1. Four-year schools must have
Marshall street tennis courts be
a car driven by Joseph Damveld,
road, police said, she crossed the his talents could be used to greater complement of seven men with the of Holland.
from 2 p.m. Friday, May 23, to
more extensiveguidance and test- includedin the new budget.
75, of 095 136th Ave., who was
2 p.m. Saturday, May 24.
center line and sideswiped a car advantage. He referredto William arrival of BM 1-c Glynn Butler
ing programs.
City Manager P. H. Beauvais rewaiting for a red light.
driven by Ruth Webber, 38, of Layman, assistantengineer, who from the South Manitou Light at State President Speaks
•A request from the Chamber of
2. Their library servicesand se- ported that the water storage tank
Deputies ticketedMrs. Funckes
Rothbury, Mich., which was going has a degree in planning from Leland, Michigan.
Commerce for an advisory safety
lection of books are broader.
painting job was completed and the
for following too closely.Dam- in the oppositedirection.
At Eagle Auxiliary Meet
Michigan State University.Laycommission resulted in authorizing
3. Their teachers’ professional tank back in service. Beauvais was
veld’s 1951 model car was damOfficers said the Beckett pickup man, who is serving as building
the mayor to appoint a special
Mrs. Fannie Pardue, president qualifications are higher. .
Grand Haven Church
directed to obtain information on
aged in excess of its value, deputhen continued on down the road inspector,has been a member of
committee to study the advisibility
of the Eagle Auxiliary greeted 4. Their breadth of educational the use of Conelrad units which
ties said, and hey estimated the
on the wrong side to collide head- the planning commissionf6r the Calls Rev. Reynen
of setting up a safety commission
from South Haven, Grand program is wider.
will be used to broadcast tornado
damage to Mrs. Funckes’ 1955 on with the Olson car, which was last few years.
GRAND HAVEN (Special) guests
by ordinance.
5. Their couselingtime per stu- warningsthis year for the first
Haven and Grand Rapids at the
model car at $350.
headed west.
Mayor Robert Visscher was delVisscher reappointed First Reformed Church of Grand regular meeting Friday evening. dent is higher.
time.
Officers said both the 1957 Beck- Bosch to serve another five * year Haven, which has been without a
egated to represent the city of
Special guests was Eagle Auxiliary 6. Their laboratoryfacilitiesfor
Holland at the Mackinac Bridge wort and services in the band shell ett pickup truck and the 1965 mod- term on the Board of Public Works. pastor since the Rev. Harland State President,Mrs. Alice Bal- scientificinstruction are more exdedicationJune 26-28.
program were okayed for Kam- el Olson car were damaged in ex- CouncilmanSteffensadded a spe- Steele became pastor of Trinity sitis, who was presented with a tensive.
11
Councilwill file a protest on the meraad and Stroop, architects, and cess of their value, and estimated cial commendationfor Bosch’s un- Reformed Chuch of Holland Jan. corsage and a pair of wooden shoes
At present the University ac1,
Monday
night
voted
to
extend
the
damage
to
the
1953
Webber
tiring
efforts
throughout
the
years,
water diversion bill which has Martin Dyke and Son, contractors.
with her name inscribed.
credits 668 Michigan high schools. For
and Bosch respondedgratiously, a call to the Rev. Cornelius Reybeen passed by the House and will Floodlightswere okayed for in- car at <50.
In responding,Mrs. Balsitis ex- More than 300 have four year acsaying he was looking forward to nen of Faith Reformed Church of
be consideredby the Senate. The stallation at the band shell at a
tended a request that a group of creditation, more than 300 have
Eleven applicantsin the “Miss
another term with Council’scon Lansing, HI, former pastor of
Chamber of Commerce also is fil- cost of $63.85, but bids will be Royal Neighbors Plan
Holland mernbers attend the con- two year accreditationand 11 are Ottawa County" contestwill meet
tinued cooperationin providingthe Bethel Reformed Church of Holing a protest on the diversion ques- taken for a loud speaker system,
vention in Traverse City in Dutch tentative.
in an informal pre-judgingCoffee
Convention in October
best of utilities for the people. land.
tion which involves diverting water estimated at close to $700.
Costume and march in a parade The members of the Bureau of Kletz Friday afternoon.
from Lake Michigan through the
A request from Leo Salisbury Royal Neighbors met Thursday Bosch has been seizing on the In other businessplans were dis- scheduled for Friday, June 13, at School Services' Executive Com- Registration deadline for the con<
cussed for a $167,000educational
Chicago canal.
ana William De Boer requestinga night at 8 p.m. at the Royal Neigh- board 12 years.
6 p.m.
mittee besides Lewis, are as fol- test is Friday at 5 p.m. All single
unit which may be erected east of.
Two letters from U.. S. Rep. meeting with Council to discuss bor Hall. Plans were discussed
She also thanked the Auxiliary lows; Associate Dean Walter J. young women, county residents, 17
the present church edifice at Third
Gerald R. Ford were presented wages was received and filed.
for their participation in various Emmons of the College of Engin- to 25 are eligible to register in
for the next conventionto be held Holland Girl Ticketed
and Washington Sts.
relative to the resurvey of the HolCouncilman John Van Eerden in Holland in October.
humanitarian projects and spoke eering; Kent W. Leach, Director person at the Chamber of ComIn Two-Car Collision
land Harbor project, indicating the spoke of the need for additional
The committeeappointed was
of Father Cassidy's Home for of the Bureau of School Services; merce, by mail or by telephone.
matter is now before the subcom softball facilities and mentioned Mrs. Lena Eackley, Mrs. Jack
Miss Virginia L. Tollman, 21, of Zeeland High Netters
Boys.
Dean Earl V. Moore of the School Holland applicants to date inmittee on riven and harbors. Ford Jefferson field could be lighted at Shaffer and Mrs. John Serier. A route 5, Holland, was ticketedby
Whitewash
Comstock
Park Tlie speaker also told of the of Music; Marvin L. Niehuss, clude Grace Veen, Phyllis Kunkel,
cost of $1,663, but Mayor report was given by Mrs. Ade- Holland police for failure to yield
promised to keep Council advised.
needs of the Fort Custei Home for Vice President and Dean of Facul- Susan Wright, Lupita Cantu, BarA- personal injury claim from Visscher pointed out that Council line VanDam about the RNA con die right of way following a twoCOMSTOCK PARK (Special) Mentally Retarded.
ties; Assistant Dean James H. bara Veurink, Betty Lou Prins,
Mn. Mary Hardenberg and a car already had okayed expendituresventionin Sault Ste. Marie on April car coUiaionMonday at 12:16 p.m. Zeeland High’s tennis team -'Among the out-of-town guests Robertson of the College of Litera- Barbara and Sandra Kroeze. From
damage claim from CorneliusDe of over $9,01)0for recreational ac- 18 and 19. She was a delegate from at the corner of 20th St. and Col- strengthenedits lead on first place was Mrs. Alice Nordhof, district ture, Science,and the Arts; Dean Grand Haven applicantsare MarJoug.. were referredto the insur tivities earlier in the evening, and the Holland Camp. Mrs. Jennie lege Ave.
in the Kenewa League race with secretary of District No. 6.
Willard C. Olson of the School of ian Witkowski and Pat Fanner.
ance agency and the city attorney. with a buildingproposed at Fair- Keller also ' attendeo along with
Police said Miss Tellman, head- a 3-0 win over Comstock Park here
Announcement was made of a Education; Clyde Vroman, Direc- Linda Reister from Jenison is. also
City Manager Herb Holt said banks Park, he felt the joint rec- 400 other persons.
ed south on College Ave., collided Friday.
new Auxiliary in Dearborn, and tor of Admissions; and Robert L. an applicant.
several requests have come in reational committee should careAt the regular meeting lunch with a car driven by Miss Wanda Dave Van Peursem, playing No. also of the District No. 8 Memorial Williams.Assistant Dean of Facul- Judges will be equipped
from churches and other organiza- fully consider needs and later was served and pnxes in cards J. Brink, 16, of roate 2, Hamilton, t defeated Gary Hackmuth (CP), service tn be held in Holland on tiM. "
"value charts" to include
tions fot using the band shell at make specific recommendations. went to Mrs. Hewy Kleis, Mrs. going east on 20th St. Officers es- 6-., 64) and Wayne Tanis (Z) def. Saturday at 7 p.m.
main categories;
Council adjourned at 9:23 p.m. Alice Rowan and Mrs. Shaffer timated the damage to Miss Tell- Phil Fletcher (CP), 6-2, 6-2. Keith
Kollen Part, and the question of
A buffet lunch was served by Stanley Yin, seminary student. sonal
rules for- band shell uses was re- All members were present except Mrs Serier angl Mrs. Myrtle man’s 1949 model at $200 and the Hubbell and Stan Vugteveen of the hostesses,Mn. Cecil Telgen- will conduct the
Confernd to thejandshelladvisory Robert J. Kouw. WiUian^Heeringa
............ to charge of
damage to Mias Brink’s1949 model Zeeland won the doubles match by hof and Mrs. Jeanette Raffenaud.
Steffens. Council’s vote
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Committee

Chix Score Run in Ninth

Named

To Edge Christian, 2-1

to

ZEELAND (Special)— Holland
Christian’sbaseball team which
has been making a habit of losing
close ball games, lost another one
here Monday afternoonwhen they
bowed to the Zeeland Chix, 2-1 in
extra innings. The Dutch have now
lost three by a single run and

Get Out Vote
About 45 Attend
Citizens Meeting
On Annexation

Jo Lee Hurlbuf Chosen

Queen

Holland Girl
Struck by

Car

A Holland girl received only
now have a 1-5 '•season mark. •
slight injuries Tuesday when she
Both dubs turned to a fine ball
game, with Merle Dykema of the was struck by a car at the corner
Maroons and Max De Jonge of the of Seventh St. and Central Ave at

A citizen* committee to promote
the get-out-toe-vote
proram in
Holland city for the June 3 annexaChix, pitching great ball. Defen- 12:07 p.m.
tion election* was appointed at a
meeting of city residents and other
sively both outfits looked sharp,
Edith Simon, 6, of 146 East
Christian committingtwo errors, Seventh St., daughter of Mr. and
interestedperson* Monday night
in Apple Avennp aohool, called by
both in the ninth, and Zeeland guil- Mrs. F. Simon, was treated at Holty of three.
the joint citizens committee of the
land Hospital for contusions and
Dykema has now lost three one abrasions of the legs, arms and
four school districts involved in
run games, two by 1-0 margins and face and released
the election:
Named to the committee were
this one 2-1. He fanned 10 Zeeland
Holland police said she was
Jack Plewes, Mrs. Clarence J.
batters and gaVe up six hits. De struck by a car driven by Roger D.
Jonge, who needed help from Merle Kragt, 25, of 167 Highland Ave.,’
Becker. A1 Knapp. Harold TregBerens to the ninth, struck out who was headed east on Seventh
loan. Les Deridder, Mrs. Henry
boys and girls, many of them wearing the
PRACTICE FOR FESTIVAL
Close to 300
Steffens. Don Crawford and James
four Dutch and gave up seven safe- St.
traditional Wooden Shoes, going through
Holland School children from the kindergarCrozier. Hiis committee will spark
ties. Several fine outfield plays to
Officerssaid the littlegirl had
maneuvers. The festival is scheduled for
crucial spots kept De Jonge out waited at the curb for one car to
the get-out-the-votemovement ten through the 7th grade, gathered at Kollen
Friday,May 16, at 2:30 p.m. and the followwithin the city and will promote
of further trouble.
Park Monday afternoon for the first outdoor
pass, and then had darted out into
the general program with emphaThe Dutch broke the scoring ice the street directly in the path of
ing morning at 9:45 at Kollen Park. Mrs.
practice of the Children's Festival which will
in the second when Jim Kool, the car.
sis on mutual benefits.
Gertrude Douwstra,music consultant in the
again be one of the highlightsof the annual
About 45 persons attended the
Dutch third sacker, was safe on an
The girl was struck by the left
public schools, is general chairman.
Tulip Time Festival. Shown are a group of
error. He was sacrificed to third front fender and thrown off to the
meeting at which Richard Smith,
(Sentinel photo)
chairman of the Apple Avenue
and then came around to score side, police said. They are continon Jim Hulst’s triple to right.
citizenscommittee,presided. Smith
uing their investigation.
Miss Jo
Hurlbut
explained some of the mechanics
Zeeland touched Dykema for
Mrs. Emily Sluiter
(Jim Clork photo)
/
of the forthcomingelections in
four singlesin the fith inning,to
Miss Jo Lee Hurlbut, daughter of gan of 1958, looks on. Miss HurlDies in Grand Haven
which four school districts,Apple
score its first run. After Vender
Mr. and Mrs. Joseph R. Hurlbut but, a 1957 graduate of Holland
Avenue, Maplewood,Federal and
Poppen and Van Haitsma both
GRAND HAVEN (Special)
of 242 Pine Ave., was crowned Miss High School, is a freshman at
Montello Park, are seeking politi- Ip
singled,De Jonge came through
Mrs. Emily Sluiter, 71, of 404
Central Michigan Saturday evening Central Michigan College.
cal annexation to Holland city.
with a safety to account for the
Clinton St., Grand Haven, died
at Mt. Pleasant.
After her victory over 12 contestSeveral
persons
appeared
at
lone marker.
All qualified voters in Holland city
Sunday night. She was found by
She is being crowned by Marilyn ants from the Central Michigan
and in both Holland and Fillmore regular session of traffic court neighbors in her home Monday
Some faulty baserunning cost the
Holland city firemen early Tues- Van Berber, Miss America of 1958, area, she is now eligible to enter
Holland’s famed crop of multitownships may vote in the elec- Thursday night to City Hall con- noon.
Dutch some runs in both the sixth
day fought by land and from while Valory Strong, Miss Michi- the Miss Michigan contest.
colored tulips will be to full bloom
and ninth frames. On each occations.
ducted by AssociateMunicipal She was born to Montague and for visitors to Holland’s 29th anthe water a stubborn fire to the
William Oonk of the Van Raalte
was a member of the Presbyterian nual Tulip Time festival May 14 to sion, the Dutch followedwith hits,
timbers at the HarringtonCoal
but
the
alert
Chix
infield
stopped
district east of Holland said Van Judge Fred T. Miles.
Church of Grand Haven. Surviving
Dock, 233 West Eighth St.
RaaKe districtalready has be- Appearingwere Florence Guil- are one son, Jack of Dearborn; 17.
the rally.
Sipp H. Houtman, Tulip Time
gun work on its annexation pro- ford, of 249 West 17th St., speeding, two grandchildren;one brother and
Two costly errors and a single Fire Captain Willis (Buck) Nuismanager, said today that 60 per sent Zeeland’sJohn Van Dam, sec- mer said the fire is believed to
gram which will include the en- $12; Robert K. Van Heyvelen, of three sisters.
cent of the tulips are now in bloom
tire Van Raalte district instead of
ondbaseman,across with the win- have been started by fishermen
169 East Eighth St., improper pulland the other 40 per cent are belopping off some agricultural secning marker to the final half of who are known to have been fishginningto show color in the buds.
tions as previouslyhad been pro- ing away from curb, $9; Frank
the ninth inning. The win gives ing on the dock late at night. The
Holland'sfamed tulip lanes should the Chix a 2-0 mark over Chris- fire was discovered by Holland
posed.
Bagladi,of 206 East 25th St., carepresent plenty of color next week- tian this season.
police at 4:30 a.m.
There was some emphasis on less driving involving speeding and
end
and remain in fine condition
services availableto the district,
Both Hulst and Bob Jansen Harringtonofficials estimatedthe
stop sign, $32; Edward Wagenfor the festival next week.
once annexation is effected, and
chalked up two hits apiece for the loss at around $800. Firemen said
veld, route 3, leaving scene of
This puts Holland’stulips on fine Dutch. Hulst unloaded with both some of the 12-inch beams were
considerableemphasis on the vital
MUSKEGON
(Special)
Musaccident,$12.
schedule, contrastedto conditions
school problem. Without annexatriple and a double. All of burned nearly through.
Delwin Kempkers, route 1, kegon Catholic’s track team cap- in the Netherlands where the tuWhile some of the firemen fought
tion, these districtswill not be althe Zeeland hits were stogies.
tured
nine
firsts
and
defeated
HolHamilton, careless driving, $17;
lips are three weeks late. Tulips
the blaze from above on the dock,
lowed to send their ninth graders
Line Score:
land.
73
2-3
to
35
1-3
here
Friday
David Van Tubbergen, of 26 West
in the famous bulbfields there are
to Hofland public school* next
R H E five other firemen carried a two26th St., imprudent speed and rac- on the Catholictrack.
currently to bloom. Normally, they Roll. Chr. .... 010 000 000 1 7 2 and-a-half-toch hose aboard an 18September.
Holland
grabbed
four
firsts
in
ing, $22; Richard Dekker, of 575
bloom in April.
Some persons representingcivic
Zeeland ..... 000 010 001 2 6 3 foot boat owned by the HarringWest End Dr., red light, $9; Allan the meet. Rich Woltman won the
For the 10th time, Michigan’s Batterier— Dykema and Ster- ton company and sprayed the fire
organizationspointed out their
180-yard
low
hurdles
in
21.4;
Carl
J. Teusink, of 1613 Harding St
Gov. G. Mennen Williams is ex- ken; De Jonge, Berens and Wig- from below, out in the water.
constitutions do not allow partisan
red light,$7; James W. Kenemer, Woltman won the 220-yard dash
pected to be on hand for opening gers.
Firemen pumped water directly
activity on politicalissues, but the
in
24
seconds;
Wes
Heidema
took
of 312 East Uth St., speeding,$15;
day
festivities.He always brings
I from the lake for use on the fire.
organizations could promote *
the
440-yard-dash
in
54.5
and
the
Francisco Berales,' of 427 Chicago
| Firemen said they fought the fire
get-out-the-vote movement It also
Holland 880-yard relay team of with him his pair of wooden
Dr. no operator'slicense, $7.
shoes given him on his first visit
until after 5:30 a.m.
pointed out that while organisaAlso appearing were Jack M. Jim Van Putten, Scott Brouwer in 1949. He also dons a Dutch costions cannot promote politicalproand
the
Woltman's
covered
the
disHameltok,of 700 West 26th St.,
tume (large size) and with broom
grams as such, it is quite pos- speeding,$15; Ralph Raterink, of tance in 1:38.3 for a win.
Infant
in hand leads local burghers in
sible for club members to work
Heidema’s
performance
was
the
242 West 18th St., speeding, $15;
the opening scrubbing ceremonies.
as individuals. Ibis type of activity
Jacob Disselkoen, of 247 North best for the Dutch. He led all the
After the scrubbing ceremonies
refers particularly to such organ!
GRAND RAPIDS (Special) In
Colonial, Zeeland, $13; Beatrice way and won the race by about
and
volk
parade,
close
to
300 Holland Christian’s Golf squad finrationsas the Junior Chamber of
Ekstrand, route 4, speeding, $13; six inches. His tim% was two-tenths
Klorapen Dancers will perform shed In third place in the five- Calvin A. Kragt. infant son
Commerce and patriotic orders.
My/ Mi- WV- *
Clayton Charles Warren, Grand of a second off the Holland record.
' -i*-' re
j
their famed wooden show dance. team West State Golf League Mr. and Mrs. Andrew Kragt,
'n;. j.’
- Dr. Lester J. Kuyper and BerResults
in
order
of
finish:
Rapids, stop sign, $7; Ezra Earl
141
West
32nd St., died shortly
These
dancers
will
appear
several
nard Arendaborst, representingPetty, of 78 West Eighth St., speed- 120-yard high hurdles
Fitz
match held here Monday on the
time* throughout the festival and Green Ridge Country club course. atfer birth Monday morning in
the Board of Education,reaffirming, $25; Roger Bmursema, 19, (MC), Goryl <MC>, Van Heukelom
their last performance will be on Comstock Park, the winner of the Holland Hospital.
ed the board’s policy in cooper
’ nr'
(H). Time 16.9.
route 2, liquor in car, $39.70. ,
Surviving are the parents; a
the green at Riverview Park for round robin affair, was host for
ating to the fullestextent in aiding
Shot
put
—
Beeda
(MC),
Vogel
Neal Roger King, 25, of 585 West
brother, Robert Allen; two sisters,
the Tulip Time Varieties on Satur the meet.
outside school districts to solve
29th St., was put on probationfor (MC), Gibbons (H). Distance 50’
Brenda Sue and Valerie Ann; the
day
night.
their school problems. William H.
The league, in an effort to cut maternalgrandparents, Mr. and
three months Wednesday on a 6".
Other
.highlights
of
the
festival
Vande Water, executivesecretary
Broad jump — Klesa (MC), Waldown the travel and the players’ Mrs. William Overway, and the
charge of disorderlyinvolvinginare two performancesof ‘"Die missing classes, decided to initiate
of the Chamber of •Commerce,
ability to give a satisfactoryac- ters (H), Murry (MC). Distance
paternalgrandmother, Mrs. Jennie
Red Mill," Wednesday and ThursMrs. James Little Tolley
read a brief resolutionfavoring
two-tournamentseason where Kragt, all of Holland.
count of himself. He paid $4.70 18’ 94”.
day nights in Civic Center,put on each club will play the other teams
annexation adopted by retail mer
A
wedding of special interest to
Attendants wore pure silk orPole
vault
Allore
(MC),
costs and must pay $5 supervision
chants who met that noon.
Morse (MO. Dorgelo (H), Zuide- by Hope College musical students, of the loop twice by playing just
many Holland residents took place ganza gowns in aqua made on
fees each month.
Smith suggested that open
princesslines with draped bodices.
ma (MC) and Strado (MC), tied. the ever popular Parade of Bar- 36 holes of golf. A similar meet
Saturday afternoon in St. James
houses in the schools in the four
bershop Quartets Friday night to next week at the Lincoln Country
They carried pink rose bouquets.
Height 10’ 6".
EpiscopalChurch, Birmingham,
districts for the most part all fine
Mrs. Calvin Kerr, cousin of the
High jump - Fitz (MC), Win- Civic Center, the three-hourband dut in North Muskegon wU? dewhen Miss Mary Frederika Avery, bride served as matron of honor.
buildings, be held prior to the elecston (MO, R. Woltman (H). review at Riverview Park Satur- ride the league champion.
daughter of Mr. and Mrs. Alexan- Bridesmaids were Mrs. Lincoln
tion to allow city residents to beday afternoon,the Varietiespro- *Under the mechanics of the scorHeight 5' 5”.
N. Avery of Birmingham,for- Avery, sister-in-law of the bride,
come familiar with the districtproMedley
Muskegon Catholic. gram that night, a national baton ing each individual match between
GRAND HAVEN (Special) der
mer Holland resident, became the Miss Diane Hines, cousin of the
grams, and realize anew that the
twirling contest, and of course, the the four high players of each
Members of the Ladles Aid So- Time 2:39.
The Ottawa County Road Comannexation program is a two-way ciety of Sixth Reformed Church, 100-yard dash
Allore (MC), children’s parade on Thursday and school, counts one point and low mission Thursday passed a resolu- bride of James Little Tolley. The bride and Miss Dorothy McFarlin,
street with mutual benefits all 70 years old and over, were hon- Wolski (MC),. Van Putten (H). the parade of bands on Saturday.
team total makes up the fifth tion prohibiting the firing of rock- groom is the son of Henry F. Me- sister of the groom.
Farlin of Cincinnatiand the late
around. Apple Avenue School also ored at a parft held by the so- Time 10.2.
Robert J. McFarlin attended his
point. Each school used five play ets or any explosives such as fireMrs. McFarlto.
plans to enter a float in the Tulip ciety Thursday afternoon in the
brother as best man. Seating the
Mile - Kesteloot (MC), Van Eer- Kindergarten Pupils
ers, with the four lowest figure in works on any property under the
The Rev. Reginald Howden per- guests were Henry F. McFarlin,
Time school parade emphasizing lounge of the new parish house. den (H), Wildschutt(H). Time
the final scoring.
jurisdiction of the road commisEntertain at Teas
formed the ceremony.
its desire to become a part of the
brother of the groom, Lincoln
Special guest was Mrs. John 4:56.6.
Comstock Park finishedwith
sion.
The bride selected a gown of Avery, the bride's brother, James
city.
Vanderbeek, wife of the late Rev.
440-yard dash — Heidema (H),
In other business,the commisBoth the morning and afternoon 4-0 mark, defeatingall of the othVanderbeek, former pastor of Winston 'MO, La Plant (MC). kindergartenclasses of Lincoln er teams. N6rth Muskegon was sion okayed the bid of Mulder Mo- French Chantilly lace featuringan M. Morris and Jack W. Burke.
open neckline *ith handclipped A receptionin the church parSixth Reformed Church. Others Time 54.5.
School entertainedat Mothers’ teas second with a 3-1 record, losing tor Sales of Coopersvillefor eight
scallopededge and short sleeves. lors followed the ceremony.
honored were Mrs. R. Vaupel, 180-yard low hurdles — R. Wolt- Friday in the school.
to Comstock Park, narrowly de- new trucks at a cost of $36,690.65.
The fitted bodice of pure silk and
For ‘ their honeymoon trip to
Mrs. Marie Owens, Mrs. B. Schol- man (Hi, Pasco (MC), Gray (MC).
Announcing the program at the feating Christian,and then stop- A total of 11 bids were considered. the deep borderedhem of the
Simon Rasmussensuffered
Florida the new Mrs. Tolley wore
ten, Mrs. W. Coster, Mrs. H. Time 21.4.
ping
Montague
and
Zeeland.
ChrisThe
commission
also
wiH
purchase
morning tea was Kenlyn Vande
heart attack to his home Tuesday
gown were style featuresas well a navy blue suit with bolero jacket
220-yard dash
C. Woltman Water.
tian was next as they whipped six new underbody scrapers from
and was taken by ambulance to Vande Water, Mrs. G. Van Gelas the chapel train. Her scalloped and navy blue accessories. ’On
deren Miss Kate Smallegan, Mrs. (H), Brouwer (H), Rozenburg
Montague
and
Zeeland,
while
bowShults
Equipment
Sales
of
Ithaca
Taking part in the presentation
the Douglas hospital where he was
lace cap held in place the illusion their return from their trip, the
J. Vos, Mrs. G. Hooker, Mrs. A. (MC). Time 24.
of 'The Little Red Hen” were Re- ing to North Muskegon and Com- for $13,100 including trade-ins. Six veil. She carried a white prayer
placed under oxygen. His wife has
newlyweds will make their home
Brink, Mrs. Joe Barney, Mrs. M.
880-yard run
Vivian (MC), becca Burns, Pamela Lubbers, stock Park. Montague defeated bids on a bituminous distributor
been in the same hospital the past
book topped by a white orchid.
in Detroit.
Brandt, Mrs. Caroline Knoll, Mrs. Horneck (MC), Alexander (H). Tommy Bade, Diane Rotman Zeeland and lost the rest, while and five bids on a bituminouspav10 days as a medical patient
Gerrit Evink, and Mrs. Ed Hieftje Time 2:10.
Zeeland,
with
a
young
inexperier
were
referred
to
engineers
for
David Miles and Ricky Meurer.
At an official board meeting
of Battle Creek who is an asso880-yardrelay — Holland. Time
tabulation and recommendations at
Shelly Ver Hey and Craig enced team, lost all four.
the Immanuel Church Tuesday eveciate member. Unable to be pres- 1:38.3.
On team total basis, the clubs
later date.
Kammeraad
depicted the mother
ning it was voted to purchase the
The commissionapproved two
Goose Rhyme, "Littie Miss Muf finishedin the same order with
Bernard Marfia home which ad ent were Mrs. S. Scheerhorn and
Mrs. Hessel Jongsma.
fet" and Billy Olund gave "Hump- Comstock Park on top with 379, plats, one known as Brookfield plat
Four Slightly Hurt
joins the church property. The
ty Dumpty" and Danny Wyngarden North Muskegon with 393, Holland in section 11, Holland township,
Marfia family will vacate during A program included duets by In Two-Car Crash
Mrs. H. Slager and Mrs. L. Maatand Linda Dahnan, "Jack snd Christianwith 4&2. Montague with and the other Sutter’s plat in
the summer and move to the
410 and Zeeland, 439. Medalist for section 28, Tallmadge township. Students of the Holland High the progfram. There are 113 stuhome of his mother, the late Mrs. man, two readings by Mrs. H. A.
GRAND HAVEN (Special) Jill"
Mouw and remarks by Mrs. Van- Four persons were treated for in- All the children took part
the tourney was Lyn Rosely of
Announcementwas made of a School Co-operativeTraining pro- dents presently enrolled in the
Grace Marfia.
derbeek.
Comstock
with
83.
public service hearing on C and O gram made all arrangements, in- program, with 49 local businesses,
juries in Municipal Hospitalas the the choral reading, "The Little
Forty-two members and guests
Members of the Christiansquad railroad crossings for the Consum- cluding transportation, for the first trades and industriesemploying
result of a two-car crash at 6:32 Plant” and several children’s
Holland Man Hurt
Co-operative training students.
were served lunch from a buffet p.m. Sunday at the intersection of songs.
and their scores were Wes Ny- ers Power Co. in Port Sheldon
annual Co-op Banquet given in hontable, decorated with flowers and
Special guests at the banquet,
In Accident Tuesday
A similarprogram wes present- karap, 92, Ken Michmerhuizen, 95, township. There have been signed
Sheldon ar,d Robbins Rds.
a silver service. Mrs. B. Ter The crash occurred when a car ed at the afternoontea with Stepfa Jim Lucas, 106 and Vern Ramak- agreements with Consumers Power or of their employers.The banquet other than employers or employes
was held Monday evening at Van included Alvin J. Cook, president
Bernard J. Rosendahl, 66,
Haar and Mrs. B. Kortering,presi- driven by Andrejs Carlsons. 18, anie Clason, Gwendolyn Payne er, 110.
Co. for lights at railroad crossings
Raalte’s Restaurantin Zeeland. of the Holland Board of Educa251 West 23rd St., was treated at dent and vice presidentof the soon Port Sheldon Rd. and on the
Grand Haven, stopped for a stop John Van Heukelom, Kenneth
About 185 persons attended.
tion, Lloyd Johnson of the State
Holland Hospitalfor facial and left ciety, respectively,poured. The
M-50 extension which* crosses C
sign on Robbins Rd. and then pro- Gwaltney, Danny Brink and David
The speaker for the evening, Department of Public Instruction
wrist bruises and releasedfollow program was in charge of Mrs.
and O tracks, also for a light on
ceeded across the intersection Moore presenting“The Little Re<
George Lumsden of General Elec- and Walter W. Scott, SuperintendR. Van Wyk, Mrs. M. Van Wyk
ing an accident Tuesday
Hayes St. and Sebler St. crossing
striking a car driven by Michael Hen." Douglas Maatman was the
tric, former director of Vocational ent of Schools.
The
Girls
Society
held
it
banquet
9:24 a.m. on 15th St. between Col- and Mrs. H. Bekker.
announcer.
The
afternoon
program
of
the
Pennsylvania
line.
It
was
C. Beaudry, 36, of 216 Cypress St.,
Education at Holland High School,
and social hour Wednesday evenlege and Columbia Aves.
also includeda movie, "The Three
explained that this is a new exHolland.
challengedthe students and their
ing. Guests attending were Mr.
Holland police said Rosendahl, Local Resort Listed
periment to lighting railroad crossInjuredin the Beaudry car were Bears."
employers to continue to perform Former Holland Man
and Mrs. Harry Meyer, Mr. and
driving west on 15th St., collided
Miss Elna Stocker is teacher of
ings for safety.
Mrs. Ray Kemme, of 79 East 30th
In
New
1958
Edition
tbrir duties at their best capacity Dies in Grand Rapids
Mrs.
Wilbur
Albrecht,
the
Rev.
with a parked car belonging to
Attending the meeting were Neil
St., Holland,leg and feet bruises, the kindergarten classes.
in the face of the tension and conand Mrs. J. Breaker and Mr. and
Mrs. Beatrice Jarrett, 41, of 109 The Waukazoo Inn has received and Craig Beaudry,6, head in*
Van Leeuwen, R. N. Ossewaard, flicts of the times. Mr. Lumsden Henry De Kraker, 84, former
Mrs. Carl Aukeman.
East 15th St Officersestimated national recognition in the new 1958 juries. Injured in the Carlsons car
County
Engineer
Hank
Stafseth,
Lesson on Meats Given
entitied his talk "AU Shook Up." HoUand resident, died Sunday to
Mr. and Mrs. Corneal Patinos
the damage to Rosendahl’s 1966 edition of Duncan Hines "Vacation were the driver, leg ' and knee
AssistantEngineer William Osner
The invocation was given by Grand Rapids.
and
Miss
Kate
Troost
visited
relaAt
Waverly
Activity
Club
model at $175 and the damage ti Guide." just off the press, accord- cuts, and Carol Ebel, 17, route 2,
and Clerk Ed Boltbouse.
CliffordMarcus of the HoUand
tioves in Me Bain for a few days.
Mrs. Jarrett’s 1965 model at $250. ing to a news release from the Grand Haven, head bruises.
Survivingare four cluldren, Mrs.
The Home Economics topic
Public Schools and immediately
Mr. and, Mrs. Wilbur Albrecht
Public Relations Department of the
City police charged Carlsons meats was disqissed at the reguJohn
De Went, Miss Catherine
followingthe dinner Bruce Stegreceived word of the death of an Sandy Lugten Honored
Duncan Hines Institute, Ithaca, with failure to yield the right of lar meeting of the Waverly ActivRichard L Swifney
Eash,
Cecil
De Kraker, Louis De
enga employed by Dykstra’s Fuaunt, Mrs. Annie Grostra, 84, of On Seventh Birthday
N. Y.
way.
ity
Club
Friday
evening
to
the
neral
Home
led
to
group
singing.
Kraker;
one
brother, Isaac De
Chicago.
Funeral
services
were
Succumbs at Hospital
Waukazoo Is among some 1,000
school. The lesson wss presented held at Vander Laan Funeral Home
A party was given for Sandy The introductionof guests was Kraker of HoUand; two sisters,
vacation places to the United
GRAND HAVEN (Special)
Coast Guard Holds
by Mrs. Jake Zuidema, assisted by in Hudsonville.Mrs. Grostra was Lugten by her mother, Mrs. Gor- presided over by Bob Jaehnig of
Mrs. WUliara Karel and Mrs. Mary
Richard L. Swifney, 38, of 302 States recommended by Duncan Open House May 17
Mrs. Fred Borgman and Mrs. Wil- the former Annie Atorecht of don Lugten last Saturday, the oc- The Holland Evening Sentinelas
Hines.
Beacon Blv<L, died unexpectedly
liam Fockler. Three specialmeat Zutphen.
casion being her seventh birthday master of ceremonies, and Ann De Koster, both of HoUand; several
Monday night after being admitted
An additionalfeature has been dishes were prepared by the lead
Fred Ensink who suffereda anniversary.Games were played Herfst of Herfst Studio and Supply nieces and nephews, one sister-into Municipal Hospital. He was born Ticketed m Accident
added to the Tulip Time celebra- ers and sampled by the members. broken shoulder and arm when he and prizes awarded. A two-course Co. extended the welcome to the law, Mrs. Peter De Kraker of
in Muskegon and was a partner to
Carlton M. French, 53. of 122 tion on May 17 with the announce- Plans for the annual school pic- fell from a load of bay Is still con- lunch was served by Mrs. Lugten employers. Lewis La Grand of HoUand.
Swifney’sStandard Service Station East 24th St., was ticketed by Ot ment that the Holland Coast Guard nic to be held on Wednesday, Msy fined to Zeeland Hospital.
assistedby Beverly Lugten.
Baker Furniture Co. responded on
in Grand Haven. He was a veteran tawa County deputies for failure to Station will hold an open house on 21 at the school were discussed.
Invited,were Jackie Dykatra, behalf of the' employers.
Stop Grass Fire
Visitors at the home of Mr.
of World War II and a member if keep an assured dear distancebe- that day between the hours of It will be a basket picnic for fan* and Mrs. Leonard Van Ess last Judy Overbeek,Myrna Me Nitt,
Further entertainment,was proThe HoUand Township Fire DeSt. Patrick’s Church.
tween cars followingan accident 9 a.m. and 4 p.m.
ilies in the evening with sports week were Mr. and Mrs. Fi nk June Schipper, Mary Bergman, vided by Suzan Wright, secretary partmentSunday at 4 p.m. was
Surviving are his wife, Ferol; Saturday at 1:33 p.m. on East
The open house is to observance scheduled in the afternoon.
Chuski of Grand Rapids, Mrs. G. Viola and Nanc/Joostberns, Peggy at HoUand High, School, who pre- caUed to extinguisha grass fire
two daughters, Judith, 12, and Eighth St. at Fairbanks Ave. Dep- of Armed Forces Day and will be Mrs. Glen Van Rhee, vice presi- Hooker, Mrs. Alice Ensing and Boerigter,Lori, Rosie and Karen sented a comedy skit of a "Typical on Sand Rd. just north of New
Nancy, 10; two sons, Jerome, 7, uties said be collided with the rear observed by aU stationsto the dent, was to charge of the business June of Jamestown,Mrs. Melvin Lugten and Mrs. Jim Lugten, Mrs. Day at the Office."
HoUand Rd. Fire Chief John Vanand Thomas, 3, all at home; four of a car driven by Henry Palm- Ludington Group, from Holland to meeting snd lunch was served by Scholten of South Blendon and Gerrit Lugten, Mrs. John BoerigDonald Gebrsad and Myles DeBerg said the fire was spreading
sisters, Mrs. John Prins of Hol- bos, 56, of 96 West 21st St., who Leland, according to W-3 Don J. Mrs. Zuidema and Mrs. Lawrence Mrs. Jess Albrecht of Hudsonville. ter and Mrs. Leon Lynema.
Runk, Coordinatorsof the Co-oper- toward a woods when the firemen
land. Mrs. F. Modrack and Mrs. was waiting for traffic. Damage Call. LudingtonGroup Commander. Prins.
John Van Der Kolk Jr., ion of
ative training program, announcedj arrived but it was stopped and
W. Van Hall of Grand Haven, and was estimated byjleputiesat $200 Periodic conducted tours will be
The last meeting of the season, Mr. and Mrs. John Van Der Kolk, A total of 375,565 persons visited the recipients of Cooperative train- brought under control within an
C Mrs. David Hindal of Spring Lake; fo French's 1960 model car and at given on that day, he said, nd the to be held June 6, will feature a has returned home from overseas the Will Rogers Memorial at Clare- ing certificates,certifying the stu- hour. No buildingswere
l|M to Palmbos’ 1941 model oar. public is cordially invited.
potluck aupper.
inog eervipt.
more, OUa. during 1967.
dent's satisfactory participation in VanDaBerg said.
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Installation Highlights

Area PTA Council Meet

Miss Sheryl Joy Barendse

Mr. and

Airs. Russell Barendse

of 561 Hiawatha Dr. announce the

engagement 6f their daughter^
Sheryl Joy, to Dale Lane Myaard,
son of Mr. and Mrs. Donald
Myaard of 240 East 11th St.

Installationof new officers mark- available to anyone, including a
ed the meeting of the Holland Area professional library, supplementary
PTA Council - Thursday evening reading service, Visual Aid service. director of reading service,
held at Van Raalte School in the helping teacher service and financity.
cial auditing service.
Arthur Hills, director of music
Mrs. Frank E. Working who conducted the business meeting was in the Holland Public Schools, out-,
presentedwith the past president’s lined the summer music propin by Mrs. William Irwin, State gram available to all areas. He
Chairman of Communications, pri- said the program is divided into
different levels of advancement.
or to the installation.
New officers installed are Mrs. Main speaker for the evening
Arnold De Feyter Jr., president; was Clark Grant, promotion manMrs. John Kingshott, vice presi- ager of a Grand Rapids radio-TV
dent; Mrs. Gary Vanden Bos, station, who spoke on "Television
teacher vice president;Mrs. Roy and Your Youngster, Good, Bad
R i e d s m a, recordingsecretary; or Indifferent.” He suggested reMr?. Ernest Ellert, corresponding gulating the TV viewing for the
secretary, and Russell Bouman, child and emphasized writing to the
treasurer.An error in a former station both in favor and against
TOPS IN TABLE TENNIS-Theseare the winLubben, open singles winner and runnerup in
story listed Mrs. Harold Roach as programs. He mentioned that
ners in the city-wide table tennis tournament
open doubles and George Moes, open singles
teacher vice president.
many letters can accomplish held Tuesday and Thursday nights in Fell
runnerup and open doubles winner. James
Retiringofficers are Mrs. Work- more than people realize and that
Junior High School.Pictured (lett to right) are
Dykema, open doubles runnerup and Bob
ing, president; Mrs. De Feyter vice the programs are oq TV because
Jack Hulst, novice singles winner; Dell Koop,
Crecellus, novice doubles winner, are missing
president;Ken Van Wieren, teach- of their popularity.
novice doubles winner and novice singles runfrom the picture.
Refreshments served by Mr. and
er vice president;Mrs. Robert L.
nerup; Bob Holt, open doubles winner; Fred
(Sentinel photo)
Mrs.
Jack
Stroop
and
Mrs.
Don
Weersing, recording secretary;
Mrs. Donald Brown, correspon- Van Oosterhout,included cookies
ding secretary,and Chester Hill, made by Miss Hermine Ihrman,
treasurer.
principal of the Van Raalte School
Miss Jennie Kaufman, superin- who is retiring after serving many Fred Lubben ls< Holland's sin- finals, by defeating Larry win over Dell Koop, runnerup In
tendent of Ottawa County Schools, years with the Public Schools. Mrs. gles table tennis king and Bob Coney and Jason Ebels, 21-9, 16- the novice singles tournament.
Holt and George Moes are the 21; 21-19; 17-21 and 21-18 while Scores were 21-12, 21-19 and 21-11.
gave a report on special services Forest Barber poured.
doubles championsfollowing open Lubben and Dykema entered fol- Moes enteredthe semis with a win
division play Thursday night in lowing a win over Dell Koop and over Coney and Koop defeated
the annual city-wide torunament Dale Van Lente, 21-19, 21-18 and Dykema. Lubben stopped Gerrard
in Fell Junior High School,spon- 21-17.
Vander Wall and Holt won oyer
sored by the Recreation DepartHighlightof the singles tourna- Ebels.
ment.
ment was a rugged five-set semi- Contestantsin the open tourney
Lubben turned back Moes in a finals match between Lubben and Included Jay Freriks, Keith
four-set final to walk off with the Holt, by far the best match of the White, George Lubben, Jack Hulst,
tered one of these dens and sevBy Matthew Wilson
crown. FinaJ match scores were night. Holt won the first game, Dan Koop and Jack Alexander.
Flying into Tunisia we had no eral men gave us their seats.
21-12; 21-18; 18-21 and 21-14.
24-22, then Lubben won the second,
Harold Streeter conducted the
trouble,in fact did not even re- The place was so small that not
Holt and Moes stopped Lubben 21-19 and lost the third, 21-19. The tournament. Hulst won the Novice
over
50
could crowd in at one
quire a visa. Ail that we had to
and James Dykema in the doubles champion then took the next two championship Tuesday night and
time including standees. I very finals, 13-21, 21-17, 21-9 and 21-16. games, 22-20 and 22-20.
Dell Koop and Bob Creceiiui took
do was fill in the usual forms that
soon noticed my legs were being
Holt and Moes entered the
Moes entered the finals with a the novice doubles crown.
you get all over Africa giving in- bitten, very likely by fleas, but
formationabout yourself. Some- could do nothing about it so sat
seen. The marble in pink, white or
times this is in triplicatebut usual- back and enjoyed the show. On a
ly in duplicate. At the hotels you stage about seven feet wide and gray had to be brought from Italy

City Table Tennis Tourney

Champs Crowned

American Travelers Learn
Of Moslem Customs on

MAY QUEEN

—

The student body at Hope College has
May

elected Miss Isla Van Eenenaam of Muskegon as its new

Queen. The new queen received her crown from Bob Lesniak,
president of the Student Council, at coronation ceremonies
in Hope Chapel Friday afternoon. The announcement of the
queen and her court was the highlight of May Day festivities
held at the

College.

(Penna-Sas photo)

it it

it

T rip

Cultural Attache Impressed

same data on three deep covered with a dirty or Greece. Granite was brought
their register and surrender the rug, was a microphone, a drum- from the quarries at Asswan to
Visit to
Miss Judith L. Jaqua and her passport which sometimes goes to mer and a fellow playing a wind
build the Egyptian Temples at
fiance,Roger W. Boer, are com- the local police to be listed and instruument that sounded like a
On his first visit to Holland, are such that it will remain here
pleting arrangements for their stamped and then as you leave sickly bagpipe. It fascinatedme Luxor. The dirty water from the
June 21 wedding in Grand Rapids. the country another note is made to see him use his cheeks as a baths was carried by narrow sew- Mich., Jan van Houten, counaalor
appearing in museums,
ers made of flat stones covered
Miss Isla Van Eenenaam, Hope During the coronationceremony Miss Jaqua, the daughter of Mr. that this was done.
bellows to sustain the 'air. Far
!?r cultLUral_and^pre.^_affaire.f^
ha(
t gener|[1 tlghtenIngup
with other flat stones and then
and Mrs. RussellC. Jaqua, PhilaTunisia has only had its inde- from melodious it had rhythm and
the Netherlands Embassy at WashCollege junior, was crowned May junior girls were named to Alcor,
with
cement
and
finally
marble
of circulating originals, largelybenational honorary women’s society. delphi’ Ave., Grand Rapids, is a pendence from France for two a definite tune because later the
ington,D. C., was most ImpressQueen Friday afternoon at Hope
They are Sandra Dressel, daugh- graduate of Calvin College and is years but seems to us as if it is girls sang with it and some of or mosaic floors. Terra Cotta pipe ed by the Dutch names on local cause the Netherlandsserves a
MemorialChapel. Miss Van Eene- ter of Mr. and Mrs. Otto Dressel teaching at East Grand Rapids
was used for fresh water.
huge tourist trade and feels a good
a rapidly advancing republic.Al- the audience joined in. After this
stores and the Dutch communities
Carthage was built on what had
share
of the master’spaintings
naan, daughter of Mr. and Mrs. of 89 West 21st St., Holland; Jane High School.
though you see many veiled wom- instrumentalprelude used to
on the map of Western Michigan.
Mr. Boer, son of Mr. and Mrs. en on the streets, by presidential drum up trade, two dancing girls been the site of the ancient Phoe- Moreover,when he was asked must remain at home to satisfy
Gordon F. Van Eenanaam of Klaasen, daughter of Mr. and
Muskegon, succeeds Miss Virginia Mrs. Clarence Klaasen of 579 Lawn- William H. Boer, 575 LawndaleCt. edict they must be removed in five appeared in bright dresses,wear- nician city and reent excavations to tell a few Dutch stories at a the visitors. A documentary film
Vander Borgh of Sayville. N.Y.
dale Ct., Holland; Carol Luth, is also a graduate of Calvin Col- years. Women already have the^ ing many ornamented necklacesof by the White Fathers who have meeting of the Rotary Ckib Thurs- on Rembrandt Is being made in
Members of the queen's court daughter of Mr. and Mrs. Harold lege an4 is now a law student at right to vote and take part in silver and silver slave anklets a monasteryhere, have equipped day, it was his first opportunitythe Netherlands,said to be on a
an interesting museum belonging
par with Hollywood’s "Lust for
are MarianneWildschut,daughter J. Luth of 627 Columbia Ave., Hol- Wayne Universityin Detroit.
politics.That is very different from weighing a pound each on the
to relate « story in the Holland
to their order. Large sarcophagus
Life” on the life of Van Gogh.
of Mr. and Mrs. Louis Wildschut land; Artel Newhouse of Grand
Libya where the women are veil- ankles. These girls were painted
language in this country. And his
with bones almost 2,500 years old
The Van Gogh collectionwhich
of 236 East 14th St.. Holland; Su- Rapids, Carolyn Scholten of Steen,
ed completely and with only one and mascara eyelidded,but they
listeners here laughed in the
have been found as well as bronze
toured the United States some
san Graves of Grand Rapids, Jo- Minn.; Carol Hondorp of Detroit,
were
about
as
dirty
creatures
as
eye appearing and often they can
right places too. In telling a story
tools and razors, copper mirrors,
years ago,' is currently in Japan
an Peelen of Kalamazoo,Phylli$ Judith L. Mulder of Grand Rapids;
see so little that they literally fall we have seen among whites for
in another language, it's the play
iron tools, painted and glazed potJoy Korver of Grand Junction, Ruth Voss of Kalamazoo, and Miss
some
time.
One
of
the
girls
had
over tneir feet or fall off a curb
on words that's Important, and and may return to the Netherlands
tery, jewelry, fish hooks, rouge and
via the United States.
Colo., Suzanne Huizenga of Ber- Van Eenenaam.
since they cannot see out of the small son in the audience who was
Dutch-speaking people here, even
mascara holders,and even an an"It’s my first visit to Holland,
wyn, 111., and Marge Ten Haken Miss Hondorp and Miss Klaasen
very
nicely
dressed
but
who
tried
one eye. They have no right of
though they’ve never been In the
cient safety razor.
MIA., but it won’t be my last,”
of Milwaukee, Wis.
were named honorary members of
ballot and men can divorce their to sneak out the front, probably
Netherlands,know their Dutch lanWe visited the St. Louis Cathevan Houten said. Were it not for
The new queen was also elected the Queen’s Court. Lynn De Vette
wives at any time in Libya, but to go to papa who was doing the
guage well.
dral
built in 1881 A.D. in memory
an engagementin Ann Arbor this
Homecoming Queen at Hope when and Lucinda Ellert were flower
barking.Mama spied him and pullnot so in Egypt or Tunisia.
The attache said the local per
of King Louis of France who died
week, he would have set his local
she was a freshman. She has been girls and Larry Brewer and AnFlying in to Tunis we were sur- ed him to the stage and gave him
sons spoke Dutch extremely well
here during the last crusade
visit two weeks hence to coincide
chosen as vice president of the thony Brown assisted as trainbearprised to see such well kept farms. a spank before the audience who
and would not agree with previous
against
the
Turks
in
the
Holy
wifh Tulip Time. Even so, he saw
Student Council for next year, has ers for the ceremony.
Practicallyevery acre is irrigated all laughed heartily. She did not
criticismsthrough the years that
Lands. His body is buried here.
some tulips in bloom and was
been class treasurerand a memThe queen was honored at a banand under cultivation and although hurt the lad but she surely was
the Dutch spoken here is a mixThe
church
is the only Christian
amazed by the number of tulips
ber of Student Council. Miss Van quet in Durfee Hall following the
hand methods and animal drawn mad and her eyes flashedfire. Alture of different dialects. But then,
Church with a Turkish design in
planted here.
Eenenaam, an English major, is coronation. A Mardi Gras Ball was
plows are still used we noted plen- though both girls danced she was
the visitor and his wife were in
the arenes and windows. Inside
a member of Sigma Sigma soror- held at the Civic Center in the
ty of contour plowing We have en- the best. The dance is very vigorHolland parts of only two days and
are the traditionalpassion cross
evening.
ity.
joyed delicious fresh fruits and ous and done in a small space
did not have an opportunityto wanaisles and the columns are from
vegetableslocally produced. Being and with much stamping of feet
der among all the coffee kletzes
ancient Carthage.
near the Mediterranean Sea there and contortions, lying on the floor,
and the rural sectionswhere difYouth Injured When
The White Fathers have monasis plenty of moisture and cool air and finally standing and dancing
ferent forms of Dutch might be
teries in many lands includingthe
Struck by Automobile
which in turn causes rainfall when on a ricketychair. How she kept
more common.
United States and in North Africa
the hot winds from the desert from falling or breaking the vase
Van Houten, who has been in
have
a
wonderful
vineyard
and
The Holland Junior Chamber of
GRAND HAVEN (Special) meet. There are a number of riv- must be a secret of the oriental
Washington since August, 1956, said
make
only
sacramental
wine.
We
Commerce
is seeking a beauty
Douglas Parcheta, 14, of route 1,
ers and plenty of springs and dancers.
the people at the Embassy are
Miss Patricio Louise Ohlmon
saw a number of them, all wearSince
stores
were
open
in
the
queen
"Miss
Ottawa County of
following with interest plans to
GRAND HAVEN (Special) - Grand Haven, was taken to Muni- The engagement of Miss Patricia oases.
old quarter we went to see the ing a long, loose white robe and celebrate in 1959 the 350th anni- 1958" • to representOttawa County
Tunis
the
capital
is
both
old
and
Five CoopersvilleHigh School*sen- cipal Hospital sufferingfrom Louise Ohlman to Glenn Dale
bareheaded. Seems like a sensible
new. The old Arab quarter is be- markets which are called "Souks”.
versary of the arrival of Henry
in the "Parade of Queens” to be
ior science students Thursday bruises, fractured pelvis and severe Arntz has been announced by her
They are a series of criss-cross costume for warm climatesas Tu- Hudson sailing his ship the Half
parents, Mr. and Mrs. George hind sOme standing parts of old
nis
has
in
the
sumn
er.
afternoon successfully fired a lacerationsof the leg, after being Ohlman, South Maple St., Zeeland. Roman and Turkish walls with at streets, includinga casbah, which
Moon up the Hudson river, result held at the MackinacBridge dediIn
Tunis
we
had
a
nice
ride
struck
by
a
car
near
his
home
cation. June 26, 27 and 28.
homemade rocket 1,400 feet into
is the entertainment street. Each
fill

Van Eenenaam Named
May Queen at Hope College

Miss Judith L. Jaqua

Isla

in

much of

the

On His

Holland

First

i

t°r
^

Seek

Fire

Rocket

County

Beauty

Queen

Successfully

‘

*

the air from the North Shore at
Grand Haven.
The 42-inch rocket was made by
Bill Radakovitz,Ross Conran, Melvin Modderman, John'Lieffersand
Laird Murray. The project was
under the supervision of science instructor Earl Holmes and other
faculty members.
The rocket, powered by powdered zinc and sulphur and set off by
a charge from a car battery 100
feet from the launching stand, was
aimed out over the lake, into
which it fell.
The boys had originally planned
to fire the rocket from North
Shore Park, but were stopped when

Mr.

Arnt

is

the son of Mr. and

least two original stone gateways.

to Belvedere Park, a large public

ing ultimately in Dutch settlements

The newer and modern city lies street is taken over for most of it’s
along the river. Committees are A panel of judges, includinglocal
park with a fine view of the city.
outside of the walls and covers a length by stores selling similar
being named for Hudson River Jaycees and citizens at large, will
State police said the driver of the Hudsonville.
Here
we
visited a beautiful mosque
larger area. Our Tunisia Palace items. One street sells shoes, and
Valley celebration, and it is beThe
couple
plan
to
be
married
meet ail applicantsat 8 p.mr Fricar was Bruno Olechowicz,also of
which was displayed at the Paris
Hotel
is like any good continental some are made there. Others sell
lieved
most towns and cities along
June
20.
Fair
many
years
ago.
Now
it
is
a
route 1, Grand Haven. The boy
hotel, with most of maids and a red cap worn by Moslems callthe valley from Albany to New day, May 9, in the Chamber of
showpiece only with lovely mosaics
was hit after he got off a school
ed
"checheis”
and
the
street
is
housemen speakingFrench, and
York City will have independent Commerce office in the Warm
bus and ran across the street, acmany, English. Apparentlythey so named. We were surprised to and tiles.
celebrationsnext summer, all key- Friend Tavern.
The public buildings, President’s
cording to Charles Rezny, driver
want tourists and have been very see how these fuzzy tight caps
ed to a central program. The culAccording to Bernard Van’t
of the bus. Olechowicz told police
were made. First a loosely knitted Palace, military barracks and tural affairs office of the Nethercourteous and friendly.
Hul, queen projectchairman, any
most of the modern buildings were
that he did not see the boy until
white
wool
cap
several
sizes
large
For the past month the Arabs
lands Embassy will cooperate
put up by the French. The modern
he struck him. He was released
single female resident of Ottawa
have been having a holy month is made. This is boiled and
wherever possible.
airport
was
built
by
the
U.
S.
and
after investigation.
of fasting and prayer. It is called shrunk to about a fifth of its oriThe work of the cultural depart- County, 17 to 25 years old, is eligiRamidan and we first came across ginal size. It is dyed a permanent used as an Air Base in World ment deals largely with exhibits ble. While appearancewill most
War II. To our surprise there are
it
half a month ago when we en- red. The shaped cap is then roughand films in this country, plus certainlybe a considered factor,
Henry Dorn Succumbs
still some French troops stationed
tered the Sudan. During the 30 ed with a plant burr and gets its
work in the general fields of edu- Van’t Hul said, it constitutes only
Following Long Illness
one of several criteria.
days no Moslem can drink water furry look. Then it is blocked and in Tunis and that is a sore spot cation, music and information.
with the Tunisians,especiallyafAndre S. Docos, judge chairman,
or eat any food from 3:45 a.m. again burred with a finer burr and
Vaq Houten said there is a gentl!
Henry Dorn, 67. of 591 State St.,
ter their recent attack against the
until 7:45 p.m. and the time is by this time you cannot even see
eral resistancein this country to urges all interested - parties to'
died early Saturday at Holland
borders of Tunisia. It is strange
the Ottawa County .Road Comindicated both in the morning and the original weave.
accepting the Netherlands as n is apply immediately in view of the
Our guide showed up again at to find road blocks of rubble across today - a highly industrialized early deadline. Applicationswill be
mission Thursday passed a resolu- Hospital followingan extended illat night by the firing of a large
tion forbidding the firing of rockets ness. He was a plaster contractor
gun that fairly shakes the cities 2:30 p.m. and off we went again the roads and armed guards watch- and modern country. The Ameri- received at the Chamber
vv
ing each car that comes through.
from county property.
for many years.
involved.It corresponds with our this time to visit the old city of
can has always had a great in- of Commerce office or they may
Our final visit was to the AmeriThe site was then moved to priSurviving are the wife, Jennie;
Lenten period but is far more dras- Carthage, or what remains of it,
terest in the Netherlands,but the be mailed to "Queen Project Comcan Cemetery near Tunis and its
vate property nearby and the three sons, Henry Jr., Harold and
tic, especially the no water drink- the American Cemetery of North
first interest usually is in terms mittee, Chamber of Commerce,
more than 3,000 white crosses or
launching went ahead.
Oliver Dorn; two daughters, Mrs.
ing in hot places like the Sudan Africa and the holy city of Sidi
of wooden shoes, windmills and Holland."
Applicantsare asked to meet the
Leonard Steffens, Mrs. Arnell VanBou Said where the High Priest stars of David with the soldiers’ perhaps Rembrandt paintings.At
or in the desert country.
der Kolk, all of Holland; 12 grandWq arrived on the last day of bf the Moslems lived with his 40 names and ranks and state en- ter the traditional curiosities are judging committee in the Chamber
DAR to Have Spring
Ramidan and that night our Mos- wives (althoughplural marriage is graved on the pure white marble satisfied,the Americans then seem office May 9 at 8 p.m. to fill out
children; two brothersand five sisLuncheon Today
lem guide said he would meet us now illegal,the old marriages are cross arms. These are our dead willing to think in terms of modern a routine questionnaire and, If
ters, all of Chicago.
of the Army, Navy and Air Force
necessary,submit the signature of
Miss Virginia Koy Mokmo
and take us to the native quarters allowed to stand.)All of this city,
Holland — a little country of 11
The annual spring luncheon of
who died in North Africa. Five 000,000 inhabitants living in an a parent or guardian permitting
Mr.
and
Mrs.
Harold
Mokma
of to see how they celebratedthe end- the ruins of Carthage graduallybethe Elizabeth Schuylei Chapter, Holland Man Reports
New Holland St., have announced ing of the fasting period. So about ing excavated, and a fine resort thousand more have been return- area one-quarterthe size of Michi- participation and attendance at the
Daughters of the American Revolued home but all names of those gan.
Loss of $400 From Home
bridge festival.
the engagementof their daughter, an hour aftr the ending we went was once part of the proud and
tion, will be held today at 1
claimed by death are engraved on
Judges will interview each apVirginiaKay, to Andrew J. Terp- into the crowded,teeming na- ancient city of Carthage where
Yet, for her small size, the Nethp.m. at the American Legion clubGeorge Ter Haar, of Paw Paw
solid marble which lines one side
plicant individually and will base
stra, son of Mr. and Mrs. Ray- tive sections where we were once two million people lived. Now
erlands
looms
as
an
important
house. The Good Citizenschosen Dr., route 3, Holland, reported to
mond Terpstra of 79 West 31st St. shoulder to shoulder .with the cele- its ruins remind us of the once of the amphitheater, divided by country in the minds of the Ameri- their selection on such considerarecentlywill be guests They are Ottawa County deputies Sunday
two sorrowing marble angels. At
brating crowds gf all ages and powerful empire of Rome, now a
can. This is largely due to her tions as the candidate’spersonaliMiss Suzanne De Free of Holland morning the theft of $400 from his
the end is a large black marble
ty, range and varietyof interests,
sexes
in
the
narrow
streets. The shell of its once world-dominating
traditional role as a world power,
High School and Miss Linda Han- home.
Fined for Operating
stone covering the unknown dead.
poise and appearance.
streets are so narrow that you step power.
her
vast
shipping
interests
(Rottersen of Zeeland High School.
Ter Haar told deputies that the Studio Without Permit
As we looked on these rows of our
The winner, to be announced
aside and squeeze against the
dam
port is second only to New
Today
all that is visible of CarAlso scheduled at the business money, all in $20 bills,had been
departed boys, as we have looked
May 10, will attend the festival
walls
to
allow
an
auto
or
donkey
thage,
with
other
sites
gradually
York
City)
and
to
some
degree
meeting will be yearly reportsof hidden in a cigar box in his bathLee A. Nickelson,23, of Anderwith her chosen chaperone Friday
being uncovered, is part of the at similarrows in our cemeteries her powerful role h. NATO.
the officers, and reports on the room, and Jie had last seen the son, Ind., Thursday afternoon cart to pass.
and Saturday, June 27 and 28.
The streets were gaily decorated large baths and a small part of at Honolulu, Maastricht and Lux
Van
Houten
said
the
impact
of
state conference and the National money on Wednesday of last week.
pleaded guilty in Municipal Court with flags and overhead colored the adjoiningcity, which we yisit- emboug our hearts are filled Little Holland on the United States
Congress. Mrs. William Vanden Deputies said they had found no
with sorrow.Then we think of those
lights. Everywhere a holiday at- ed. These baths covered acrefc and
is almost phenomenal, and his of- Saugotuck Woman's Golf
Berg is in charge of arrangements sign of forcible entry and today to a charge of operatinga photodead of our allies as well as of fice is constantly consultedon
mosphere
was
in
the
air, and by were built of rock cemented with
for the luncheon.
continued their investigation.
graphic studio in Holland without
Winners Named in Events
the way it was quite cool and a hard cement which is durable our enemies and the question how the Dutch feel toward cera license and paid fine and costs our overcoats felt good! Quite a
arises, "What good is war?”
today. Thermal baths were suptain issues, how have the Dutch
Mrs. Edwin Nieuwsma took top
change from barely a week ago plied by hot springs that are still
solved certain problems, and what honors in the poker hand event at
Maytime Is Tulip Time of $30.40. •,
is Holland doing about the latest the Saugatuck Golf Club Thursday
Holland police said the charge when we were drying out at 107 present some miles distant. Hot Hotel Directors Are
in Holland,Michigan! May 14-17 Inc.
degrees. The stores were all open water was piped in as was cold
thing being discussed in the UN? with four of a kind in the A group
Re-Elected at Meeting
arose last Dec. 6 when Nickelson
Holland Your Tog Tost Market
and every place there were holi- water. Like all Roman baths
As for culture on the higher of the Saugatuck Woman's Golf Aswas operating in a local hotel but day cakes, sweets,coffee and oth- which were an institution among
Directors of the Holland Hotel levels,van Houten said a New sociation. Mrs. Bruce Fogerty was
SEE THE FESTIVAL
left as arrestingofficers arrived.
er good things to eat and drink them, these baths were a meeting Co. were reflected Wednesday at York committee has been very second with a full house. Mrs.
.*jh
IN PICTURES
Nickelsonwas arrested Thursday
.. •*
but no alcoholicbeveragessince place and over 20,000 people could the annual stockholdersmeeting at successfulin having contemporary Derk Van Raalte had low putts.
morning by Grand Haven police on
Special
the Moslem does not imbibe. Some bathe at once. Libraries game the Warm Friend Tavern.
symphonic works by Dutch com
Winners in the B group were
the basis of the Holland warrant of the three foot wide tins of
Festival
courts, exercisepavillions, plus the
The directorsard P. T. Cheff, posers played in America. Nor is Mrs. Don GUcrest, four of a kind;
Edition
and held for local officers, who sweets cut into fancy shapes looksteam, hot* and cold baths were C. C. Andreasen, Gerald Helder, Holland’s -interest in good music Mrs. Claude Ketchum, full house;
picked him up.
Published May 14. 1931
ed very delicious.People wandered all there. There must have been Leo Kuschinski, Edgar P. Land- limited to concert works. One Mrs. Donna Gier and Mrs. Fred
about and seemed to be very hap- many baths and dressing rooms wehr, Jay H. Petter and O. A. of the most popular series on re- Van Voorst, tied, straight. Mrs.
Mail Me FestivalEdition of
Power Mower Stolen
py. Several holes in the wall had because of the many rooms un- Vanden Dooren.
quest is Dutch music ranging from Van Voorst also took putting honTHE SENTINEL. HOLLAND, MICH.
Ottawa County deputies are 'in- barkers extollingthe merits of covered, most of them roofed over
Officers of the board of direc- jan to folk music.
ors.
vestigatingthe recent theft of a their dancing girls and the night with high arches, and formerly tors were 'then reflected with
Another popular exhibit is one
Noma
The Woman's Association meets
power lawnmower from the gar- was raucous with the loud speak many had been covered with fine Cheff as president, Andreasen, of reproductions of Rembrandt every Thursday morning at 9
age of Frank Lievense,941 South ers broadcastingthe oriental music mosaics or marble. In the adjoin vice president;Vanden Dooren, paintjngswhich will appear in the the Club with Pro Jim
i City
Shore Dr. Deputies said the orange from within,t
log home section a street former- secretary- treasurer; Helder, as- Smithsonian Institution and others working with the
Jacobs*
Prompted by our guide we en- ly lined with marble columns was sistant secretary and manager.
this year. Requests for tfais.eAftt they tee off at 9:30
.Use separatashoot for AdditionalNames, Include
Thursday afternoon.

Mrs. Leland Arntz Sr., route
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Lesson
Sunday, May 11
God’s Provisionfor Worship
Exodus 35:20-26; 40:34-38
by C. P.
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(Based on copyrighted outlines
produced by the Division of Christian Education,National Council of

the Churches of Christ in the
U.S.A.,and used by permission.)
As long as man has been on this
The Home of the
Holland City Newe

earth he has worshipped, and built

and caGod made him with the
Sentinel Printing Co.
Office M • 56 West need of worship. And that is one
Eighth Street. Holland. reason why we as a nation are
Michigan.
spending millions of dollars for
Entered as second class matter
at the post office at Holland, new church buildings.
Mich., under the Act of Congress,
I. Volunteer giving and service
March 3. 1879.
pleases God. A church service
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'Thursday by The

altars, chapels, churches

•'

thedrals.
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BUTLER

Editor and Publisher

should be followed by service.
all the congregation of the
children of Israel departed from
the presence of Moses”
and
then what? Well, they brought’
"the Lord’s offeringto the work
of the tabernacle of the congregation. and for all his service, and
for the holy garments." It is said
that the people whose hearts stirred them up and whom thAr spirit
made willing brought something.
The people in the wildernesswere
facing the opportunityto have a
part in making a tent in which to

Telephone — News Items EX 2-2314
Advertising-Subscriptions EX 2-2311

The publisher shall not be liable
for any error or errors In printing
any advertising unless a proof of
such advertisement shall have been
obtained by advertiser and returned
by him In time for corrections with
such errors or correctionsnoted
plainly thereon; and In such case If
any error so noted Is not corrected
publishers liability shall not exceed
such a proportion of the entire
space occupiedby the error bears
to the whole space occupied by
such advertisement.

—

TERMS OF SUBSCRIPTION
One year. S3.00; six months, worship. With much zest

the
$2.00; three months. $1.00; single people took part in this project.
copy. 10c. Subscriptions payable in
advance and will be promptly Thear hearts and minds responded
discontinued If not renewed.
to the challenge that had come
Subscriberswill ronfer a favor
by reporting promptly any Irregu- and they showed their enthusiam
larity In delivery. Write or Phone by their giving. Both men and
EX 2-2311.
women responded voluntarily. God

HOSPITALITY DAY
Michigan is not only for
•‘Michiganders’’ but the nation

likes people

who

freely and

voluntarily.

give and work

Great

when the hearts of
and people have been stirred. No one
the things happen

in this group of people complainworld, This is “Michigan Week”
ed — they all took part in making
and while we are of the opinion a beautiful place in which to worthat we should blow our horn dur- ship.

READY FOR

PARADE

—

right of way, $10; Charles A. Jones,

m

%

Craig Hoffman and Steve Millard,

on huge crepe paper tulips which second graders will carry
in the Tulip Time Children's Parade May 15. Children from
all elementaryschools in the city and several schools from
the area will don Dutch coktumes for the parade which is
considered, by many, to be the most appealing spectacle of
the entire festival. Art ConsultantElinore Ryan supervised
the making of the big tulips, Dutch plates and other objects
which children will
(Cliff Owen photo)

carry.

it

sion at the conclusionof the program was conducted by the presiRoger Dale Vanden Berg, of 302
dent, Mrs. Marvin Van Doornik.
East Seventh St., imprudent speed,
The Club will conclude the activi$10; John Kleinheksel, ’of 555 East
ties of this season the last week in
Central, overtiine. parking (four
May.
tickets), $12.70;' Charles E. SherMr. and Mrs. Harry J. Lampen,
rill, 19, Coolidge Ave., imprudent
Mr. and Mrs. Ray Maatman and
speed, $5 suspendedafter traffic Mr. and Mrs. Edward Lampen atschool; August Gilbert Gay, Grand
tended the funeral of their brothRapids, stop sign, $7; William Roy
er, George Lampen, last Monday
Bennett, route 2, Zeeland, speedafternoonat the OveriselChristian
ing, $12; Seth Vander Ploeg, of
Reformed Church. Many other rela1719 West 32nd St., failure to set
tives and friends of the local area
brakes effectively and turn wheels were also in attendance.The deto curb, $42.
ceased and Mrs. Lampen have been
Betty Schippa, 21. of 1590 Elmer residents of Hamilton for many
St., also paid fine and costs of
years, living on a farm a couple
$24.70 on a charge of aiding and
miles to the northeast.The Rev.
abetting in turning in a false alarm John Medendorpconducted the serand setting a fire on a public vice and burial was made in the
street. Complaint was signed Feb.
Overisel Cemetery.
25, 1957, for the alleged offense
Larry Klein and Jackie Japink
which occurred in the fall of 1956. attended the Hamilton Boy Scout
of 385 Wildwood, speeding,$12.

fourth graders at Longfellowschool, put finishingtouches

+ *

Case

1590 Elmer St., speeding, $12; Mrs. Don Lohman as accompanist.
Wael Saleem Karachi, Kollen dor- Mrs. Koop discussedthe topic,
ntitory, right of way to traffic, $5
"Music as an Emotional Outlet,”
suspended after traffic school;
interspersedwith several approVirginia Lee Tellman, route 5,
priate recordings. The business ses-

#

And

Beer

Allegan County Sunday School
In
Association will hold its spring
Gary Bolte, of 117 132nd Ave.; rally this week Friday at 8 .p.m
was found guilty of a charge of
at the Hamilton Christian Reformfurnishingbeer to -a minor at a
jury trial Tuesday afternoon in ed Church. Scheduled as the main
Municipal Court. The jury delib- speaker on the program is Rev.
erated about 15 minutes. The al- Schaal of the Reformed Bible Inleged offense occurred April 9.
stitute of Grand Rapids.
Bolte will return Saturdayfor
The HamiltonMusic Hour club
sentence. Serving on the jury were
Joe Schippers,C. Adrian Bort, Al- met at the home of Mrs. .Harvey
vin Dyfc, Bert Stegink, Lloyd Maat- Koop last week for the April proman and Mrs. Louis Nykamp.
gram. Mrs. Bert Brink, the vice
Others appearing in Municipal president opened the meeting by
Court were Betty Lou Schippa, of
directing the chorus work with

ir it

it

Children Busy With Plans

Driver Is Injured

As Car Turns Over

For Thursday's Big Parade

meeting for the first time at a regular session of the Troop the last

week

in April.

FLOWER SHOW THEME

-- "Stars and Gardens” the theme for
the 1958 Tulip Time Flower Show at the Holland Armory from
May 14 through 17, is depicted here in an arrangementby Mrs.
Thaddeus Taft of the Holland Garden Club. The Garden club
plans and executes the show each year during Tulip Time. The
schedule this year was arranged by Mrs. J. W. Lang, schedule
chairman and her committee, Mrs. Taft, Mrs. William Winter,
Mrs. Fred Pickel, Mrs. L.J. Hohmann and Mrs. Edward Brolin.
In this arrangement,green aspidistra,magnoliaand camellia
leaves produce a charming ascending rhythm by careful placement and add refreshing beauty to the eight white tulips naturally
placed in the dark green handblown glass container.The star
at the upper right is part of the design.

Several Hamilton women attended the vacation church school Institute held in Grand Haven in preparation for the School to be held
at the Hamilton Reformed Church
Gym on Friday, May 9, at 8 p.m.
in a few weeks. Included in the
Some 59 Juniors at Zeeland High)
group were Mrs. Fred Billet, Mrs.
School took the NationalMerit
At the morning worship service Scholarship QualifyingTest on
Justin Sale, Mrs. Frances Folkert,
Mrs. Edward Lampen, Mrs. Robert in Second Reformed Church, the Tuesday morning, accordingto

Theodore De Jong, 37, of route
Zeeland, was treatedat Zeeland
Schools of Holland are busy in and built by the pupils with some Hospital for cuts and bruises to
preparation for the Tulip Time adult help. The decoratingis done both legs and his left shoulder and
if there is
of civic-mindedpeople in MichiChildren’sParade at 2:30 p.m. by the older pupils under adult released after he lost control of
a willing spirit. This story shows
gan who are now on the fifth year that when people really want to May 15, under Chairman Russell supervision.
his car and turned over on 72nd
Parents are also deeply involved St. just north of New Holland Rd.
of “Michigan Week" that was give they will find somethingto Welch.
The children will march to the in Tulip Time, as it means mak- at 8:30 a.m. Tuesday.
started in 1954 when some of our give. These people gave things
music of ten school bands and the ing new costumes for the kinderDe Jong told Ottawa County Payne and Mrs. Larry Sal. All the | Rev. Harold Englund preached the Mr. Groters, student counselor.
civic-minded Michiganders de- dear to them for they “brought
Grand Rapids Camp Fire Drum garten pupils or cutting down cos- deputies, investigatingthe acci- local churchescooperate
Kenneth D. Elzinga,son of Mr.
cided that there were millions of bracelets, and earrings, and rings,
sermon, "The Battle of Mars Hill”
annual project.
people in our great state that and tablets, all jewels of gold.” and Bugle Corps, all of which have tumes worn by older brothers and dent, that he lost control of his
and the choir sang the anthems and Mrs. Marvin Elzinga, 651 East
Mr. and Mrs. Robert Hall of Bentaken part in the school parade sisters to fit the younger genera- car when he swerved to avoid two
"The Radiant Morn Hath Passed Lincoln Ave., Zeeland, recently
while they had lived in Michigan things which were personallyvalfor many years.
ton Harbor and Mr. and Mrs. Rex
tion.
all their lives they were not mind- uable to the givers and to which
young bicyclistson the road hi
Away"— Woodward and "Spirit was promoted to private first
Robinson and children of Detroit
Under the direction of Miss The parade is planned, organized front of him.
class in Germany, where he is a
Immortal”— Verdi.
ful of all of the many wonderful they attached some sentiment.The
were Monday visitors in the home
Elinore Ryan, art consultant, and and executed entirely by school
member of the 265th Field ArtilDeputies said his car left the
In the evening his sermon topic
things their state held in the way people brought offeringsof gold,
of their parents, Mr. and Mrs.
the teachers, pupils are working personnel.All of this work is done
road, struck a post, turned comwas, "Needed to Make a Diamond: lery Battalion. Elzinga, a generaof opportunities.
cloths of blue, and purple and
The Michigan Department of scarletand fine linen and of sil- on many projects that are to be a in additionto their regular school pletely over and rolled back onto Henry J. Lampen. They also at- Heat and Pressure." The choir tor operatorin the battalion's
tended the funeral of their uncle,
part of the parade. Among these responsibilities.
the road before stopping. Deputies
sang, "Trust in The Lord"— Han- Battery C, entered the army in
Agriculturehas coined a phrase, ver and goat’s hair. Evidently
are the making of large tulips,
July 1957 and receivedbasic trainLocal school children enter whole •estimatedthe damage to his 1955 George Lampen.
del-Spicher.
“Nature'sFavor Makes that Michi- those who gave goat’s hair gave
The
Rev. J. M. Hogenboom,
Delft China, kites, and dressing heartedly into accepting the remodel at $900.
Next Sunday, May 11 is Moth- ing at Fort Leonard Wood, Mo. He
gan flavor."This helps promote it because they did not have the
Field Secretary of the Michigan
dolls in Dutch costumes. The var- sponsibility of protecting the tulips.
arrived overseas last January
er's Day and the sacrament of
Michigan and its farm products fineries some others had to give
Synod ExpansionCommittee was baptism will be observed.
ious projectsthat are undertaken Their acceptance lends itselfidealfrom
an assignment at Fort Lee,
and that was the reason for many so they gave what they had. The
guest minister at the Sunday serare a part of the educationalpro- ly to the development of civic re- Two Cars Collide
On Tuesday evening, May 6, a Va.
of the articles written about four Bible teaches us to give accordgram and contributeto an under- sponsibilityamong the children. Cars driven by Richard L. Stille, vices of the new Reformed church group of women from the First Re- In 1954 Zeeland High School colMichigan farm products. They ing to our ability.
were publiciied by Michigan’s Some people gave their service. standing of Holland’srich heritage. They are proud of their rich heri- 17, of 136 Spruce Ave., and Paul group, using as his morning text, formed Church of Holland lected money for the 1956 OlymEvery school will enter a min- tage and willing to cooperate to G. Margotte, 19, of 247 West 23rd SpiritualNobility." Guest singer presented a program on Christian pics as a result of a speech given
apple queen, Patricia Keller, 17, of “And all the women that were
iature school float which is planned preserve it for future generations. St„ collided Tuesday at 8 p.m. at for the day were a quartetteof
Citizenship at the Mubesheraat in the senior speech,class. Last
Watervliet; the bean queen. Judith wise-hearteddid spin with their
the corner of Eighth St. and Wal- girls from the Bentheim reform- meeting in Second Reformed week the school received an offiLonsway, 18, of Freeland; the hands, and brought that which they
nut Ave. Ottawa County deputies, ed Church in the morning and a Church at 7:45 p.m. Mrs. John cial book "1956 Olympics" from
cherry queen, Kay Lahym, a had spun, both of blue, and of
more teachers.Those who wish to
investigating the accident, estimat- Men’s quartetfrom Holland,in the Kleinheksel provided the music the Olympic committee. The dediTraverse City girl who is a stu- purple,and of scarlet, and of fine
help contact the pastor,the Rev.
ed the damage to Margotte’s 1957 evening. Quarterly teachers meet- and the hostesses are Mrs. Lloyd cation of the book reads, "To the
dent at the University of Michigan; linen. And all the women whose
Harold Lenters.
The childrenof the 5th, 6th, 7th
model at $50 and said Stille’s1948 ing was held at the home of John De Jonge and Mrs. Dick Ruch. American people who have helped
and the dairy princess, Judith Mae heart stirred them up in wisdom
Mission Society met Wednesday
Damman, of Fowlerville. We are spun goats hair." These words and 8th grades of the Huyser afternoonin the chapel. Mrs. Jake model was damaged in excess of Grissen and minutes were read by The Teens-for-Christof Second in supportingthe Olympics.” The
Harvey Klein. The Christian En- Reformed Church will h a v e a book will be placed in the Zeeland
its value.
carrying a short each day this show that some people were more school and the 8th grade pupils of Hop was in charge of devotions
deavor service featured the topic beach roast on Friday evening at Public Library for use of students
week calling to your attention the skilled than others but they all the Sherbourne school enjoyed a and the Bible Study. Roll call was
"A Christ Centered Vacation with
and the public.
caption: "For Each Day.”
responded
to
by
a
verse
of
scripmorning to Sheryl Top, daughter Leola dippingas leader. David Poll the R. S. De Bruyn cottage. Cars The annual dinner of the Zeegave some service. The Lord ex- trip to Chicago by train last Friwill
leave
the
church
promptly
at
So if you are planningon a trip pects us to use the abiliUes we day. Mr. Feyen. teacher of the ture or poem on Mother. Mrs. of Mr. and Mrs. Chester Top.
was in charge of the song service..
land P.T.A. was held at the Linthrough your local county of Ot- have whether they are ordinary or Huyser school, accompanied George Ohlman was in charge of
Mr. and Mrs. Marvin Hop of At a recent meeting of the 6:15.
coln School Gym on Tuesday.
The
used
clothing
drive
will
contawa or Allegan, you will find unusual.If the hearts of people are them. They spent the time while the Mission Study and hostesswas Hudsonvillewere Sunday evening
Hamilton Community Council clude this week on Thursday. Any- Speaker for the event was J. F.
many things of interest.Here are right there will be proofs of it in Chicago visiting the museum of Mrs. Martin Tubergen.
visitors at . the home of Mr. and officerswere elected: President,
Schipper, Superintendent of Zeesome of the pertinent facts locally shown in service. These ancient Science and Industry.
The Girl’s League mother and Mrs. Heinie Palmbos and family. Edward Strunk; vice president, one having clean, serviceable land Public schools. His subject
that General Chairman, Edward J. people with stirred hearts and willMr. and Mrs. Arnold Huyser and daughter baqquet will be held
The Young men’s society of the Gene Immink; Secretary, Harold clothing, or blankets is urged to was "Problem i Facing Our
bring such gifts to the basements
Hekman, president of the Hekman ing spirits “brought” and "did of- daughter, Peggy, spent Saturday Thursday, Ma> 8, in Van Raalte’s Christian Reformed church held
Schipper; treasurer,Bernard Poll,
of the Reformed churches. The Schools.”
Biscuit Company, has assembled.
fer" and "did spin with their in Benton Harbor with their rela- Restaurant. Those attending will their last meeting of the season on trustees, Justin Sale and Donald
Ciassisof Zeeland will ship used
There are nearly 5,000 Michigan hands, ”in order that they might tives, Mr. and Mrs. Nelford Die- meet in the chapel at 6 p.m.
Monday evening.
Koops.
Week workers including many have a beautiful sanctuary.
penhorst.
The Ottawa County Council of The annual Mother-Daughter The Women’s Missionary Society clothingfrom all the churches in Clarence De Vries, 66,
leaders in business and industry as
Mrs. Andrew Schut, Mrs. Wil- Christian Education is privileged banquet of the Christian Reform- the Church Guild and the Church the Classis to the Church World Die| Following Illness
III. God guides his people here
Service regional depot in Napanee,
well as civic and educational lead
liam
Schipper and Miss Myrtle to have Dr. Mays, one of the out- ed church will be held Thursday League of the HamiltonReformbelow. The people finished the tabInd.
ZEELAND (Special) - Clarence
ers. The activitiesof each of these
ernacleand then "a cloud covered De Vries of Zeeland spent Friday standingNegro leaders in America evening, May 8 at 6:30 p.m. in ed church met in joint session for
At the morning worship service R. De Vries, Sr., 66, of route 3,
state's nine regions are being
afternoon
with
Mrs.
Laurence
De
today,
to
address
the
officers
and
the
chapel.
the tent of the congregation,and
the April meeting. The meeting in First ReformedChurch, the pasZeeland, died at his home Sunday
supervisedby the regional chairteachers of the Sunday Schools on - Last Friday Roger Grasman left was opened by Mrs. James Koop
the glory of the Lord filled the Vries.
men who have been working with tabernacle.” This is the same
Harvey Van Farowe, seminary Monday, May 12 at i p.m. in the home to return to Fort Hood, who gave a hymn number and read tor the Rev. John den O u d e n morning followinga lingeringillpreached a sermon on "The Vic- ness. He was born in Grand Rapthe county and community comcloud that had led them out of student, conducted servicesin Third Reformedchurch of Holland. Texas to continue his term of ser- Scripture.
tory of Faith."The choir sang the ids to the late Mr. and Mrs. Rienmittees. This, we think, will proBayleville,
111.
last
Sunday.
Mrs.
John
Posma,
who
has
been
vice
in
the
army.
Egypt. It symbolized the presence
Mrs. Henry Kempker gave the anthem "The BeautifulCity” by
duce almost another 5,000 sales of God. When does the glory of the
dert De Vries. He had hved in this
The Film “Summer Time Is stayingwith her children, Mr. and
The Holland - Zeeland Elders opening prayer and Mrs. Paul
I. B. Wilson; Roger Wyngarden, area for the past 20 years, and
promotion people who will do
conference
met
Wednesday
eveConference
Time”
was
shown
SunMrs.
Gerrit
Berens
recuperating
Lord fill our places of worship?
Slotman introducedthe guest baritone and John Zwyghuizen,ten- was a member of the Drenthe
fine job of publicizing our great
This takes place when God’s peo- day afternoonin the Christian from a fractured knee cap. re- ning in the Prospect Park Chris- speaker,Mrs. Bastian Kruithof,
or.
state of Michigan. There are hunChristianReformed Church.
ple are present and worship him Endeavormeeting. This was also turned to her home last week tian Reformed church in Holland. who gave a book review. PresentIn the evening his sermon topic
dreds of statisticalfacts and we
Survivingare his wife, Christina;
All
ex-elders
and
deacons
were
Friday.
in spirit and in truth. The Lord ConsecrationMeeting.
ing special musical numbers were was "A Convincing Experiment.
will try and touch on a few of
three sons, Riendert of Vriesland,
may not be presentin a cathedral The young people of the Chris- The Sunday morning sermon invited to attend.
Sharon Klein and Georgiana Olde- The anthem was, "Be Thou My
Clarence Jr. of Allendaleand Gerthem each day.
The deacons and their wives met
when the hearts of the people are tian Endeavor Group are plan- subjectwas “The Kingdom as the
bekking who played cornet duets, Judge, O Lord" — H. Morgan. The
ald at home: four daughters,Mrs.
cold and worldly - he is present ning an educational trip to the Rule of God in the World.” The last Monday evening at the home accompanied by Beverly Kroneoffertoryduet was, "Beside Still Ben Schreur Uf Drenthe, Mrs. Juof
Mr.
and
Mrs.
Chester
Machiele
Museum
of
Science
and
Industry
Choir
sank
"Turn
Your
Eyes
Upon
Eorl Richard Peel, 53,
in a simple chapel when the
meyer, all from the OveriselRe- Waters"— S. Hamblen and sung by
lius Kamphuis of Harlem, Mrs.
hearts of the worshippersare filled in Chicago on. Saturday, May 17. Jesus.” The evening subject was in Zeeland.
formed Church. After businessses- Mrs. A. Vande Waa and Mrs.
Of Grand Haven Dies
Carl Bakker of Holland and AuMr.
and
Mn.
Dave
Veldman
There
will
be
a
classis
meeting
"Lost
and
Found."
The
special
with love and grace. God guided
sions of the three groups, follow- Henry Pyle.
GRAND HAVEN (Special) Israel through the wilderness. of men who are interested in music was furnished by Mrs. spent Sunday afternoonat the ing the program, refreshments On Monday evening at 8 the drey at home: 20 grandchildren;
one brother, John of Hospers, la.;
^arl Richard
Rich
Earl
Peel, 53, of 726 They did not always follow,his Church Extension on May 22, at Robert Hosteler from Zeeland. home of Mr. and Mrs. Gorden were served to the large group in
Men’s Brotherhoodof First Re- one sister-in-law,Mrs. Gertrude De
Grant St., Grand Haven, died at guidance.There are congregations the First Reformed church of She played several selectionon Van Dyk in Holland.
attendance.
formed Church met in the church Vries of Kalamazoo;one brotherHarold SchoHen of Holland callher marimba.
11:16 p.m. Saturday at Municipal today which foHow God's leader- Zeeland.
The Rev. and Mrs. Jerrold Pomp parlors.The Rev. William Hiemin-law,’ John Marsman of Grand
ed
on
Mr.
and
Mrs.
Ed
Veldman
The Sacrament of infant bapHospital in Grand Haven.
ship and blessingscome without Daily Vacation Bible School will
and children of Davis, South stra, one of the chaplainsat Pine Rapids.
and
Mr.
and
Mrs.
Dave
Veldman
be
held
in
the
Reformed
church
tim
was
administered
in
the
ChrisHe was taken to the hospital interruptions. God guides us forDakota are visitors in the home Rest spoke. He spoke on the subtian Reformed church Sunday last Monday.
Saturday afternoon and had been ward-let us accept his leadership
of Mrs. Pomp’s sister and fami- ject of mental health.
Ticketed for Reckless
in ill health for the past two years. and march onward and forward.
ly, Mr. and Mrs. Kenneth RigterThe Mission Guild of First ReHe was born in Evart, Mich. He
ink. After a visit with relatives in formed Church met Tuesday eve- Driving After Collision
was a former partner of his
this area and Holland they expect ning in the church parlors. A speCharles E. Hart, 54,
brother, Clyde, in Peel Bros.,
Larry D. Barnhardt, 21, of
to go to Edgerton, Minn., where cial missionary program was givTransfer and also former operator Succumbs in Fennville
they have accepted a new pastoral en with Ed De Jong of Arabia and Muskegon, was ticketed by Allegan
of the Peel Gulf Station in Grand
charge at the First Reformed Marilyn Scudder as soloist.Young County deputiesfor recklessdrivFENNV1LLE (Special)— Charles
Haven. He attendedthe local high
Church.
Chae Kang of Korea was the ing as the result of a two car
school and was a member of the E. Hart, 54, died at his home oq
Collision at 1:43 a.m. Monday on
speaker.
route 1, Sunday from a heart atUS-31 at the big curve four miles
PresbyterianChurch.
The
Spring Youth Rally of the
Mrs.
south of Holland.
He is survivedby his wife, Rose, tack. He was a member of the
Zeeland Classis will be held at the
one daughter,Mrs. Morrie Sterzer Elks Club No. 1295 in lak Park.
Deputies said BarnhardteviBeaverdam Reformed Church on
of Grand Haven: one grandson, a 111. He and his wife Oma operated
Dies in
dently fell asleep at the wheel as
Sunday, May 11, at 2 p.m. The
the Hart-SchipperkeDog Kennel on
he was driving south, crossed over
brother and two sisters.
Rev. Jerry Veldman of the Third
US-31 after moving here from ChiZEELAND (Special)— Mrs. Alice Reformed Church of Holland will the center line and collided with a
cago two years ago.
Groenheide, 82, widow of Thys
car driven by Clifford E. Rowe,
New Groningen Pupils
be the speaker.
Besides his wife, he is survived
Groenheide,of Oakland, died at the
30, of Grand Rapids, who was
The
Reformed
Advance
is sponTour Sentinel Building
by one daughter, Mrs. William
Zeeland Community Hospital Satheaded north.
soring a meeting in the interest of
Guare of Chicago and one sister,
urday afternoon where she had
Rowe told deputies he swerved to
Church Extension in First ReFifth and sixth graders of New
Mrs. Minnie Ferfcuson of Galena,
been a patient for one week. Mrs.
the right in an effort to avoid the
forjned Church on Thursday eveGroningen with their teacher, Mrs. Kan.
Groenheide was a member of the
crash. After the collision,deputies
ning, May 22, at 8 p.m. All the
Dale Moes, toured the Sentinel
Oakland Christian Reformed
Friday afternoon.
men of the church are invited to said, Barnhardt’s car kept going
Church. She was bom in Overisel
be present. The Rev. Donald for 200 feet before ending up in
In the group were Bobbie Lou Grass Fire Extinguished
township to the late Mr. and Mrs.
the ditch.
Buteyn, formerly of Midland, will
Me Daniel, Linda Hossink, Karen Before Firemen Arrived
John W. Broekhuis.
one was injured in the
be the speaker.
Middlecamp,Ethel Evert, Audrey
Surviving are two sons, Comie
De Young, Bonnie Blankestyn, Two different phone reports callAt the morning worship service crash. Deputiesestimatedthe damand Albert; one daughter, Mrs.
in First Christian Reformed age to Barnhardt’s 1996 model at
Sharon Kleinheksel.Melva Wal- ed the Holland TownshipFire DeBert Vander Hoop, all of Oakland;
$300 and the damage to. Rowe’s
Church, the pastot,Rev. Anthony
ters, Mary Ann De Jong. Ruth partment to the corner of 23rd St.
five grandchildrenand four great
1950 model car at $150.
E. Rozendal, preached the sermon
Vanden Brink, Janice Wolters, and Ottawa Ave. Thursday at
grandchildren; two ’b r o t h e r s,
10:15 p.m.
"The Covenant Child, Sanctified in
Linda Riemersma.
Frank Broekhuis of Zeeland and Christ,”I Cor. 7:14. In the eve- Christian High Senior
Also Barbara Ann Jackson, No fire was apparent upon their
John of Overisel; two sisters,Mrs
ning his sermon topic was "Abel's
Bernardino Sosa, Edwin Heyboer, arrival and firemen were inJane Boeskool of Oakland and More Excellent Sacrifice,”Heb. Gets MSU Scholarship
Flora De Boer, Sandra Bergsma, clined to believe they were the
Mrs. Cora Vander Kolk of Holland;
Yvonne Busscher, Sheila Meeusen, victims of false alarms. Later,
11:4.
Calvin Jay , Marines, Holland
one brother-in-law, Henry Lampen
Ann Van Dorp, Stanley Veenstra, however, they found there had been
The May Mother .Daughter Christian High School senior, reof Overisel.
Clinton Scbiistra. David Styf, Ron- a grass fire at the home of Leo
League meeting of the Holland- ceived word Thursday that he has
ald Stygstra, Cnaig Vander Woude, Poldo Mercado. 503 West 23rd St.,
Zeeland Young Women's League been awarded an entrance scholarRodmer, Porke-Davis and Jesiek Bros. Above,
Hit in Eye by BB
Karen Nyenhuis and Linda Dros. which Mercado had extinguished DISPLAY FIRE-FIGHTINGEQUIPMENT
was held on Monday in the Beth- ship by Michigan State University
Accompanying the group were himself after neighborscalled fireJames Plaggemeyer, 13, son of el ChristianReformed Church of for the academic year 1958-59. His
Earl Nienhuis, a Texaco employe living at
The Texaco Co. of Holland Tuesday afterseveral mothers including Mrs. men.
Mr. and Mrs. Henry Plaggemever. Zeeland. Mrs. Toxapens,a con- name was omitted in a list sub66 East 34th St., is shown extinguishing a
noon sponsored a fire-fightingexhibition on
Claude Stygstra, Mrs. William Holland Township Fire Marshal
251 East 12th St., was reported in verted Catnolic from Muskegon, mitted to The Sentinel.
rooting gas-and-oil fire in a trench with a
its property at 630 Ottawa Ave. Company
Jackson, Mrs. Alvin Hossink and Andrew Westenbroek said no damgood* conditionat Holland Hospi- spoke on "Why I Become a ProMannes is the son 6f Mr. and
C02 (carbon dioxide) extinguisher. Exsafety officialsand representativesof fireage was done.
Mrs. Phiio Riemersma.
tal Tuesday after being shot in the testant,”
...... Mrs. John Mannes, 35 West 32nd
fighting equipment manufacturersattended
tinguishersusing carbon tetrachlorideand a
eye by a BB gun Monday evening.
Calvinettra* of First Chris- St.
the exhibition,os did safety officials of such
dry chemical called Ansul were also exBrown bears and moose in AlasThere are believed to Ip no
Holland police said be wu shot
local concerns as H. J% Heinz, Chris-Craft,
hibited.
at weights Ifiown existing direct descendby a playmate and are
fianlf*— f nhain}
abts of William Shakespeare.
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Rehearsals In Progress

Time Musical

For Tulip

Volunteer

mosphere of old Holland, the popu-

addition to the Tulip Time Festir e

c

1

1

Workshop Set

meats, are Dr. Morette Rider and

The

county-wide meeting under spon-

Woven Into a charming story of sorship of the county Board of Edromance and Intrigue are the lilt- ucation and the High School prining melodies of the incomparable cipal are: To exercise leadership
Victor Herbert and the catchy lyr-

in the field of High School e I cation; to inform parents and citichosen as their setting the small
zens of the county what their
but colorful community ofKatwyk
High Schoolsare doing; to provide
aan-Zee, Holland.
an opportunity to evaluate our
A meddlesomefather, an intendHigh School; to make recommened marriage of convenience,and
dations or suggestions for improvethe mysterious disappearance-of
ment.
the lovely bride -4o- be from the
Initial plans for this workshop
haunted Red Mill set the scene.
were made at a meeting attended
Into it stumble two gallant young
by Lloyd Van Raalte, Olin WalkAmericans, eager to rescud the
er, Raymond Holwerda, Jay W.
Dutch maiden but embarrassingly
Formsma, Walter W. Scott, ClarVI8IJ SENTINEL — Among recent visitors at
Ron Walters, Jon -Kienstra, Jim De Weerd,
short on funds. Sentimentalists and
ence Sikema, Bruce Fiadt, Russell
the Holland Evening Sentinel were members of
Jurden Moore, Terry Stygsy-a,Harold Merryrealists alike will find themselves
Corran, Glenn Olsen, Ralph Van
a printing class of Holland High School with
man. Bob Hemmeke, Terry Vande Wege, Dave
entranced by the tuneful advenVaycenberg and Miss Jennie their teacher, Dallas Ruch. They are shown
Dirkse,Douglas Knapp, David Day, David Vantures at the Red Mill Inn, where
Kaufman.
here as John Slag (leaning over) explains the
dor Haar, Jack Fairbanks, Don Overway, Bob
true love seeks to triumph over
Plans for the evening workshop
process of making up the pages. The class inSnyder and Terry Kolean.
paternal schemes for wealth and
includea general assembly at
cludes Don Miles, Jack Antles, Bruce Hammond,
(Sentinel photo)
title.
which Richard Cheverton, News
Appearing as the fair -Dutch
Director of radio and television
maiden is GeraldineGibrdano.Her
from Grand Rapids and one other
father the Burgemeesteris porguest, will introduce the topics for
trayed by Del Farnsworth,and her
discussion. The audience will spend
Aunt Bertha is Anne De Free. Jay
an hour in small workshop groups
Nyhuis and Robert Fisher play the
of 20 or 30 persons and a trained
'Practical'
two young Americans, while
discussionleader and recorder.
George Steggardais the sheriff
These leaderswill work under diwho pursues them at the order rection of George Lumsden of Hol- The tax structure in seven southside school districts was reviewed
of Willem, Bill Brookstra.as the
land.
owner of the Red Mill Inn and his
at a meeting of the executivecomDiscussiongroups will reconvene
daughter Tena, Marilyn Scudder.
in a general session to hear Har- mittee of SouthsideSchool OrganiAdding complicationsto the plot
lan H. Hatcher. President of the zation and supervisorsof Holland
(are the Contesse, Ruth Voss, the
Universityof Michigan, speaking and Park townships Thursday
Governor of Zeeland, Harley
on the subject, "My View of the night, with the result that there
Brown, and Captain Doris Van
High School.”
is no question of the financial
Dam, Gordon Stegink.
A capacity audience with wide- practicality in such a consolidaCodirectors of the chorus are
spread participation is essential to tion program. The meeting was
Jantina Holleman and Dr. Robert
this program. Particular interest held in Park township hall in CenCavanaugh, while Robert Fisher is
from Parent-Teacher Associations, tral Park.
dance director. Mrs. Helene Karministers,businessmen, workers, The Southside School Organizasten is in charge of costuming,
and all interested in the vital ques- tion group has been studying a
Walter Hartley is rehearsal accomtions for discussion is already evi- consolidation
plan which would
panist, Roger Rietberg heads pubdenced as the plans move forward. take in Harrington.Lakeview,
licity,and Sid Woudstra is stage
Members of the Steering Com- Montello Park, Maplewood, Van
manager.
mittee are Scott, Van Volkenberg, Raalte, Apple Avenue and Federal
Tickets for the musical drama
Olsen, Louis Vander Ploeg, Vern school districts. These districts
may be obtainedat the Tulip Time
are all located south o Lake MacaSchipper and Ray Lokers.
office in the Civic Center.
tawa and soutI\ of Black River. It
was pointed out that the State
Spring Lake Resident
Marriage Licenses
Board of Education feels the lake
Succumbs at Age 70
Ottawa County
and river are naturalboundries in
such a reorganizationprogram.
James W. Irish, 30, Coopersville
GRAND
HAVEN
(Special)
and Ruth Lintjer. 18. Nunica: Gunnar Lund, 70. route 2, Spring PresidentJohn Teusink and
Kenneth Lemmen. 25. Holland and
Secretary Richard Streur reportLake died at his home Saturday
ed having met with representatives
Betty Busscher, 23, Holland; Rogafternoonfollowing a two year
of the State Board of Education
er Ver Lee. 22. route 2, Jenison
illness. He was bom in Sweden
two weeks ago when they conferand Joyce Berghorst,18, Hudsonand was a resident in Spring Lake
ville.
red with George Schutt, W. Clapp
for 40 years.
and Dr. Bert Thorne of the deHe is survived by the wife, Ida;
partment. The two local representhree daughters. Mrs. Clarence
tatives said the state board has
Smith. Mrs. George . Austgen and
pledged its cooperation to a reMrs. George De Witt, all of Spring
organizationof the southside disLake: seven grandchildren; two
Mr. and Mrs. Theodore Vonden Brink
tricts. The state board also exgreat grandchildrenand one sis(de Vries photo)
pressed a desire to have northter.
west Allegan county districts The wedding of Miss Alma Jean carried a bouquet of yellow and
sounded out in joining such a pro- Brinks and Theodore Vanden Brink white carnations.
At the reception held for R4
gram with the seven districts pre- was solemnized at 6 30 p.m. April
23
in
the
basement
room
of guests Miss Louise De Kline sang
COMFORTABLE
viously mentioned. Regardless of
developments on this line, there Drenthe Christian Reformed "Bless This Couple" and "L Love
was no questionon financial abili- Church which was decorated with You Truly,” accompanied by Mrs.
AUTOMATIC HEATING
yellow and white mums.
John De Weerd. Miss Joyce
ty of such an area of seven or
Parents of the couple are Mr. Blauwkamp and Miss Myra Van
Fh# Bier Kelder otters mony
more districtsto supporta secondand Mrs. Albert Brinks, route 3. den Brink were in charge of the
ary system.
services tor- your pleasure,
Zeeland,and Mr. and Mrs. Albert gift room and Miss Judy Van Ry
The
effect
of
providing
a
new
ARMSTRONG
fh# best in premium bottled
Vanden Brink, 38 South State St., and Jason Shoemaker served
junior-high school on the tax base
Zeeland.
punch. Mr. and Mrs. Ed De Groot
beer* and wines All served
of a reorganizeddistrict also was
The Re\t J. J. Kenbeek, pastor were master and mistressof cerediscussed.The state committee
by trained employees. Airof Drenthe church, performed the monies and Connie Vanden Brink
fek the figures submittedby Secreconditionedand open noon
tary Streur were thoroughly suf- double ring ceremony with the was in charge of the guest book
bride’s sister, Miss Pat Brinks,
Following a wedding trip to St.
ficient to bring the consolidation
until midnight.
and
her
brother, Roger Brinks, at- Petersburg, Fla., the newlyweds
proposal to the voters. The state
are making their home on West
group emphasized that location of tending.
The
bride
wore
a
medium
blue Main St., Zeeland,where the groom
a new school should not be conHeating • Air Conditioning sidereduntil after consolidation is dress of silk crepe with three quar- is employed by the Vanden Brink
effected.The main determining ter length sleeves and carried a Insurance Agency. Both the bride,
Eave« Troughing
factor is to locate a school for the bouquet of white carnationswith who also works at the agency, and
yellow centers. Her attendant wore the groom are graduates of HolPhone EX 6-7716 & ED 5-8353 convenience of the children who
navy with white accessoriesand land Christian High School.
attend it.

Henry Blossom. They have

Southside

Double Ring Rites Unite Couple

School Plan

•

-

AT LOW COST

BREMER

BOUMAN

FRIEND

TAVERN

APMS1P0NGIndoor Sun'hme"UPU(fS

Scrappy says:

"Accidentstatistics

always buying

make

—

heed' em,

'em!

SCRAP

materials

Louis Padnos Iron & Metal Co.
120 River Ave.

Holland, Mick.

YOU CAN'T BEAT
THE BIG DUTCH FLEET

J

G

N

Co.; H. D. Woltman, chemist.

Offer Reward

North Shore Community Hall.

the development of Improved prodFriends are invited. It will be a ucts, more competitiveservice and
basket lunch. Coffee and ice cream improvedoperationalefficiency.
will be furnished by the school.
On May 19 there will be
program given in honor of the Dunn Hotspurs, Juniors
1958 graduates of Robart School. Record Soccer Wins
Special invitations have been extended to relativesand friends. The Dunn Hotspurs defeatedthe
The graduates are Sharon Dykstra, Grand Rapids Comets, 5-3 Saturdaughter of the Rev. and Mrs. day in John Ball Park in Grand
Francis Dykstra. Joanne Bakker, Rapids. Goals were scored by
daughter of Mr. and Mrs. Fred Walid Karachi, Werdo Barkho and

Four Calvin College students re-

ported fabulous success with
homemade rocket firing Thursday

afternoonon Polk St. just east of
Waverly Rd.
The rocket was still blasting,upward when they last sight of it in Bakker; Judy Bar/ies, daughter of Bemd Gussick.
The Junior Hotspurs defeated the
the sky. The four have offered a Mr. and Mrs. Herbert Bloemers;
reward for the return of the mis- Dale Ter Haar, son of Mr. and Junior Be-Quicks of Grand Rapid*
Mrs. Wiljard Ter Haar; Elwyn Saturday, 2-1 at Lamar Park.
sile.
Two of the studentsare Holland Bloemers, son of Mrs. William Goals were scored by Henry Holthuis.
youths. Norman Boeve of 955 Lin- Bloemers, and Ernest Overkamp,
coln Ave., and Carl Van Apple- son of Mr. and Mrs. Ernest Overdorn of 1067 South Shore Dr. The kamp.
Mr. and Mrs. Chartes Townsend
other two. Paul Vanden Bosch and
Don Hoekwater, are from Grand recentlysold their home on 144th
Ave to Mr. and Mrs. Richard
Rapids.
The students said the 40-inch Jones. Mr. and Mrs. Townsendare
ot home and
home near Grand
rocket. I1* inches in diameter, was building
loaded with zinc, sulphur and a Haven.

TWO PUCES TO

ENJOY GOOD FOOD

a

Mr. and Mrs. Jones are now
“mystery ingredient"added to insure longer burning. The mys- residing in their home on 144th
t
tery ingredientevidently worked
Boy Scout Troop 257 is cleaning
well.
the property of Mrs. Rachel Peck
(recentlydeceased), West Olive,
route 1. They have permission to
use the home and property for
The Rev.
Duven of Zeeland their club room and meeting
was guest ministerat the Reform- place.
ed Church Sunday. Rev. Alderink
filled a pulpit supply at the new
Young Mother From
church in Hamilton.
The male quartet of the Zion Grand Haven Dies
From Christmas time through Bemardi." Legrenzi; "Loreley," Reformed Church in Grandville
GRAND HAVEN (Special)
favored with special music at the
contest time the musical organiza- Bruch: and "Oklahoma HighMrs. Janet Lawrence, 36, of 15330
lights." Rodgers, by the orchestra. evening sendee.
tions work to the finest degree of
Mrs. H. Weaver and son of Bor- 160th Ave., Grand Haven, died at
Band numbers will be "Pride of
10:30 a.m. Sunday at Mercy Hosmusical perfection.
Victory March." Grabel; "Tocat- culo visited with her mother, Mrs.
pital in Muskegon.She had been
Soloist for the orchestra conThe Holland High School champta for Band." Erickson, "Porgy J. Vander Kooy Wednesday.
ill about a month.
ion Band in the Class AA division cert will be Miss Norma Houtman, and Bess Selections." Gershwin;
Good used clothing for the drive
She was born in Mtiskegon and
will appear in concert tonight in who will play the Second Move"Divertimentofor Band." Per- sponsored by the Zeeland Classis
evening in the HHS auditorium, ment. "Andante" from the Mende- sichetti and "76 Trombones, from should be brought to the church was graduated from Muskegon
High School, and the University o
the HHS auditorium. The HHS lssohn "Violin Concerto in E Min- the Music Man," Willson.
basement this week.
orchestra will also perform four
L. Ekster of Holland spoke at Michigan School of Nursing. She
Also featuredwith the band will
numbers.
the Men’s Brotherhoodmeeting formerly was a nurse at Hackley
Nassau, oanital of the Bahamas,
Hospital in Muskegon.
Both groups are at the peak be the HHS trumpet trio. Jim
last Thursday evening.
Her husband is assistant cashier
of their musical accomplishments, Vande Vusse, Bruce Kuilken and | began as a private town. Bahamas,
Sunday afternoonMr. and Mrs.
according to the conductor, Ar- Harold Wise. They will play . Henry Jennings and his followers Harry Bos of Zeeland and Mr. and at the Peoples Bank and Trust Co
-'**-""*and Mrs. H. A. Bowman visited with in Grand Haven. Mrs. Lawrence
thus C. Hills. The fall season is "Buglers Holiday," Leroy
found the site "a good retreat
spent with the emphasison foot- son.
general recepticle" for their 18th- Mr. and Mrs. Rein Hoeksema and was a member of the local PresbyterianChurch.
ball band marching pageantry. Included also will be "Concerto century businessof plunder.
family in Dorr.
She is survived by the husband;
Mrs. M. Van Ark and Mrs. H.
Meppelink of Holland were guests two sons. David, 10. and James
of Mrs H. Bowman Wednesday 8; her father, Dr. A. J. Bolt; a
afternoon. They also called on C. sister.Donna, and a brother, Robert, all of Spring Lake.
Nederveid.

W.

3th

St.
&

Ander- "a

Jamestown
M

t

l

Ab

I

Albert Lubbers, 77. of 45 East
18th St., died early Monday
at Zeeland Hospital following a
lingering illness. He was a member
of the First Baptist Church and
had moved to Holland from East
Saugatuck 20 years ago. He formerly was employed at the Holland FurnitureCo.
Surviving are the wife, Alice;
four sons, Henry, Ben, Lambert,
all of Holland and Alvin of Wheaton. 111.; five daughters,Mrs. Edward Boeve, Mrs. L. J. Mannes,
Mrs. Neal Inderbitzen, Mrs. Carl
Mannes, all of Holland and Mrs
Shirley Turner of Grand Rapids;
30 grandchildren;12 great grandchildren;one brother, John, of
Holland; one sister, Mrs. Ben
Lugers of Grand Rapids; two sisters-in-law, Mrs. Johannes Lubbers, Mrs. Jake Haveman, both of
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For Lost Rocket

Albert Lubbers Dies
After Long Illness

Motor Express,

Economy

Aid

Music Groups
Plan Concert

don't

Program to

Dykstra, the pastor of Harlem,
also presidentof the Zeeland
classis was a speaker at South
Thirty local citizens from bus- Blendon Reformed Church. They
An aggressiveprogram to build
iness, industry, professions, Hope were observing their 75th anniver- sales and jobs In 1958 has been
College and local schoolshave of- sary.
under development as General
fered their services to teach in the
Thursday, 7:45 p.m. was the
local science seminar,organized monthly meeting of the Ladies Aid Electric’s answer to its conviction
last week for 26 promising under- and Missionary Societyof Harlem that "what happens to the econoclassmen of Holland High School Reformed Church. The program my will be largelydetermined By
and HollandChristian High School. committee includedthe Mesdames
what businessdoes to help its cusThe testing was done by Jacob A. J. Berkompas, William Bloetomers and itself,” PresidentRalph
Shapiro of the Joe Berg Founda- mers, Peter Kooiker and J. JacobCordiner told the company's
tion of Chicago.
sen. Subject was "Molding GenThe new program has the en- erationsfor Service.” ' Plans are annual share owners’ meeting at
thusiastic support of local teach- being made for the Mother and Schenectady, N. Y„ last week.
ers, scientists and others interest- Daughter Banquet to be held FriCordiner said that the new pro-,
ed In providing a program for gift- day evening, May 9. The speaker gram, known as "Operation Up-'
ed children. These volunteer teach- will be Mrs. Martin De Wolfe.
turn,” is mobilizing all General
ers will work with this select Little Carol Blauwknmp, daugh- Electric personnel and facilities
group severalevenings throughout ter of Mr. and Mrs* Harry Blauw- in a six-month drive to accelerate
the year, llie program becomes an kamp, has been quite iU with the the upturn in business.
extra electivefor advanced stu- measles.
"Operation Upturn" is not simdents Interested in science.
The girls League of Harlem Re- ply a sales promotionaleffort basEight of the volunteers come formed church sponsored the Mis- ed on reducing already favorable
from General Electric Co. in Hol- sionaryplay ” Two Masters" Fri- pricea. It is, rather, aimed at
land. They are William R. Hoff- day evening. This was put on by bringing customers better service
meyer, Robert W. Snyder, Robert members of the Ladies Aid and and better values. The program
Rescorla, D. C. Reek and J. Missionary Society apd the Girls will be carried out primarily by
Herbert Johnson of the electrical League. The offering was for the company's decentralizeddeengineering department; Robert missions.This play has been partments with efforts directed toZigler, engineer electro-magnetic;
given in several churches.
ward better values in each product
Frank H. Fleischer, design enginBarbara Assink was leader of line.
eering; Everett Hart, engineer- ChristianEndeavor Tuesday eve"In an economy that can create
ning.
mechanics.
16 million new jobs in 20 years,
From the medical profession are The Harlem . School Mothers and where there are 62 million
Dr. C. Van Appledom,Dr George Club will have their next month- people at work, the problem of
J. Smit and Dr. William Arend- ly meeting Monday evening, May working 2 or 3 million people back
shorst. From Parke, Davis and Co. 12. Plans will be made for gradua- into the payrollis not an unmanare Robert Birce, chemist, and tion and a picnic for the dosing of ageable one. I am certain that it
Winthrop F. Roser, chemical en- school days.
can be done, mainly by vigorous
Frank Jaradil recently moved business effort, supported by the
gineer. From Sumner Chemical Co.
are James E, Slager.A. P. Cen- from his farm home on 144th ave. confident and sensible action of
tolella and Joseph A. Corrado, to a cottage on route 4.
the consuming and voting public,”
George Hassvoort, Blair Ave., Cordiner said.
chemists.
From Hope College are Eugene recentlyreturned home after en- Ab Martin, general manager of
C. Jekel, chemistry; P. G. Crook, joying an extensive- trip in the Hermetic Motor Department
microbiology;Edward J. Wolters, Canada.
with headquarters at Holland, toLatin and German; from Holland The children of Robart School day announced the department's
Color and Chemical, Henry Klein- were entertained Thursday, May 1 participation in the company-wide
heksel and Rene Willis, chemists. by a group of Indians. They had a program. Heading a planning counOthers are James Hensley, pub- displays of their handiwork.
cil for "Operation Upturn" will be
Friday the children of the Begin- J. R. Collins, manager - Finance
lic health; W. J. Johnson, HHS
chemistry teacher; George Visser, ners, first and second grades of of the Hermetic Motor DepartChristian High chemistry teacher; Robart School took a trip to John ment. Working with Mr. Mr. ColJohn B. Otting. bacteriologyat De Ball Park. They were chaperoned lins will be G. J. Lumsden. R
Free Co.; James A. Dykema, by their teacher,Mrs. Rook, and
Mills, R. B. 'Parker,
C
mathematics • physics; James some of the mother's. On a later Reek, R E. Wiles, all of Holland,
Hornung, chemistry and bacteriol- date the classes ranging from R. B. Me Clellandof Fort Wayne,
ogy, water plant; Herbert Buithuis, third to eighth grades win take a Ind, and D. L. Welch of Tiffin,
medical laboratory, Temple Build- trip on the Klipper.
Ohio. Martin indicated that the deing; A. Frank Schwarz, industrial On May 20 the Robart School partment’s participation in "Operengineer,Crampton Manufacturing will have their school picnic at ation Upturn’’ will be aimed at

purpose of this- important
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Seminar

For

n g the production,

WARM

children’s

catechismof Harlem Reformed
Church.
guest minister con-

A

Dale De Witt.

ics of

Prayer meeting and

Citizen-Teacher

Final plans for a special Citiwhich will ,be presented May 14 zens-Teacher Workshop in Grand
and 15 in Civic Center by the Hope Haven High School the evening of
College Music and Drama depart- May 20 are nearing completion.
1

GE Adopts

the

ducted the services. Rev. Francis

Mill,” promises to "be a sparkling

val. D

Wednesday,April 29th, was

last meeting until the fall of the

Permeated by the colorful atlar Broadway musical,' "The Red

Harlem

30 Persons

... are

my

you sure

auto insurance

company doesn't
have claim service

THE
STORY
OF

in this

town?

State Farm policyholder* enjoy "Hometown Claim Service” wherever they drive. Better aee

your State Farm agent,

liltedbelow.

WATER
Leoky pipes ore costly to
maintain. Let the Hamilton Mfg. & Supply Co. design and install a sprinkling system of better
materials. This will give
you good performance,
better coverage, low main-

tenance cost See us

(jck

m*

«M

IW.MWIM
C*M Mn

turn

Ben Von Lente, Agent
177

Cotlefe

Ave.

Ph. EX 4.1133

for

good wells, reliable pumps
for a
trouble free installation.

and the proper pipe

Chester L. Baumann, Agent
133

E. 35th

St.

Ph. EX 4-8294

Holland.
Installed at

formal services recently were these officers of
the Holland Emblem Club. Shown (left to right)
seated, Mrs. . Joyce Wadsworth, Mrs. Marie
Botsis. Mrs. John Ducro, installing marshall
from Ashtabula, Ohio, Mrs. Abbie Beauregard,
,Mrs. Oscar Carlson, installing president from
Akron, Ohio, Mrs. Florence Hall Jr., Mrs. Lila

Wheaton.Standing — Mrs. Mary Hardenberg,
Mrs. Eunice De Vries, Mrs. Ethel Picard,
Mrs. Estelle Wenzel, Mrs. Heddie Reagan,
Mrs. Janet Raffenaud, Mrs. Flora Kouw, Mrs.
Roberta Bouman, Mrs. Gertrude Conklin. Mrs.
lune Botsis, Mrs. Angie Bouwens, Mrs. Ihrma
Cnapp, Mrs. MargueriteCulver. Mrs. Cathy
Jykstra and Mrs. Dorothy Fox.

Authedied Repreientatives
The

Strait of Messina, between

Italy and Sicily, froths into whirlpools as tides push back and forth,

the NationalGeographic Magazine
says. One vortex w%s celebrated by
Homer as the lair of the monster
CbarTbdis.

HAMILTON
Mfg. & Supply Co.
P.O. BOX 212
PHONE EX 4-4494 ON M-21
WATER

IS

OUR BUSINESS

FARM
MUTUAL

STATE
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Fifty

Engaged

Apply

For Building

Of 20 States

Permits

Coming Here

Fifty applicationsfor building

Tulip

ing. $9,125; 14 exterior home remodeling, $12,618; and seven commercial or industrial permits for

a

total of $13,650.

During the past week nine

ap-

plied for building permits totaling
$3,700. Applicationsfollow:

Adrian Timmer, 194 East
and in the rear. Gus Mayer. The research center
is a non-profit organizationavailableto anyone
in the die casting industryand many firms have
already made use of the new facilities.
(Sentinel photo)

'

Ganges

New Holland Research Center

Wayne Woodbyy of

the Fennville

states will descend on Holland May

listed $12,000;

pairs, $5,020 ; 21 interior remodel-

25th

St., remodel kitchen,change win-

Time Event

Twirlers from more than 20

Of this total, there was only one
seven new garages or garage re-

Church

Notional Association

tor William Layman.

new house which

in Borculo.

Now Sponsored by

during April with Building Inspec-

above
are two of the large machines installed at the
new research center opened by the B and T
Machinery Co. here in Holland. Working at the
machines are (foreground) Jay Vander West

Vows Spoken

Twirlers

permits totaling 152.413 were filed

OPEN RESEARCH CENTER — Shown

8, 1958

16-17 to compete Hi tht’ first annual
national baton twirlingchampion,
ship contest sponsoredby The
United States TwirlingAssociation.
More than 150 contestantshave
registeredfor the competition
which will be staged in conjunc• Miss Joye Eloine Stevens
tion with H o U a n d’ s traditional
The engagement of Miss Joye Tulip Time Festival, May 14-17.
Events are scheduled in solo
Elaine Stevens of Grandville to
Robert E. Bosma of Zeeland has twirling, corps twirling, and strutting. Deadline for registration' is
been announced.

Miss Stevens is the daughter of

May

11.

Mrs. Julia Stevens, 3147 Ottawa, In the solo divisiona boy and
dow and build cupboards, $500; Grandville and Clair Stevens of girl champion will be named in
self, contractor.
Muskegon and Mr. Bosma is the each of three classes: age 10 and
Bernard Hibma, 256 East Ninth son of Mr. and Mrs. Otto H. under, 11 to 14, and 12 and over.
These six winners each will reSt., remodel kitchen. ifIStalling cup-, Bosma, 235 Michigan, Zeeland.
Tbe bride-electwas graduated ceive a silver cup. They will comboards and changing window, $150;
from Grandville High School in pete Saturdayafternoon for the
self, contractor.
Ramon Rios, 80 West Seventh 1956 and the. groom-elect from national championship and the diamond cup.
St., new garage, cement block Holland Christian in 1956.
A fall wedding is being planned. Preliminaries of the strutting
construction, 20 by 24 feet, $1,200;

Public Schools spoke to the memself, contractor.
bers of the Ganges Methodist
Mrs. Martin Dykema, 226 West
Youth Fellowship on Sunday eve15th St., convert rear porch into
ning. His subject was Christian
bathroom, $300; Russell Homkes,

contest, restricted to girls 13 and

under and 14 and over, will also
be staged Friday morning. Finalists will strut for the national
A research center for the invesVocations.
Mrs. John J. Timmer
championshipSaturday afternoon.
contractor.
tigation and testing of new develMrs. John Broe, Mrs. Ted Broe
(Prince photo)
Winners
in
each
group
will
be
Harry Steffens, 603 CentralAve.,
opments in the die casting indusMarriagevows were exchanged
and Mrs. Floyd Beaty have comawarded
ribbons, with runners-up
move
partition
and
enlarge
breezetry has been pened by the B and
on April 22 in Borculo Christian
pleted their canvass of the Reid
receivingmedals.
way, $200; Gordon Streur, contracT Machinery Co. of Holland.
Reformed church by Miss Alma
School district for the Cancer
The Corps twirlingevent, with
tor.
E and T, a subsidiaryof Buss
Kay De Roo, daughter of Mr. and
Crusade and report $50 taken in.
a
junior
class
comprised
of
youngHenry Maentz, 31 West Eighth An opossum which chose Eighth
Machine Works, manufactures a
Mrs. Albert De Roo, route 2,
Mrs. Arthur Bellinger and Mrs.
sters 13 and under and a senior
St., remove partition, cut in door
complete line of heavy duty die
St. for a nocturnalvisit during the
Zeeland, and John J. Timmer, son
Mary Madecyzk have also regroup of boys and girls 14 and
and installcounter, $400; Witteveen
casting machinery for the zinc and
we< hours came to a tragic end
of Mr. and Mrs. Lester Timmer,
ported for the Fruitland District
over, will be held Saturday. First
Brothers,contractors.
aluminum industries.
this morning.
route 3, Zeeland.
and took in over $27. Other soliciplace
winners
in
each
class
will
GRAND HAVEN (Special' Dr. G. W. Van Verst, 100 West
The furry animal sealed its- own
The new laboratoryis installed
tors have reported a great deal of
The Rev. J. Kenbeek of Drenthe
receive a Grand National Cham
Funeral senices for Lloyd Louis
11th St., repair garage, put in new
doom when it crawled into a city
in a seperate buildinglocated at
success in the territory covered
read the double ring ceremony at
pionship
Flag.
In
addition,
the
senWeiler, 19, Spring Lake sophodoor and general repairs, $200; trash basket outside Hansen’s drug
The Cosmopolitan Fraternityand
Mills and Seventh Sts., and will
but are not finished with their
ior champions will be awardee 8 p.m. with Mrs. Robert Hoeve,
more at Michigan State University
self, contractor.
store and couldn'tget out. Shortbe devoted wholly to research and
Junior Class girls walked off with
calling as yet.
matron
of
honor
and
the
Misses
who died unexpectedlyof a heart
Robert Koning, 23 East Ninth ly after 8 a.m. the street cfew $200 and juniorswill get $100.
development.
Mr. and Mrs. Walter Wightman
Judges for the contestare three Ruth De Roo and SybellaTimmer the track and field trophies in the
attack Friday, were held^ MonSt., enlarge bathroom and repair
The research center, a non-prof- day at 11 a.m. from First Presby- spent the weekend in Ontario, foundation,8 by 4M« feet, $500; found the trapped animal in the of the nation’s foremost authori- attendingas bridesmaids and annual May Day events at Hope
wire basket,by turns terrified and
Canada, where Mr. Wightman was
Robert Hoeve servingas best man.
it organization, is available to anyties in the baton twirling field:
terian Church with Dr. Wallace
self, contractor.
College.
by turns seemingly dead.
one m the die casting business. Robertson officiating. Burial was American Farm Bureau FederaMearle Diles, of Endicott, N.Y.; Tony Woodywk and James Hoeve
Sixteenth Street Christian ReWomen’s events were staged in
Once
tossed
onto
the
truck
foith
seated the guests.
Installedin the labratory are in Leland Cemetery at Suttons tion delegate to the International
formed Chuurch, 16th and Maple, the other litter,the creature fol- Nick Michalares, Bloomington,
Federation
of
Agricultural
Produthe
Civic Center parking lot while
The
bride's
father
gave
his
three machines.^testing out cer- Bay, Mich.
Ind.; and Ed Maundrell, of Cintear off wood porch, replace celowed its normal Instincts and playcers Conference held there.
daughter
in marriage. Her floor the men’s sports were staged at
tain dies for die'casters. Research
The university studentwas born
ment floor and steps, $300; -Van- ed possum, or played dead, giving cinnati, Ohio.
Mr. and Mrs. Winfield Adams
length gown of Chantilly lace and
is also being carriedon regarding in Traverse City and enme to
All events will take place at Civthe 22nd St. track.
der Bie Brothers,contractors.
the street crew no trouble whatof Boyton Beach, Fla., were visitulle was fashioned with a scalsemi-automaticmachines.
ic Center. Awards will be presentGrand Haven in 1M3 with his parThe Cosmos edged the Fraternal
ever.
of friends
loped neckline, delicately embroidA new hydraulictrim press has ents, Mr. and Mrs. Lloyd Weiler. tors the .past
. two weeks
4
ed at ceremonies Saturday night.
Car
Collides
With
Truck
Society,
744 to 724 in a nip-andEn
route
to
the
dump,
the
men
ered in sequins. The bouffant skirt
been installed as well as tempera- He attended local schools and was heIe a"d
Sousatuck.
First place winners will perform
hailed a police officer who acFrank R. Mosier spent several Driven by Hamilton
of
tulle was trimmed with lace tuck battle. It was the third
ture control units. Work is also in his second year at MSU. spein the Variety Shotf scheduled for
companiedthem and shot the critmedallions and her fingertip veil straight year the Cosmos won the
being done in the use of certain cializing in accounting.He was a days last week in the hofne of his
Saturday evening at Riverview
GRAND HAVEN' (Special)- A ter dead.
fell from a sequin and pearl trimattachments for automatic lubri- member of First Presbyterian son and wife, Dr. and Mrs.
event. The Arcadians compiled 25
Park.
car driven by Uel Wade, 19, of A little research into the subDwight Mosier of Bay City.
med tiara. She carried a white points, the Knickerbockers 20 and
cating of the machine and die, in Church and sang in the choir.
The six solo twirling champions
Bible with a white orchid corsage.
Mr. and Mrs. Otto Heinze were Grand Rapids, and a truck driven ject of opossums revealed that
casting ejection and in various Weiler was strickenwhile jogthe Enfcrsonians,18.
will be featured in the Parade of
Light aqua dresses o* net over
Sunday dinner guests ir the home by Kenneth Lohman, 30, of route they are not particularlynumertypes of ladling of hot metals.
The Freshmen girls followedthe
ging around a block at the camBands Saturday afternoon.
taffeta with lace jackets and side
of Mr. and Mrs. Everard Foster 2, Hamilton, collided at 12:45 a.m. ous in this area, although a numJuniors.
pus with four fraternity brothers.
The twirling contest is 'sponsored
Friday at M-50 and US-31, accord- ber are found dead on the highway
panels were worn by the bride's
and family of Fennville.
Gale Damhof, freshman runner
His companionscarriedhim to a
each year. The opossum, an in Holland by the Holland High attendants.They carried yellow for the Cosmos, was awarded the
Orrin Ensfield 'and daughfer, ing to State Police.
fraternity house across the street
Band and Orchestra BoostersClub.
Police said both vehicles were American marsupial,roams at
Sharon, and Mrs. Bessie Ensheart shaped bouquets. Gloria De
Jack Schouten medal for scoring
where a campus first aid car reRoo and Luann Wieringa were the most points. He tallied 16.
field attended the South Haven headed south on US-31 when Wade night and can be a destructive
sponded. Resuscitation
was adminflower girls and Gordon De Roo
High School F. F. A. banquet attempted to turn east onto M-50 force in a chicken coop.
Winners of men’s events: 100istered for 45 minutes but he died
and James Timmer were ring- yard dash
held on Saturday evening at the and failed to signal. Lohman was
But the chances of seeing an
Jack Hoogendoorn
at 1:50 a.m. Weiler and his frabearers.
West Casco United Brethern attempting to pass Wade, after opossum roaming Eighth St., even
(F), 10.9; 220-yard dash — Jerry
ternity brothers of Delta Tau Delhaving
sounded
his
horn,
when
Soloist
James
Nykamp
sang
church. Craig Ensfield,a South
in the quiet hours are fairly rare.
ta were training for the annual
Hendrickson(C), 25.2; 440-yard
X <1 / >
Haven high school senior took the Wade car ran into the side of This one probably wandered from
Ottawa County deputies today “Because" and “The Lord’s dash — Jim Evers (E). 59.1; 880competition
in
which
students
push
Advance ticket sales for Tulip
the
truck.
part in the program.
its home in the swamp.
Prayer" accompanied by Mrs.
Time events are almost double soap box cars around the mile- Mr. and Mrs. Herman Strem- State police issued Wade a tick- City Engineer Lavern S e r n e continued their investigation of a Marvin Vanden Bosch who also yard run — Dick Brockmeir(A),
four-car
accident
Friday
at
3; 50
long
course.
2:21.9; 200-yardlow hurdles—John
those of one year ago at the same
ler and family spent the weekend et for improper left turn without took this opportunity to remind p.m. on 17th St. just east of Home- played appropriatewedding music.
Docherty <F), 22.5; 120-yardhigh
Surv:ving are the parents and a
time, according to Mrs. Marian
Ferns, bouquets of white snapin Ann Arbor in the home of Mr. signaling. Damage was estimated people that trash baskets in comstead
Ave.
hurdles—Docherty(F), Tin^e 17.
brother,
Frank,
a
student
at
Junior
Kouw, festivalsecretary who made
and Mrs. Bernard Stremler and at $150 to the truck and $100 to mercial areas are for paper and
dragons and gladioli and candelDeputies said a car driven by
880-yard relay— Fraters; Mile rea comparison of bank depositsto College in Muskegon.The father in Detroit in the home of Mr. and the car.
other litter which comes up in the William K. Meyer, 16, of 55 North abra decorated the altar.
lay— Cosmos; pole vault
Bill
is a real estate salesman and the
arrive at the figures.
Corsages of pink and white carMrs. Lawrence Peck and family.
normal course of life or. the main Division Ave., Holland, headed
Drake <F) Height 8'9”; Shuttle reIncreasing interest in the festival mother an elementary teacher in
Mr. and Mrs. Arthur Wightman Pine Trees Burn
street of any city or town. They west on 17th St., collided with the nation's were bom by both moth- lay — Tie Cosmos, Fraters, 46.3;
is being shown by- professional Grand Haven.
are not garbage cans for apart- rear of a car driven by Harold ers, the bride’smother being at- Shot put — George Peelen (F)
The
body
was
tatai
to
Kiokema
01
Holland
-were
SunHolland
firemen
Friday
at
10:30
tour organizationsaccordingto
tired in light blue taffeta and the
day
guests in the home of Mr.
a.m. answered a call at the cor- ment dwellers in the commercial DePree. 41. of 564 West 18th St.,
36'64”; High jump — T. Zylman
Mrs. Mildred VandenBosch.head Funeral Home.
groom's mother in pink nylon
and Mrs. Chester Wightman.
area — and Holland has ordinances
ner
of
31st
St.
and
College
Ave.,
who
was
waiting
for
traffic.
(A»; 5’1" and Broad jump— Damof the Housing Bureau. Among
print.
Mr. and Mrs. William Broad- where a grass fire ignited several prohibitingsuch uses.
DePree's car then jumped ahead
hof. 18’9".
these are Parkhill Tours from Ilway, Mrs. Corrine Barnes and small pine trees behind the Rest
Mr. and Mrs. Joe De Roo were
to collide with the rear of a car
Women's events winners:Relinois, Miller Tours from Indianamaster
and mistress of cere- lay — Freshmen (Beth Wichers.
Mrs. Bernice Knox returned last Haven Home. Firemen quickly
driven by Kraig A. Hilbink,17, of
polis, and Ross and Babcock
monies at a reception following
week from Florida where they brought the blaze under control Shoplifting
651 Lugers Rd., deputies said, and
Nancy Raymer, Amy Dering and
Tours from Indiana.
the wedding ceremony.Mr. and
spent the winter months.
and said the only damage was to
in
Hilbink'scar was pushed ahead
Pris Wubbels); softball throw;
Also, Greyhound Tulip Festival
Miss Sharor Wright is a patient
Solved by Police
Mrs. Harold Geurink were in
the pine trees.
into the rear of a car driven by
Fran Roundhouse, senior;basketCaravan from Cincinnatiwill be.
,
charge of the gift room and punch
at the Community Hospitalin
ball throw, Carolyn Scholten,junRussell A. Michmerhuizen, 40, of
spending the nights of May 16 and | ^ew an(^ use(^ automobile dealHolland detectives today said
Douglas being ill with Pneumonia.
was served by the Misses Brenda
1115 Legion Dr. •
ior and bicycle race sophomores
17 in the Pantlind Hotel. Recent ers in Holland have come UP wilh
that
a
number
of
shoplifting
cases
of
their
parents,
Mr.
and
Mrs.
and Janice De Roo. Waitresses
Saturday evening dinner guests
groups reporting from out of state a unique idea to remind Holland
Deputies said there was no dam(Joyce Vander Kolk, Greta Weeks,
were the Misses Rachel Blauwin the home of Mr. and Mrs. Mack Atwater and Mrs. Mary in Holland were cleaned up with
Cynthia Vandermyde,Anne Wiegare the Prairie Farmerettes fromiarearesidentsof the sales camage to Michmerhuizen’s 1950 model
the
apprehension
of
three
minor
Bartholomew.
kamp,
Shirley
Bouwman,
Marcia
Harry Hutchins were Mr. and
Indiana and the Toledo YWCA.
and 10 show Persons what
Mr and Mrs. Percy Allen have youths from the Saugatuckarea. car, but estimated the damage De Roo, Grethel De Roo, Gladys erink, Diane Sluyter and Edna
Mrs. Frank Bryan, Mrs. George
A bit o( Europe may be
have done for the campaign.
to Hilbink’s 1949 model car at
Hollander).
Detectivessaid the three admitreturned
from their two weeks trip
Ten Broeke, Donna Klynstra,
Car dealers plan to pay em- Bryan of the Lakeshore, Mr. and
$250, the damage to DePree's 1956
at the Festival with the visit of
Mrs. John Kent of Douglas and through the South. They were ac- ted taking such things as guns,
Vivian Petroeljeand Alma Vanmodel at $300, and they said Mey
28 foreign studentswho are study- ployes, startingFriday, their
shoes, articles of clothing, knives
der SJacht.Linda Timmer was in
weekly
pay
in $2 bills. This will Mr. and Mrs. L. R. Brady of companied by his parents, Mr.
er’s 1948 model was damaged in
ing in Cleveland,Ohio. They plan
and Mrs. Clyde Allen of Niles. and shells from the ReliableCycle
charge at the. guest book.
be
done
by
all of the dealers for Saugatuck.
excess of its value.
to spend several days in Holland.
Mrs. Bernice Knox spent a few Shop, Sears, Taylors, Vogelzangs
A navy and white 'tweed coat
Mrs. Sarah Gibbons and son,
one
pay
period.
The International Relations Club of
Kammeraads and Vanco Surplus
with navy accessoriesand a white
The
plan
was
adopted
by
the Earle, of Holland were Sunday days last week in the home of her
Des Plaines, 111. also will be here.
Zeeland Thinclads Stop
hat was worn by the bride as the
dealers to make people conscious visitors in the home of Mr. and niece and nephew, Mr. and Mrs. stores.
A fourth youthf who recently Sparta to Stay Unbeaten couple left on their honeymoon.
Ray Valkier. and family of Grandof the automobile dealers as the Mrs. Ralph Keeler.
Plans have been worked out for
She also wore a white orchid cor- the Holland Fish and Game Club
Mr. and Mrs. Alva Ash of East ville, and Mr. Lewis Knox who joined the army, may also be im$2 begin circulating into businessplicated,
detectives
said.
The
three
SPARTA
(Special)
Zeeland
sage.
es. The Jefferson-faced bills Saugatuck and Mrs. Elmer Hutch- makes his home with his daughter,
barbeque which will be held May
were apprehended with the cooper- High's track team won its fourth
The bride is employed at H. L. 22, at 6 p.m. for club members on
should become noticeablesoon in ins of Fennvillewere Sunday visi- Mrs. Valkier.
ation
of
Allegan
County
Deputy
straight
Kenewa
League
meet
here
Mrs.
John
Westveld
is
spending
Friedlen Co. The groom is in the
all types of stores and “will serve tors in the home of Mr. and Mrs.
the club grounds, located on old
this week in Grand Rapids in the Bob Whitcomb, who believes that Friday with a 68 one-sixth to 35 Army stationed at Ft. Meade, Md.
Lloyd Weiler, as sales campaign reminder and Fred Thorsen.
M-21, one mile west of Zeeland.
five-sixths
win
over
Sparta.
tjie
youths
may
also
be
responsihome
of
her
sister,
Miss
Cora
Mr. and Mrs. Milton Strand and
19-year-oldMichigan State Univ- will keep Holland humming,"
The barbequereplaces the anble for several breaking and enThe Chix won eight firsts,seven
ersity student from Spring Lake. 1 automobile officials said.
family of Blanchard were Sunday Schnekema.
nual banquet and is for members
terings
and
vandalism
cases
in
outright
and
tied
for
an
eighth
in
Mr.
and
Mrs.
Andy
Busscher
died early today, apparently of
Automobile sales have shown a quests in the home of Mrs.
only. The charge is $2 per ticket.
the pole vault. Freshman Gordon
heart
gain of 31 per cent in April sales •t’lrand s parents, Mr. and Mrs. and four sons of Hamiltonwere the Saugatuck area.
The East Casco Rebekah Past If tickets are not purchased prior
The three minors will be cited Beukema took two firstsin the 100
Coroner Dorwin Hoffmeyer said over March sales in the Holland j Chester Wightman, and family. Sunday alfernoon callers in the
Noble
Grands Club met at the to the event, they may be bought
home of Mr. and Mrs. William to the Allegan County Probate and 220-yard dashes to pace Zee
Weiler was running across the j
; Miss Doris Wightman of Grand
home
of
Mrs. Pauline Evans last on the club grounds but members
Court, according to detectives.
land.
The sales campaign in Holland Rapids also spent the weekend in Broadway.
campus with a group of his fraweek Friday with 15 members pre- must have their Fish and Game
ternity brothers to train for a startedApril 19 with a "Holland| ^e home of her parents,
sent. Luncheon served by the host- Club membershipcards with them
race in which students push on Wheels" and "Sidewalk Show- Mrs. Corrine Barnes, was a
ess was followed by a birthdaygift to buy barbeque tickets.
“soap box" cars for about a case." The "showcase" featured ; Sunday guest in the home of Mrs.
Ray Kemme is general chairexchange.
Ethel Finn
of Osterhouse
new and used cars and were
r'
..... Lake.
'
mile.
The Pullman Odd Fellows degree man and he reported four-pound
Mrs. James Polezoes of Dougup in the middle of Eighth St.,
Hoffmeyer said the police
team conducted degree work at chickens will be barbecued in
birthday
port said Weiler and the others and displayed most of the day. las entertained at
Neptune Lodge, 29, South Haven halves on the grounds by John
stopped and sat down to rest
Several Holland area merch- party on Sunday in honor of the
Kuipers, chef at the American LeIOOF.
fore Weiler complained of dizzi- ants have also reported increased sixth birthday anniversaryof
Mrs. Grace Burrows who has gion Memorial Park.
ness and then fell unconscious.: •':a*esduring the campaign, especi- their daughter, Mary tou. Guests
been at the home of her son-in- Movies are planned and many
were present from Ganges and
! ally on Fridays and Saturdays.
law and daughter, Mr. and Mrs. awards will be presented. TickGlenn besides 20 of Mary Lou's
Ray Overhiser,in East Casco is ets are availablefrom the club’s
Youngsters Raise
friends from Douglas. Games and
spending a few days in the home board members. They include:
$17.52 for Cancer
a social time were enjoyed and at
of her son, Maurice Burrows, in Mike Beaudry, Neil Bergen, Glenn
I
4 o'clock ice cream, cake, candy
Brower, Art De Waard, Wally De
South Haven.
The young try of the neighborand nuts were served from a deMr. and Mrs. Ray Overhiser of Waard, Russ Homkes, John Joushood on East 16th St. had a brilcorated table. Those present from
East Casco and mother, Mrs. ma, A1 Kalkman, Ray Kemme,
liant inspiration a few days
_____ r _____
Coach Joe Moran revamped
hi§ here were Mr. and Mrs. Engene
Frank Burrows, were dinner Mart Klomparens, George Lousma,
and the Career Crusade became Holland High tennis lineup some’ Sisson; Mr. and Mrs. Linus Starguests
of Mr. and Mrs: Edward Ray Ten Have, Jarvis Ter Haar,
$17.52 richer
what Friday afternoonand had an ring; Mr. and Mrs. Eugene StarWhitney of Kalamazoo last Sun- Hine Vander Heuvel, Ken Vander
It started when hundreds of per- easy time defeating Benton Harring and boys; Mr. and Mm.
Heuvel and Marv Wabeke.
day.
sons gathered for an auction at bor 6-1 for its 65th straight dual Richard Stehle and sons: and from
Mr.
and
Mrs.
Frank
Lunquist
the Bangor home last Saturday match win at the 21st St. courts. Glenn were Mr. and Mrs, Donald
returned to their home east of Local Librariaih Attend
afternoon. There was a brisk wind
Jack Hulst, in the No. 1 spot, Hutchins and little sons.
Pullman after spending the winter
and a general feeling that a cup smashed George Peapples,6-0, 6-1
Meeting in Greenville
Mr. and Mrs. Milton Parrish of
in Florida.
of hot coffee would be a godsend. while Burton Wiersma, moved into
Cuyhoga Falls, Ohio, spent severMrs.
John
Willes
of
Pullman
has
Youngsters in the ueighborhood,singles, and stopped Robert Mitch- al days last week at their farm
Several local librarians were in
been a patient In the South Haven Greenville Friday attendingthe
aged 7 to 12, decided to put up ell, 6J), 6-4. Harley Hill played No. home.
Hospital the past week.
a lunch stand for the benefitof 3 and won over Dale Parks. 6-2, Mrs. Arnold Green and daughmeeting of MichiganLibrary As4sociation District 4.
Cancer and they raided the cup- 6-0 and Dick Housenga defeated i ter, Sally, spent Saturday on a
boards at home for cookies,pop- Olif
Choir Is Entertained
Scheduled on a discussionpanel
Leiberg, 64),
niif i.*.ih»rcr
AJi 64).
shopping trip to Kalamazoo.
corn, doughnuts and pop while putwas Mrs. William Winter of HolHolland doubles players Bob Mrs. Sarah Plogsterdand daugh
At New Home of Leader
ting the bee on mother to come Teall and Jack Damson, usually ter, Edith, of Hopkins were Sun
land.
through with a pot of hot coffee singles contestants, defeatedClaus day guests in the home of Mr. and,
Beechwood Church Choir mem- Others attendingwere Mrs. Hazel
or a qbart of hot chocolate.
bers were entertainedat the new Hayes, Miss Dora Schermer and
Scherlerand Rog Stoll, 64), 6-1 and Mrs. Jesse Runkel at their LakeMrs. Hazel Hayes, head librarian, who Is assistSELECT* RECORDS — This group of Holland
Participatingin the successful Wayne Overway and Neal Paauwe shore home.
home of Mr. and Mrs. Earl Jekel, Mrs. Frances Linn of the Holland
ing
the
group
with
plans.
Pictured
left
to
right
High and Holland ChristianHigh School students
event were Bonrie Burns, Judy won over Herman Healy and Jerry Mr. and Mrs. John Flores and
on Third Ave., last Wednesday Public Library, Mrs, Margaret
are : Bob Cook and Georgia Bouman, both from
has been meeting for the past month to select
Terpsma, Tammy Meyer, Ruth Brigham. 6-1, 6-1.
Holland Christian,Jean Schaafsma, Bruce evening followingregular rehear- Steffens of the Holland Public Lifamily of Oiicago spent the weekrecords for a teenage record section at the
Garvelink, Joan Tubergan, Linda
sal. Mr. Jekel directsthe group. brary Board, Miss Lois Bailey,
Holland’s lone loss was in the end at their summer home near
Kuiken (standing), Cherie Yost and Rick Smith,
Holland Public Library. This Thursdaythey met
Veldheer, David Lokkers, Robin No. 3 doubles where Larry Van the County Park.
: A social evening followed with Hope College librarian, Mrs. Edall from Holland High. Not pictured are Jim
to discuss rules for loaning records,which they
Walters, Mary Tubergan, Jan Vuren and Dave Kleis lost to Jer- Mr. and Mrs. EllsworthBarrefreshments being served by the ward Donivan, librarian at Holland
Michmerhuizenand Betty Marcus of Holland
expect will be available Ih about#a week. The
^ Barveld, Doris Garvelink,David ry Veine and Jim Lamb, 8-6, 4-6, tholomew
hostess. About 25 guests were pres- High School and Miss Ann Whitnell,
Christian.
record v-uuctuvu
collection will include
uiwiuuicn anu
wviuwv classical, popular
and ouua
sftns ui
of naiaiuaun;
Kalamazoo ictuiu
Habers and Janice Banger.
Zeeland High School librarian. •
?
(Sentinel photo)
were weekend guests in the^home I and progressive jazz recordings, according to
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Senior Girls Are Feted
At Horizon Dinner

Klamt-Scully Vows Exchanged.

Meet

Maroon Nine

Whip Eagles

Senior members of the Holland

For 1st

Horizon Club were honored Thurs-

day evening at a dinner held

in

Fennville

Holland Armory. About 200 sopho-

A special meeting of the board
mores, juniorsand seniors attend- of directors of the Old State bank
ed the affair, general chairman was held last Friday to elect a
of which was Mrs. Clifford On- new presidentto fill the vacaocy
thank.

Serving as mistress of ceremonies was Miss Sarah Vande PoeL
Joan Ten Cate, a junior, presented
the toast to the seniors with Ruth
Van Howe responding.
Mrs. Tom Carey’s group was In
charge of table decorationswith
Mrs. Dale Klomparen’s group providing miniature "diplomas" and
Mrs. Vern Schipper’s and Mrs. Lester Klassen’s group, making miniature “graduation caps" as fav-

Win

Holland Christian’* first baseball
win of the season was a sweet eoe,
Thursday afternoon as the Marooae
trimmed Grand Rapids Christian,
9-1 at Riverview Park. The Dutch
aow have a 1-4 mark for aaaaoii
play.
It was the first time this season

by the death of Mart C. Hitchns oa. Advanced to the new position was Wright J. Hutchinson.
Other officers who advanced in

that the Dutch displayedeome
clutch hitting along with their
usual fine pitching. The locals bad
been blanked in their last three
hall games because of their lack
of hitting, while their defence and

rank are Marvin Hutchinson executive vice president;Nelson Warren cashier.Edward Hutchinson
was elected a new member of the
pitching had been superb.
board of directors to fill vacancy.
Jim Hulst, a junior lefthander,
Mrs. Robert Watt and two daughwho doubles a* t first baseman,
ters spent several days last week
did the burlingfor the Dutch and
with her parents, Mr. and Mrs.
pitched shutout ball for six inn*
Harry Kurber of Stanton. Friday
infs. Coach Elmer Ribbena deors.
Mrs. Watt attended funeral servcided to test eome more pitching
The program included a clever ices at the CongregationalChurch
talent in the seventh aid used
skit, writtenand narrated by Car at Stanton foi1 Miss Yvonne PeterSoph Vern Den Blykqr, accountol Risselada entitled "Saynora," sen, air stewardesswho was killed
ing for the two Eagls tallies. Hulst
and presented by Mrs. Chester in an airplane crash at Las
gave up just two hits and fanned
Oonk’s group. Patty Hower spoke Vegas. They returned home Sun10 Grand Rapids batters in six
on her experiences as Horizon’s day.
innings.
representativeat Girls’ State in
Mrs. James Smeed, Mrs. Keith
The Hollandersnotchedtheir first
Ann Arbor last summer.
Bus bee, Mrs. Earl Gretxlngerand
ran in the third inning oo a single,
Recognition was given to the Mrs. Warren Duell attended a reby center fielder Dan Bos, a stolen
following girls for 10 years in ceptionlast Friday evening for the
base and an outfield fly. ChristCamp Fire; Mary Rose Wood, Bar- former's granddaughter,Mrs.
the pavilion,painted and distributed tables
GUN CLUBMEN PITCH IN
Members of
ian really went to work In t h a
bara Kamphuis, Katie Reed, Cherie John Veenkant of Allegan, Mrs.
and benches throughout the park. Shown
fourth Inning and scored five runs,
the Tulip City Rod and Gun Club and Boy
Yost, Jean Schaafsma, Linda Rav- Veenkant was Miss Mary Lou
with the aid of just one hit. Four
above loading tables from the pavilion onto
en, Patty Hower, Garnet Barring Meyer before her marriage April
Scout Troop 44 Saturday braved threatening
wafts, a hit batsman, along with
a truck are (left to right) Hazen Hines, Phil
ton, Margo Meengs, Ann Herlst, 11. The receptionwas held at the
skies to help park employes open Ottawa
three Grand Rapids orrors account*
Suzanne De Pree, Lorri Ziel, Con home of the bride's parents,Mr.
DeJonge, George Hoving, Bill Wenzel, Jack
Beach for the season. While Boy Scouts
ed for aU of the Maroon taUios in
nie
Norlin, Mary Bosch, Gayle and Mrs. Delbert Myer.
Zwiers,
John
Kitouh
and
Jule
DePuydt.
raked and painted,gun club members opened
the inning. The timely blow of the
Steketee, Ruth Smith, Jane Schaf
Mrs. David Campbell has gone to
(Sentinel photo)
inning was a single by Righttenaar, Edwine Rackes, Judy Poll, Grants, New Mexico, to investiMr. end Mrs. Arthur Lewi* Klomt
fielder Bob Jansen.
Linda Me Bride. Mary Ellen Dal- gate prospects of locating there
32nd St.; Mrs. Aleda Nivison,240 read “Rebecca, the Young Wife’s man, Ruth Van Howe, Sarah
(Prince photo)
The Dutch added their last three
and establishing her business
St. Francis de Sales Catholic blue taffeta gown was complement runs in the sixth inning oo a single
East 12th St.; Susan Jean Steg- Mother," Mrs. B. De Witt read, Vande Poel, Marie Van Raalte
there. Before her return she plans
"Sarah, the Mother of Nation’s," and Jane Penna.
gerda, 1351 Bay View.
Church was the scene of the wed- ed by a blue floral headpiece anc by Bos, a hit batsman, an error
to visit Mr. and Mrs. Robert Keag
Mrs.
C.
Fox
read
about
"Naomi,
a bouquet of blue carnations.
Hospital births list a son, David,
and another one base blow by
The evening concluded with the of Tucson, Ariz.
ding of Miss M. Kathleen Scully
Ronald Klamt assisted his broth Catcher Hank Sterkeo.
born Saturday to Mr. and Mrs. the Worrying Mother." Mrs. A. showing of slides of past Horizon
Mr.
'
and
Mrs.
Gerald
Schofield
and
Arthur
Lewis
Klamt
at
9
a.m.
Holland State Park is ready for
er as best man. Usher* were Jack
Preston Brandsen, 703 Graafschap Wiersma read a poem, “The Old partiesand activities.Mothers of
Grand Rapids threatened a bit
of Eaton Rapids and Mr. and Mrs. Saturday, April 19. The double
visitors and expected Tulip Time
Scully, brother of the bride, and
Rd.; a daughter,Beth Marie, born Fashioned Altar." The business the girls assisted in the kitchen.
i the sixth and managed to get
William
Aldrich
and
son
of
Allecrowds following the annual cleanring marriage ceremonywas per- George Kalman, brother-in-law of two runners on. Then lo the
Saturday to Mr. and Mrs. Alfred meeting was conductedby Mrs.
gan were* Sunday guests of Mr. formed by Msgr. Arthur Le Roux. the groom. Thomas Scully, brother
up Saturday by the Tulip City Rod
Meyer, 1641 South Shore Dr.; a C. Plasman,president and hostseventh they collected two tallies
and Mrs. Lynn Chappell
and Gun Club and Boy Scouts of daughter, Janice Lynn, born Sat- esses were Mrs. P. Riemersma and Couple Entertains
Mr. and Mrs. John Scully of 59 of the bride, was one of the altar
in error, two singles and two
Mr. and Mrs. Richard Jonathas West 17th St. are the parents of boys serving at the nuptial high
Troop 44, Maplewood Reformed urday to Mr. and Mrs. William Mrs. G. Poest.
On 45th Anniversary
walks.
entertainedat a co-operativedin- the bride. The groom is the son mass.
Church.
B. J Berghorst,son of Mr and
Bouwer, 110 West 13th St.
The Eagles used two pitcher*
ner last Saturday evening for their of Mr. and Mrs Clarence Klamt of
Sunday’s crowd at the park was
Mr.
and
Mrs.
Benjamin
Hulst
of
Music was provided by Miss with Tigelaar starting and lasting
A son, Lenard John, born Sat- Mrs. WillardBerghorst of 87 Lawthe biggest of the season so far urday to Mr. and Mrs. Marlin rence Ave has been selected by route 5, entertainedtheir children wedding anniversary and also his 325 North State St., Zeeland.
Linda Vukin, organist, and the until the fourth when be was reas 7,800 visited. During the past Lambers, route 4; a daughter, Lin- the Zeeland Rotary Club as its and grandchildrenThursday even- birthday.Those present were Mr.
The bride selected a waltz length children's choir.
leved by Van Houten. In all the
week 17,100 persons entered t h e da Jean, born Sunday to Mr. and representativeto attend Rotary’s ing with a dinner at Bosch’s Res and Mrs. John White, Mr. and Mrs. gown of nylon jersey designedwith
A dinner was held for 35 guests Maroons collectedsix hits while
Carl
Walter,
Mr.
and
Mrs.
Ned
park. The traffic was heaviestbea bouffant skirt and nylon lace at the Rainbow Inn Saturday noon. the losers managed four. The Dutch
Mrs. Harold Dirkse, 176 Glendale leadership training conference at taurantin Zeeland on the occasion
Bale and daughter Sharon, Mrs. jacket which dipped to a V in the The newlyweds greeted friend* and
tween 3 and 4 p.m. and traffic was
Ave.; a daughter, Beth Ann, born Camp Emery near Muskegonfrom of their 45th wedding anniversary.
committeed two errors and the
Lillie Bale, all of Fennville;Mr. back. Her elbow length veil was relatives at an open bouse in the
constant throughoutthe day. Four
Sunday to Mr. and Mrs. Robert June 18-22. Each year a potential After the dinner the group went
and Mrs. Carl Walter and son secured by a flowered headpiece. home of the bride's parent* before Eaglet four.
camps of trailer tourists stayed in Botsis, 619 West 23rd SL
leader from the Junior class is bowling.
the park Saturday night.
Present were Mr. and Mrs. Jerry hiltp, Mr. and Mrs. William She carried white roses and car- leavingfor a southernhoneymoon.
A daughter born Saturday to Mr. chosen to attend this camp along
Line Score
Park Manager Clare Broad ex- and Mrs. James Elzinga, 1186 Ken- with boys representing some 85 Hulst, Jay and Virginia, Anelene Woodall, Jacquelyn and Billy Joe, nations and a silver rosary. Mr. For going away, Mrs. Klamt wore G.R.
4 4
Miss
Florence
Sewers
and
Mrs.
pressed his appreciation Monday
Scully gave his daughter in mar- an avocado princess style dree*
ney Ave., SW, Grand Rapids; a other Rotary Clubs in Michigan. Pul, Mr. and Mrs. Herschel Hulst,
HoU.
Ml Ml 8-4 • t
Frank Comstock, all of Saugatuck. riage.
for the work done by the two
with beige duster and accessories. Batteries: Hulst, Deo Bleykcr end
daughter, Susan Fae, born today Berghorst has representedZeeland Bruce, Randy and Vernon. Mr.
Mrs. Ella Kee spent her vaca- Mrs. Ronald Klamt, sister-in-law The bride is a graduate of Hoi
groups in getting the park cleaned.
and
Mrs.
Harold
B.
Hulst,
MarHigh
School
in
interscholastic
forto Mr. and Mrs. Franklin Wierda,
Sterken;Tigelaar, Van Houtoo and
tion last week visiting her sisters of the groom, was matron of land High School and attended
“Without the cooperationof these
638 Washington Ave.; a son, Calvin ensic contestsplacingfirst recent- lene, Keith, Susan, Janice and
Westsrhuli, Klnpnan.
and
brothers
in
Detroit,
also
her
two groups we wouldn'tbe able to
honor. She was attired in a prin- Hackley Hospital School of NursDale, born today to Mr. and Mrs. ly in a district contest and second Paul, Mr. and Mrs. Melvin Hulst,
open the park for Tulip Time," Clarence Wolters, 745 Ruth Ave. in a regionalcontest. He also is Marsha and Rosanne, Mr. and daughters and family in Grand cess style gown of pink taffeta ing in Muskegon.The groom,
Rapids.
with stand-up collar. She wore a graduate of Zeeland High School,
Broad said.
president-elect of the High School Mrs. Herm Schieibeek, Elaine,
Mr. and Mrs. Chester Keag went pink floral headpiece and carried is employed at Sumner Chemical
Members of the sportsmen'sclub,
Joyce
and
Ernest
and
the
honorStudent Council
to Chicago last Wednesdayto visit an arrangement of pink carnations. Oo. Mr. and Mrs. Klamt are now
'under the direction of A1 RiemerA used clothingdrive for the ed couple.
their aunt, Mrs. Robert Keag, for- The bride’s sister, Miss Barbara residingat 203* Alpine Ave. Zeesma, placed til of the tables in the
The
occasion
also
marked
the
homeless and destitute, victims of
park, removed the shutters and
The Ladles Aid of Second Re- naturaldisasters or refugeesfrom fourth birthday anniversaryof merly of Fennville, who had been Scully, was the bridesmaid. Her land.
Holland High's tennis team
called to Chicago by the death of
cleaned up the buildings.All of
formed Church met in Fellowship man’s aggression,is being held in Elaine Rose Schieibeek,grandchalked up its ISrd and lift
friend,
Miss
Ella
Mattison.
Mr.
the buildings are now open for
the Reformed Churches of the daughter of the honored couple.
strait dual match wins WsdHamilton Resident
and Mrs. Frank Keag spent the
use and the water has been turned Hall last Thursday and had for Zeeland Classis. This week the
nesday and Thursday with wins
their theme "The Cross In History
weekend
in
Chicago
visiting their
on.
Succumbs at Age 69
clothingis being gathered in the
over Grand Haven and Muskegon.
American
Legion
Group
and
Experience."
Devotions,
The
sister-in-law
also
their
daughter
Scouts, -.under supervision of
variousareas and next week these
The Dutch bad their toughest
George Lampen 69, of Hamilton
and family, Mr. and Mrs. Lee
Earl Nienhuis,raked and cleaned Martyr, was given by Mrs. Willard garments will be packed for ship- Attends Dinner Meeting
time of the season with the Sues
De
Jonge.
The
program
was
given
route
1,
died
Thursday
evening
at
Stewart.
the beach and took out a lot of
ping. The evening of the 9th of
by Miss Marianna Hageman, Hope
A group of American Legion- Thomas Hanson of Ontario, Can- The name of Downtown Mer- Holland Hospitalafter a few days' and every match went three seta
glass.
May, a group of young people will
before Holland won out, M.
College
senior
of
New
Jersey,
who
naires
and Auxiliary members ada, is visitinghis son and family,
Illness.
Lunch was served at noon by the
pick up these garments and a local
chants Divisionof the Chamber of
He is survived by the wife Against Muskegon, Coecfa Joe
women's auxiliary of the gun club presentedthe musical play, "Brig- trucker will bring them to Nap- from Holland attended the an Mr. and Mrs. Walter Hanson.
Mrs. AdeUe Bolster of Jackson Commerce was adopted Monday Marie; and four brothers,Harry Moran wae forced to make a couple
and food was providedby the Hol- adoon’-. Miss Hageman blended panee, Ind., the receiving center nual joint dinner meeting Wednes
the spoken parts with the singing
day evening of the Fifth District is visiting her nephew and family, as the new name for the Retail J. and Edward of Hamilton, Ger- of lineup changes because of illland Chamber of Commerce.
of this area. The need for clothing
ness to Ron Yonker and Wayne
This was the seventh straight of the lyrical Scotch ballads. Host- is still as great and is especially Associationat the Grand Haven Mr. and Mrs. Lynn Chappell,this Merchantsat its regular monthly rit J. of Overiseland toe of Zeeesses
for
the
afternoon
were
Mrs.
Legion
Post
No.
128
Clubhouse.
week and attendedthe high school meeting in the Warm Friend Tav- land; one sister,Mrs. Ray J. Overway and the Dutch took the
year the Rod and Gun Club helpevident in the major refugee areas,
match, M.
G.
J. Van Hoven, Mrs. A. De Pree,
Those
present
were
Mr.
and
Maatman of Hamilton.
music departmentMay festival
ed in getting the state park ready
the Near East, Austria, Korea,
ern.
Rog Prelesnik of Grand Haven
and Mrs. John Curnick.The nursMrs. Clarence Hopkins, Mr. and Thursday evening.
for summer.
Germany and in Greece.
handed Jack Hulst, Holland'sNo.
Downtown merchants ' ave been
ery was in charge of Mrs Jerry
Mrs.
Alden
Stoner, Mrs. John
Mr.
and
Mrs.
A.
B.
Dorrance
Annual spring clean-up days in
1 player, his first defeat with a
De Vries
Rozeboom,Mrs. John Kobes, Mrs. spent the weekend with relatives requested by the IndustrialComZeeland will be held in conjunc3-7, 6-4, 1-2 win. Other results inThe Rev. Rozeboom of the OtErnest Bedell, Mrs. William JelTraverse
City.
mittee of the Chamber to cooperate
tion with the Michigan Week accluded:Jack Damson (H) def. Ron
tawa Reformed Church had charge
lema, Mrs. Peter Branders, Mrs.
The Past Matrons and Patrons with the "made in Holland" idea For
tivities this year. City officials
Elenbaas (GH), 6-1, 84, 6-3; Bob
Admitted to Holland Hospital of the devotions at Zeeland High
Tom
S. Coleman and C. Havinga. dub was entertainedMonday eveliave set aside three days, May
One class In the Tulip Thne Teall (H) was def. by Bob Fouti
Friday were Mrs. Guadalupe on Wednesdaymorning. "The Red
Mrs. Coleman and Mrs. Brand ning at a co-operativesupper by and allow store windows to 'be
6, 7 and 8 as clean-up days. One
Medellin, 29 South River Ave.; River of Life" was the name of
ers participatedin a memorial Mr. and Mrs. Ned Bale, Mr. and used during the Tulip festival to Flower Show has been reserved (GH), 64, 34. 64; Wayne Overthose days rubbish and junk that
Jackson C. Cobb. 254 Water St., the movie shown to Zeeland High
service for deceased members of Mrs. CharlesGreen and Mrs. Ruth display Holland made products. for novices,it was announced to- way (H) def. Dave Foots (GH),
is placed on the curbs in proper
44, 64, 64. In doubles,Bill BouDouglas; Ralph Keeler, Sr., route school studentsApril 30. The movthe association. They represented Stevens. Mrs. Math Wohlert con- Those ha/mg windows available
containerswill be collected and
day by the Garden Club. Because man and Burton Wiersma (H) def.
2, Fennville;Mrs. A1 Petroelje, ie was sponsoredby Zeeland’s
Holland and Zeeland,respectively. ducted the businessmeeting. Sev- are asked to contactthe Chamber
disposed of by city trucks. Ashes
of the popularityof the beginners Don McMaiter and Data Doran
route 3; Ronald Lee Bredeweg, Bible Club.
Members of the local post and unit eral of the members later attend- office. EX 2-2389.
ind garbage are not to be left on
3281 North 146th Ave. (Discharged
Merchants also voted to remain and novices classesin the flower (GH) 3-7, 6-1, 6-2; Harley Hill and
who
died within the past year ed FriendshipNight at June ChapLast Monday morning a twirp
the curbs for pick-up.
same day); David Lamberts, 781 season program was given to the
open the Thursday night before show schedule, Class 211 in Sec Ron Yonker (H> def. Jim Otley
were John Rozeboom, Henry Cook, ter OES, Allegan.
and SI Stewart (GH), 84, 64. 84
West 26th St.; Kenneth Vander- student body at Zeeland High. The
Peter Branders, Edward Zwemer,
M-Sgt. Paul Newnham, who had Memorial Day and Fourth of July. Uon III of the schedule,Signs
ford, 451 West 23rd St. (discharged program was opened with devo- Harrington Planning
Earl Nivison, Ernest Bedell and ust returnedfrom spending a year The Holland banks also will be the Zodiac,has been reserved for and Larry Johnson and Chock
RHers (H) def. Tom Parker and
same day); Darwin Jay Klompar tions,which Wayne Tanis led. Car- Pre-School Meeting
Mrs. John Barkema.
at Morocco,Africa, last Friday, open the evening before each hol- novices.
Gary Ver Plank (GH), 64, 44. 6-1
ens, 309 East 11th St.; Mrs. Eu- roll Leestma closed with prayer.
visited his aunt, Mrs. Marie Sever- iday.
Class 211 is Leo the Lion,
In practice matches, Dave Kleis
gene Sprick, 285 Dartmouth Ave. Hildreth De Witt sang a solo en- Mothers and their childrenwho
The group passed a resolution arrangementin shades of red
ens, also his parents, Mr. and Mrs.
(H)
def. Dick Wyma (GH), 64,
Discharged Friday were Michael titled "Suffer the Little ChUdren." will be entering kindergarten in
unanimously
which
stated
"The
Richard Newnham of Saugatuck.
purple, suggestingregal splendor
Jay Meeuwsen,379 West 17th St.; A girl’s quartet composed of Lin- September will meet at Harrington
They took him to Chicago Monday Downtown Merchants Division of Persons who wish to enter the 6-2 and Dick Housenga (H) def.
Roger Lee Smoes, route 1, Ham- da De Witt, Linda Kalfsbeek,Bev- School tonightfrom 9 to 11 a.m. 10 th
where he boarded.the same plane the Chamber of Ctmmerce sup- flower show may obtain entry Den Harthon (GH), 74, 44. 6-1
Against Muskegon, Hulst def.
ilton; Lloyd Dornan, Jr., 115 East erly Post, and Gloria Heuvelhorst Mrs. Charles Freehouse, health
with his mother-in-lawMrs. Robert ports the Joint Citizens committee cards and schedules at the Cham
The Women of the Moose, ChapDave
Hathaway, 64, 6-1; Damson
First St., Fennville;Orray Blok, played their clarinets.Sharon and pre-schoolchairman, will exof
the
four
districts
(Apple
Ave.,
Keag, to join his wife and two
ber of Commerce office in the
def. Mike Workman, 9-7, 6-1;
135th Ave., East Saugatuck.
MontelloPark, Federal and Maple- Warm Friend Tavern.
Yntema then read the twirp sea- plain the pre-schoolclinic to be ter 1010, held their 10th anniver- childrenat Tucson, Ariz.
sary dinner Saturday evening.
Teall def. Dennis Twining, 6-2, 3-7,
Admitted Saturday were John son rules after which the chorus held May 22.
Edward G. Foster went to the wood) in their action regardinganA novice, accordingto the sched
Mothers are asked to bring birth Eighty co-workers,husbandsand VeteransHospital at Ann Arbor nexation to the city of Holland."
64 and Kleis was def. by Rog
Tyink, Belvedere ChristianHome, members sang the "Twirp Season
ule, is one who has entered flower
Plont, 6-1, 64. In doubles, Bourn an
East Saugatuck; Cornelis Steketee, Blues." A twirp season skating certificates of children for regis- guests attended.
Bertal
Slagh
reported
merchants
last week for treatment of complishows, but never won a blue ribThe theme of the occasion was
435 Central Ave.; Cathy Ann De party was held on Monday eve- tration. Policies of the school and
are planning to scrub the streets bon. A beginner is a person who and Wiersma def. Jerry Hopma
cations.
and Dick Danfaof,64, 6-2; Hill
during the Wednesday Tulip Time
Bidder, 253 East Ninth St.; Susan ning at the Zeeland Coliseum Roll- the safety program will be ex- Faith, Hope and Charity, depicted
has never entered a flower show
and Neal Paauwe def. John MarSteggerda, 1351 Bay View; Mrs. er Rink for all Zeeland High plained by Miss Florence Ten by the Cross, Anchor and Heart.
parade and will scrub the sideslack and Don Kuhn, 64, 84, 64
Have, principaland kindergarten The Women of the Moose colors Announce New Officers
walks Thursday, Friday and SatKarlis Grants, 315 West 21st St.; students.
Joe Meeuwsen Dies
and Riters and Johnson def. Jim
urday mornings of the festival.
Rodney Exo, 251 West 22nd St.;
Dr. Bernard J. Ozinga was in teacher. Mrs. Kenneth Kerbs, purple,red and white, were used Of Ministers Group
Poe and Ted Caras, 84. 84. 64.
Harold W. Komplin, manager of At Home in Zeeland
Dennis Stygstra, 902 College Ave.; Zeeland last weekend visiting his chairman of room parents, will in the decorations, along with canNewly elected officers of the Hol- Woolworth’s. was welcomed by
Housengadef. Art Hill, 74, 6-1 in
Thomas and Russell Johnson, parents, Mr. and Mrs. John Ozinga outline the duties of room mothers dles and the anniversary cake.
Mrs. CatherineMiller, senior re- land-Zeeland Ministerial associa- President Ken Zuverink as a new
ZEELAND (Special)
Joe a practice match.
route 1 (both discharged same of South Pine St. He went to De- and explain the hot lunch progent, introduced the officers and tion are the Rev. John Nieuwsma, member.
day).
troit the early part of the week to gram.
Meeuwsen,81. of 236 East Cherry
president;the Rev. William Brink,
Discharged Saturday were Mrs. attend the State Dental convention There will be two readingsfrom chairmen. For brief remarks, she
Ave., Zeeland, died at his home Noon Optimists Discuss
newly
vice
president,
and
the
Rev.
R.
A.
Clarence Arndt and baby, route 3, and left again for his home in Den Edgar A. Guest’s "When Day Is called on David Gordon,
Seek
Persons
Thursdayevening followinga two Plans for Convention
Done," including"To a Little elected governor of the lodge; Ted Letherer, secretary-treasurer.
Fennville; Mrs. Eugene Sprick, ver on Thursday.
Retiring officersare the Rev. Rang False Alarm
Berkey, past governor; and Chesmonth illness. He was a retired
285 DartmouthAve.; Mrs. GuadaMrs. Robert De Bruyn and David Girl" and "The Good Little Boy.”
The Holland Noon OptimistClub
John De Kruyter, president;the
farmer, member of First Reformlupe Medellin, 29 South River Ave.; returned last Tuesday from Lar- Mrs. John Kingshott will present ter Harmsen, secretary. Mrs. Sena
Holland city firemen Monday at
had its regular meeting at the
Rev.
John
O.
Hagans,
vice
presiDavid Lamberts, 781 West 16th St..* edo, Texas after a stay of seven the readings. Coffee will be served Lannlng gave a review of her
7:36 p.m. answered an alarm turn- ed Church and had served in the Eton House Monday. A business
by Mrs. Freehouse and Mrs. King- years as a co-worker in the Wo- dent, and the Rev. Francis DykMrs. William Hinga and baby, 171 weeks.
ed in from the corner of 15th St. consistory for many years. He was meeting was held.
stra,
secretary
and
treasurer.
men
of
the
Moose,
and
Mrs.
Gladys
West 20th St.; James Arthur
Mrs. Lloyd of Sears, Mich, is sbott.
Plans for the District ConvenGordon gave a humorous report The associationmeets once a and ClevelandAve. and found it to a former Sunday School teacher
Kaniff, 125 East 34th St.; Mrs. Wil- spending several weeks with her
and a member of the Adult Bible tion to be held in Holland May 22
month
from
October
to
May
to be a false alarm.
on
the
chapter.
\
liam J. Mulder, 71 West 20th SL; daughter,Miss Velma Lloyd, East Eagles Auxiliary Marks
to 23 were discussed.Vice PresiBoth fire officials and Holland Class.
Mrs. Florine Berkey was chair- hear outstandingspeakers,discuss
Sam Westra, 439 Lincoln Ave.; Central.
Surviving are two daughters, dent P. H. (Jim) Frans reported on
32nd
Anniversary
issues of the day, face local prob- police are investigating. Fire Capman
of
the
dinner.
Mrs.
Gordon
Mrs. Robert L. Hobeck, 1190 LakeMr. and Mrs. Corey Van Koevlems, to carry on infer-church func- tain Teno VandeWater reminds lo- Mrs. Siebe Vander Heide of Ells- the progressof the Conventionand
view Dr.
ering were in Pittsburgh recently
A dinner was held Wednesday made the table decorations, assistasked all members to give William
tions and to have fellowship among cal residents that $100 is paid for worth and Miss Ruth Meeuwsen
ed
by
Mrs.
Clara
Dykema
anc
Admitted Sunday were Mrs. Mel- to visit their sons, Keith and Paul evening in observance of the 32nd
information
leading
to
the
arrest at home; one son, Albert of Mus- Hopps full cooperation oo the
ministers
of
the
city.
vin Ascheman, 2468 142nd Ave.; who are attendingCarnegie Tech, anniversary of the Holland Eagles Mrs. Lanning.
of anyone turning in a false alarm. kegon; seven grandchildren;one convention work. Mr. Hopps will
Gelmer Boven, 37 West 21st St.; and also attended a seminar for Auxiliarywith Fred Raffenaud, A modi wedding was presentee
brother, William of Zeeland and take complete charge of the conMrs. “Sybil Bredeweg,383 Maple the alumni and parents of Printing Aerie President,as guest speak- with the cast includingthe Mes- Birthday Party Held
two sisters, Mrs. Gerrit Dornbos vention.
dames Blanche Solomon, Bea
Ave.; Barry Obenchain, 599 Elm Management students.
er.
Webb Van Dokkumburg presidand Mrs. Isaac Dornbos, both of
For Mrs. B. De Vries
Johnson,
Ruth
Rummler,
Maxine
dale CL; Mrs. Frank Orth, 215
The Zeeland Home Economics Mrs. Lucille Rolfs was mistress
ed at the meeting.
Grand
Haven.
Den Uyl, Clara Essebagger, MilNorth St., Saugatuck.
Admitted to Holland Hospital
Club met last week Friday at the of ceremonies and Mrs. Fannie
Mrs. Benue De Vries of route
dred Cramer, Jeanetta Dwyer,
DischargedSunday were Mrs. home of Mrs. Myrtle Carlton.
S, Holland,who will celebrateber Monday were James Plaggemeyer,
Pardue, auxiliary president,was
Willis Zwagerman, Jr., 149 HighMr. and Mrs. Verne Downey the hostess. Mrs. Marie Huizenga Marie Huff, CatherineMiller, and birthdaySaturday,was honored by 251 East 12th St.; Gretchen De
Mayttmt It Tulip
land Ave.; Mrs. George Brinks, were guests last Friday of her was in charge of arrangements for Doris Delke.
her family Thursday evening at Kok, 672 Graafschap Rd.; Leonard
hi
MMUfee, May 14-18 las.
127 132nd Ave.; Mrs. Donald E. brother and wife, Mr. and Mrs. the dinner. The invocationwas
her home. Gifts were presentedto Bareman, route 2; Ranford WenMeed
Year T*T*rt Mart*
Lugten and baby, Saugatuck; Mrs. Peter Brill. They were on their given by Mrs. Betty Ooms, auxi County Jail Trusties
Mrs. De Vrier and her grandson, zel, 397 Fourth Ave.; Harold WesHoward Goodin, 1023 Crescent Dr., way from Florida to their home liary chaplain. Mrs. Jeanette Help Spruce Up Area
seling,
Hamilton;
Mrs.
Faith
KopJames Knoll, who is observingbis
sn thi nsnvAi NE., Grand Rapids; Mrs. Kathy in Traverse City.
ninth birthday anniversary today. penaal, 240 West 10th St.; Mrs. ReRaffenaud was in charge of deIN MCTUtIf
Schrotenboer,route 5; Mrs. Dale
The Ladles Aid of First Re- corations which featured green and GRAND HAVEN (Special)
Those present were Mr. and becca Bedell, 221 West 16th St.;
Visscher and baby, 824 Central formed church held its meeting in white carnationsand white tapers. Ottawa County Sheriff Jerry Van- Mrs. Willis Knoll and /sther, Mr. Mrs. Nellie Hoffmeyer,473 West
Ave.; Mrs. Robert Thompson and the church parlors last Thursday
Entertainmentincluded piano derbeek said today that severe and Mrs. Julius Knoll, Janies and 19th St.
USA.
Discharged Monday were Mrs.
baby, 356* West 17th 'St.; Mrs. afternoon.Group One gave an in- selections by Mrs. Millie Sales and county jail trusties are being used Leon, Miss Ruth De Vries, Mr.
PaMWisd May 14,1938
Alvin Klein and baby, Hamilton; teresting devotionaL program in Mrs. Rolfs, group singing and
in and around Holland to help and Mrs. Richard Bultman, Aria A1 Petroelje.route 3; Mrs. HerMrs. Preston J. Van Zoeren and charge of Mrs. A. Wiersma.Mrs. skit presentedby Mrs. Ooms, Mrs. spruce up the area for Tulip Time. and Karen, and Mr. and Mrs. Ber- man Dams, 316 West 13th St.; Mrs.
Mtfl Ma FwHtal UMaa af
Benjamin Weller, 254 Pine Ave
baby, 176 Hope Ave.; Mrs. Jofoert S. Berkompas offered prayer and Sales and Mrs. Rolfs.
Several trusties were delegated nie De Vries.
THI SINTINIIs HOLLAND, MICH.
Mrs. Arnold Da tern a, route 2,
Van Kampen and baby, 315 West Mrs. Wiersma read the Scriptures. The districtmeeting will be held to help paint and polish at the
24th St.; Michael D. Blystra, route The topic was "Mothers of the in Holland May 10 at 7 p.m.
Holland Police Department, he
Daub egg cluster! of gypsy Hamilton.
A daughter, Joyce Ellen, was
1; Mrs. Bertha Van Zomeren,56 Bible" Mrs. J. Fris read "Elizasaid, and prisonersare also being moths with creosote to prevent
East 13th St.; Mrs. Herbert Wiers- beth the Pitiful" and Mrs. L. De
Clematis vines should be thinned used to pick up trash from the caterpillars’ breeding.Inspect rose born in Holland Hospital Monday
ma and baby, 106 West 14th St.; Zwaan read about
out if they have grown into a thick roadways in ^ounty and state park canes for canker which should be tot Mr. and Mrs. Gabe Lee, 14269
James SL
Patricia Vender Ploeg, 1719 West Homelesss
Mrs. S.
tangle. Remove all dead branches.
cut oat and burned.
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Dutch

Engaged

Take

Bowling

In

Triangular

Lists

M

New Professor Chix Thinlies

Mixed Doubles

Third Place

8, 1958

Meet

Hope Thindads Lose Meet

Whip Maroons

Winners

Meet

In Track

To Albion But Set 2

-

Marks

ZEELAND (Special)
ZeeFrank Gaiowski and Marion Van
Holland High’s track team, playALLEGAN (Special)
Dave
land’s
potent
track
squad
chalked
ing host to power-packed MuskeVoorst took top honors in the mixed
Spaan sped to a new Hope College
up an easy victory here, Tuesday
gon Heights and less-highlyregardquarter mile record and the Hope
doubles bowling tournament staged
atfemoon as they downed Holland
ed Benton Harbor, wound up low
mile' relay team also set a new
at the Holland Bowling Lanes with
Christian’s young and Inexperienman Tuesday, as the Heights
mark here Tuesday night but the
ced Maroons, 82% to 21%. The
a total score of 1,269.
amassed 80 and live-sixths points
overallstrengthof Albion College
ip? Dutch now have a 1-1 record
Marie Draper and Gil Moeller
for first and the Harboriteseked
was too much for the Dutch and
Wy'
while
the
Zeelanders
lead
the
' !
out 31 and five-sixthsto best the
they fell, 83 and two thirds to 47
followedwith 1,224 for second spot
Kenewa league.
29 and one-thirdpoints garnered
and one-third.
and Mary Ann Bosma and Ev De
The Chix captured nine firsts
by the Dutch at the 22nd St. field.
Spaan ran the 440 in 50.3, his
Neff were third with 1,220. Pat
to three for the Maroons and
Holland managed only one outfastest time In four years of MIAA
practicallyswept all of the field
Doan and Robert Parsons finished
and-out first, as Scott Brouwer
competition. He is defendingMIAA
events from the Dutch. The Dutch
On April 28 the Helpful Blue quarter-mileking. The slender senshowed the way in the 220-yard
fourth 1,217 and Harris Scholten
managed to pick up only a %
Birds met at Mrs. Klomparens' ior also anchored the Hope mile
run with a 24.1. Brouwer led the
and Sylvia Ramaker were fifth
point in the field events.
home. We made Invitations shaped relay team which sailed to a new
Dutch with seven points. Kent
with 1,214.
Christian’s firsts were taken by
like tulips from red construction mark of 3:31.9. Jim Mohr, Jim <
Rowder shared high honors with
Dr. O. J. Fisher
Other contestants and their
Wayne De Jong in the 100-yard
paper for our Mothers’ Tea. We Vander Lind and Jim Rozeboom
Serk of Benton Harbor in the pole
scores included:Heinie and Ruth
dash as well as the 220. Steady
also made Mother Day cards from were other members of the relay
vault, with a peak of ten feet.'
Kruithof, 1,184: Ed Adler and June
Jim Meurer again copped the 880Miss Jean Protheroe
lace doilies and construction paper. team.
It was a good day for running,
Miss Jane Elizabeth Schoofsma
Piers, 1,182; Basel and R. Durfee,
yard-run for the Hollanders. In
We worked on their gifts and work- Coach Gordon Brewer was satiswith several fine times being reMr. and Mrs. Albert Schaafsma 1,179; Wayne Schipper and Bernice Announcementhas been made by
addition to De Jong for Christian,
ed out the program we’ll give for fied with the performanceof his
corded, according to Coach Bill of 75 West 12th St., announce the Kalmink, 1,178: J. and James
Dr. Irwin J. Lubbers, president of Zeeland had a double winner in
our mothers on May 12. Then we team and was ready for the show
Hinga. Hinga registered disappoint- engagement of their daughter, Slager, 1,171; F. and W. C. Walker,
Hope College of the appointment Vander Laan who copped both the Dr. Cornelius J. Fisher, at 92,
drew new officers for May. They down at KalamazooThursday. The
ment with his squad’s showing, es- Jane Elizabeth, to Vincent lannel- 1,169; Bonnie Hoving and Pete
of Miss Jean Protheroe as assis- high and low hunlles. Wayne is the last remaining member of
are Sue Ann Morgon for President: Hornets managed to get 43 points
pecially in losing to Benton Har- li. son of Mr. and Mrs. Pasquale Botsis,1,168; J. and G. Looman,
tant professor of English on the Schout also figuredwith a first in
his class of 1892 at Wayne State Lois De Vries, treasurer; Kathy in a dual meet with Albion.' It is
bor.
lannelliof Benton Harbor.
1,168; J. and P. X. Bailey, 1,162 Hope College staff beginning with
the shot put and a tie for the top
Results in order of finish:
Both young people will be grad- and E. and F. Houting, 1,152.
University College of , Medicine, thalen, scribe. Popsides were expected that Hope and Kalamazoo
the fall session,1958-1959.
spot in the high jump.
passed out by Sue Ann Gamby. will battle for second in the MIAA
Pole vault— Serk (BH) and Row- uated in June from KalamazooCol.
Jeanne Moeller and Gerdt For the past two years Miss
Despite the defeat,Coach Ron and if bis health permitted, he Mary Van Raalte, scribe.
der (H), tied, PritchardIBH) and lege where Miss Schaafsma is Prince, 1,150; Phyllis and Jake
track meet May 17* with the BritProtheroe has been taking advanc- Bulthuisof the locab was pleased would attend the 90th anniversary
The Cheerful Blue Birds of Jef- ons conceded first.
Bass (MH) tied. Height 10’.
majoring in English and Mr. lan- Boersema,1,150; Chuck and Sena ed graduate work at Stanford Uniin the improvementof the squad of the School's Founding at the an- ferson School enjoyed a bike hike
Shot put— Herr ala (MH), Whit- nelli in economicsand business Looman, 1,143; Dick and Fern
Albion took 11 firsts and showed
versityand Western Reserve Uni- shown in the last couple of weeks.
taker (MH). Gibbons (H>, Swier- administration.
nual Clinic Day and Alumni Reun- to Kollen Park where we were its tremendousdepth. Jim Taup,
Volkers, 1,141; C. and J. Wlodar- versity. Prior to that she had been
He said, “practicallyall of our
treated to a delicious snack pro- with wins in the mile and two mile,
inga (H). Distance: 5Q’5H”.
czyk, 1,133; L. and H. Kammer- a member of the English staff at
ion, Wednesday at Hotel Fort Sheltimes were better than last week,
vided by our leaders, Mrs. C. and Keith Lepard with victories in
High jump— Wells (BH), Parks Montello Jean-Teens
aad, 1,131; F. and B. Handwerg, Carthage College, Carthage, III.,
by, Detroit.Dr. Fisher practiced
particularly those of the freshman
Kammeraad and Mrs. W. Zonne- the shot put and discus were the
(BH), Clifford (MH). Barberine
1,128; Walt Wlodarczyk and C. for five years.
and sophomores." TTie Dutch medicine in Holland for 57 years. belt. This past week we had elec- meet’s double winners.
(MH), R. Woltman (H), and Tuck- Hold Ceremonial Dinner
Robbed, 1,123 and L. De Neff and
Individual
class
reunions
will
be
A native of Troy, N. Y., Miss really have their work cut out for
tions with Kristine Kameraad
er (BH) tied for fourth. Height:
Blond Mohr, who was Hope’s
Protheroe is a graduate of Ober- themselves on Friday when the held Tuesday evening at the Fort
The seventh grade Jean-Teens of Ed Gallmeier, 1,122.
elected as president;Jo Ann Den high point man with 9V4 points,
rr.
Shelby.
Pat
and
Roger
Brinks,
1,118;
Montello Park entertained their
lin College:has a masters degree travel to potent Muskegon CathoUyl, treasurer; Sue Rowder, nipped Paul Wigerink of Hope in
Broad jump — Hunter (MH), R.
Dr. S. W. Kuipers of Holland is
parents Monday evening at a din- John and Helene Schreur, 1,115; in Religious Education at Syracuse lic.
scribe.
Woltman (H), Clifford (MH), Van
the 100-yard dash in one of the
the
only
other
doctor
planning
to
Jeanne
Moeller
and
Jim
Draper,
University and a masters degree
ner in the school gym.
Results in order of finish:
The Happy Blue Birds of Long- night's most exciting races. Mohr
Putten (H). Distance: 20'2”.
attend the affair.Others who have
The buffet tables, decoratedwith 1,111; Bonnie Hoving and Jim Bot- in English at Western Reserve. In
129-yardhigh hurdles — Vander
fellow School met April 30 to make ran the century in 10.3 and it
120-yardhigh hurdles— Luick
forsythia, were arranged in a set- sis. 1,111; L. A. and R. Simpson, addition,she was enrolled as a Laan (Z); Bartels (Z); Deur (HC); graduated from Wayne include Dr.
invitations to
Mother’s Tea marked Wiegerink’s first setback
(MH), Yarborough (BH), Jackson
J.
B.
Kearney,
Dr.
W.
C.
Kools,
ting depictinga ceremonial fire. 1,103; R. and G. Parsons, 1,107; graduate student at the University
which
will be held May 7, at since Albion's; John Leppi, who fin(MH) Anderson (MH). Time: 16. Three candles were used to re- Herk and J. Bonzelaar, 1,094; J. of London during the summer of time — 17.1.
Dr. Chester Van Appledorn, Dr. J.
109-yard-dash— De Jong (HC);
Medley relay - Muskegon nroconf In^an „
Warren Westrate and Dr. William school.Afterward we practiced a ished third, b4at him in the MIAA
present the Indian word WOHELO and L. Wiersma, 1,088 and E. 1955.
Beukema
(Z); Bloemendaal(Z);
dance to be given at the tea. The meet last season. Mohr lost to
Heights, Holland, Benton Harbor.
Westrate Jr.
which signifies work, health and and H. Baar, 1,087.
time — 10.6.
treat was furnishedby our leader. Leppi by one-tenthof a second in
Time: 2:37.1.
Ann Lipchik and Lou Farkas,
love. Artificialflowers and forsyMile run — Luurtsma (Z); WinCarole Vander Broek, scribe.
the 220 and ran the first leg on the
100-yarddash — O’Neill(MH),
thia formed a circle around the 1,086; A1 and Hester Riemersma,
demuller(HC); Holleman (Z);
March 24 was Camp Fire Birth- relay team.
Hunter (MH), Brouwer (H), Mil1,086; N. and K. Boes, 1,071; V.
candles.
time - 5:05.5.
day* Week. The Cancinca group of
Wiegerink was also forced to
ler (MH). Time: 10.2.
The candle lighting was perform- Fris and Ed Adler, 1,068: Ann and
440-yard-<iash — Van Key (Z);
Lincoln school all passed 'their take second in the 220-yard low
Mile — Dodson (BH), Borgeson
ed by Janet Walker for work. Barb- H. Bliss, 1,066; Jake and Marge
Trail Seekers Rank. April 14 our hurdles where Don Terrell crossed
More than 70 women attended Hansen (Z); Weener (HC); time T
(MH), Van Eerden (H), Herring
ara Regnerus for health and Mar- Boersema, 1,066; Willardand Elsie
group went to the greenhouse on first with a 24.6 mark but Wiegerthe buffet-dessertheld by the - 54.5.
(BH). Time: 4:46.6.
West,
1,062;
Ken
and
Pat
Doan,
lene Sprick for love. Mrs. Clare
440-yard dash
Cook (MH), Walker, the group leader, present- I,055; Joe F a rr a h and Millie Women’s Golf Association of 180-yard-low-hundle3 Vander
Waverly School took home the 20th St. and saw plants, trees, fish, ink’s 25.1 time was his best this
Heidema (H), Valuck (MH) Smith
American Legion Memorial Park Laan (Z); Bartels (Z); .Wagen- annual trophy for its victory in the and a lot of flowers. When we season.
ed awards to the girls, who then Cramer, 1,055; Ken Doan and G.
veld (HC); time — 21.7.
went out, he gave us some flowers.
(BH). Time: 54.2.
Monday evening.
John Kleinhekselgrabbed Hope's
repeated the Fire Makers Desire. Parsons, 1.048; A. and H. Knoll,
220 yard dash — De Jong (HC); Class C track and field meet We then went to Prospect Park other first with a leap of 20’ 6%"
180-yardlow hurdles
Luick
Mrs.
James
White,
president,
Mary Jane Meyer, VirginiaWhite 1,044; Ken Kadwell and Mary Ann
(MH), Rogers (BH), Yarborough
conducted the meeting. She intro- Beukema (Z); Bloemendaal(Z); Thursday at the Zeeland Athletic and ate our lunch. We chose new in the broad jump. This was his
and Darlene Eshenaur extinguish- Koleaa and C. and E. Van De
officres as follows: president, best jump of the season by alField.
(BH), R. Woltman (H). Time:
duced the following committee time — 24.
Wege, 1,036.
ed the candles.
880 yard run — Meurer (HC);
Caryle Bell; vice president, Sharon most a foot.
chairmen: Mrs. Vernon Poest,
8.8.
Nelson
Dykema
Is
the
Waverly
The decorationswere in charge Winners may pick up their
Vander Wilk; secretary, Linda Ray Ritsema reported for track
220-yard dash - Brouwer (H),
events; Mrs. Drew Miles, record; Slagh (Z); Kuiper (Z); time
teacherand took charge of the con- Jurries; treasurer,Vicky Dekker;
of Mary Jane Meyer, Jane Walker, awards at the Holland Mowling
Andre (MH), Miller (MH', C.
Mrs. Vern Klomparens, tourna- 2:13.7.
for the first time prior to the meet
Darlene Eshenaur, Barbara Lanes. A total of 46 teams entered
880 yard relay — Won by Zee- testants. Waverly made 104 points. scribe, Sandra Mulder; librarian, and took seconds in the high jump
Woltman (H). Time: 24.1.
ment; Mrs. Andrew Dalman, secRegnerus and Marlene Snyder, as- the tournament and Ken Quist was
Apple Avenue, with Ivan Com Linda Nykamp; sargeant of arms, and discus while Rozeboom, fea880-yard run
Wooten (MH),
retary • treasurer; Mrs. William land; time — 1:41.1.
sisted by their mothers, JoAnn tourney manager.
Boylan (MH), Scott (MH), Maris
Venhuizen,publicityand social High jump — Schout and Bartels pagner as teacher, finished sec- Jean Britton; Council Fire Com- turing a strong kick on the final
Griep, Marlene Sprick, Virginia
ond with 92% points and receiv- mittee, Cheryl De Witt and Ar- 200 yards, placed second in the
(H). Time: 2:09.3.
chairman; Mrs. Cecil Helmink, (Z) tie; Feenstra(Z); height
White, Diane Tabor, Mrs. Virgil
ed a trophy. Compagner and Ger- ietta Hopp; telephone chairman,
880-yard relay — Muskegon
handicap; Mrs. Frank Lievense, 5’4".
mile in 4:37. Harold Gazan also
White, Mrs. Minnie Griep and
Pole vault — M. Feenstra (Z); ald Ver Bede, whose Vriesland Lynn Slagh and Joan Pluim. On pleased with a 10:27.5, his best
Heights, Benton Harbor, Holland.
Mr. and Mrs. Club.
Mrs. Raymond Sprick prepared the
team came in third with 62 points, April 21 we had our opening exer- time, for third place in the two
Time: 1:34.7.
Copies of rules and golf etiquet- R Feenstra (Z); Timmer (Z) and
food for the buffet supper.
were general chairmen.
Lubbers
(HC)
tie;
height
—
9’6".
cises. Lynn Slagh brought the mile.
te and schedulesof weekly events
The evening was spent viewing
North Holland,coached by Mrs. treat. We practicedfor the Coun- Jay Formsma, Holland High*
Shot put — Schout (Z); M. Feenwere distributed and discussed.
movie films of the group's activiprincipal, was starte* for the douRuss Hornbaker announced that stra (Z>; Den Ouden (Z); dist. Willis Boss, had 40 points while cil Fire.
ties during the past five years.
Ovens School, Miss Frances RynsOn April 28 the O-Da-Ko Camp ble-dual meet which also included
47’ 9%".
Mrs. Wr. Harold White of Muske- there will be golf lessons for beAdmitted to Holland Hospital
Broad jump — Den Ouden (Z); burger, 13; Noordeloos,Miss Joan Fire group met at Mrs. Van Allegan and Vicksburg High
gon conducted a most helpful and ginners at 9:30 each Tuesday and
Thursday were LaVerne Stillwell,
H. Feenstra (Z); Bartels (Z); Hill, 9; Ventura, Mrs. Irene Rad- Oosterhout’s home. We had a short Schools. Allegan won the prep i
for
children
on
Monday
mornings.
informativepre-show meeting for
557 South Shore Dr.: Patricia Vanseek, 7% and Sherbourae,Mrs. meeting and went on a hike by the meet, 59% to 49%.
dist. 19’ 9%’f.
members and guests of the Hol- There will be a golfing event
der Ploeg, 1719 West 32nd St.;
Durwood Wilterdink, 5.
river. Joan Slagh fell in the river.
each
Tuesday
throughout
the
sumResults in order of finish:
Mrs. Georgia Kibben 1798 South The Rev. Harry Buis had as land Garden Club Thursday. She mer beginning May 20 with the
Events included races, running We had apples and then went Shot put
Lepard (A), Ter
Rev. Van Pernis Speaks
gave the judge's point of view and
sermon
subjects
on
Sunday,
April
Shore Df.; Arthur Van Order,
broad jump, standing broad jump, home. Linda Welton, scribe.
Molen
(H),
Larson
(A): Distance
opening
warmup.
There
will
also
note 2: Gary Coffey, route 1, 27, “Living Letters” and said that judges are lenientwith be bridge in the atfemoon for At MissionaryMeeting
standing broad jump, high jump,
On April 14 the Ne-ha-ki Camp 42’10".
beginning
flower
shows.
’Tchabod.”
Hamilton; Roger Smoes, route 1,
ball throw and relays. They were Fire group of Longfellow school
Broad jump — Kleinheksel(H),
The Regular jneetlngof the WoBut in Holland “They give no those who are interested.
Hamilton;Thomas Harrell,New Hope College Women’s League
divided ihto classesfor boys and met at the borne of- Jeane Dalman Hudson (A), Voskuil (H). Distance
men's Missionary Society was held
quarter, pull no punches, do no
met
at
the
Beaverdam
Reformed
Biehmood.
girls.
for our ceremonial. Our mothers 20’6%".
pampering."The classes for be- Benton Harbor Golfers
at First Reformed Church ThursDischarged Thursday were Mrs. church on Monday evening.
Mothers of the Waverly students were invited. We received the
Javelin — Hudson (A), Bowser
day afternoon. Mrs. John De Haan
The Wflling Workers meet on ginners, novices and the class for Defeat Holland, 10-2
Dick Vender Yacht and baby, 130
took charge of the canteen.
honor beads which we had earned. (A), Gallo (H). Distance 164’11%’’.
conducted
devotions.
Special
music
men
are
exceptions.
These
classes
Weft 14th SL; Mrs. Henry Vander Thursdayat 7:45 p.m. with Mrs.
On April 21 we met at the home
High jump— Harkness (A), RitBENTON HARBOR (SpeciaD- was furnished.Marcia Huls sang
Linde and baby, 418 East Eighth Will Van Bronkhorstand Mrs. have been set up to keep out the
of Nancy Gebben. We wrote our sema (H), Vander Bill (H). Height
Hope
Applies
for
Funds
'This
Is
My
Task"
accompanied
experienced
arranger
and
are
judgIn a match played on a medal
St.; Mrs. George Bender and baby, Junior Kok serving as Co-hostrequirements and had 7-up for our 5'8”.
ed on an entirely different basis. basis, the Holland High golf team by Mrs. John Pieper.
To Build New Dormitory
75 Lakewood Blvd.; Mrs. NQes esses.
treat. Judy Jongsma, scribe.
Pole vault — Foiilke (A), Schut
Speaker
for
the
meeting
was
the
Mrs.
White
complimented
the
Agnes
Jousma
was
a
Wednesday
lost to Benton Harbor, 10-2 here
LaPier, 200% West 14th St.; Mrs.
On April 28 the Tanda Camp (H), Nils (A) and Judd (A), tied.
Hope
College
applied
for
a
$1
Rev.
Gerard
Van
Pernis who is
schedule
committee
on
a
very
overnight
guest
of
Mr.
and
Mrs.
Tuesday.
One
point
was
given
each
Peter Knapp, 214 West 13th St.;
Fire group of Lakeview school met Height 12'.
well-writtenschedule which con- player per nine holes and one point now residingin Holland.Rev. Van millionhousing loan during April,
Mrs. Duncan Clarkson and baby, Simon Broersma.
at Jeffersonschool with other
440-yard-dash — Spaan (H), Oero
Commissioner
John
C.
Hardline,
Pernis has for many years been
Vacation Bible school will be tains complete and specific infor- for the 18-hole scorp.
«0 Myrtle Ave.
groups to learn about Jean-Teens (A), Berndt (A). Time 50.3.
administrator of the Community
closely
associated
with
the
mation
for
the
exhibitor. It proheld
in
the
Vriesland
Reformed
Holland had 385 strokes and BenHospital births list a daughter,
and the requirementsfor the Fire
100-yard-dash— Mohr (H), WieFacilities Administrationin Wash*
Terri Lee, born Thursday to Mr. church on June 9 to 13. Ten teach- vides classes from beginner to ton Harbor, 349. Vince Blake of Jewish mission and the Jewish
Maker’s Rank. A Jeen-Teen group gerink (H), Leppi (A). Time 10.3.
ers
and
helpers,
a
pianist,
a
songexpert.
It
also
covers
interest
in Benton Harbor was medalist with people. He entitled his message, ington, D. C., announced today.
and Mrs. Robert Thompson, 366%
put on a skit telling what they
Discus — Lepard (A), Ritsema
If granted the sum will be used
a 78 and defeatedNorm Hoeksema "The Jews, Their Past, Future and
West 17th St.; a son, Michael leader* and recreationleader are all phases of gardening.
have done this year. Luann Moodie (H), Harkness (H). Distance
to
construct
a
new
women’s
dorPresent."
needed.
She
stressed
the
fact
that
arof Holland, who fired a 91, 3-0.
John, born Thursday to Mr. and
treated. Judy Reinking, scribe.
131T’. '•
The closing prayer was offered mitory on the Hope campus. .
The Hudsonville Male Chorus rangers can benefit by enteringthe
Other results: Jerry B i g g a r t
"Mrs. Donald Dokter, 85 West 27th
Mile-run— Taup (A), Rozeboom
Hope
is one of 22 colleges
gave
a
program
in
the
Drenthe
by
Mrs.
Sarah
Peters.
During
the
horticulture
exhibit
and
that
horti(BH-91) def. Tom Eastman (H-92),
St; a son bora Thursday to Mr.
(H),
Lyman (A). Time 4.27.
throughout
the
nation
applying
for
and Mrs. Herbert Wiersma, 107 Christian ReformedChurch Thurs- culturists benefit from arranging 2-1; Tom Warren (BH-97) def. social hour refreshmentswere
120 yard-high hurdles — Richey
housing
loans
during
the
past
served
by
Mrs.
Fred
Diekema,
day.
This
program
was
sponsections.
The
same
artistic
princiLadd Neuman <H-99), 2-1 and Ron
West 14th St.; a son, Brian J.
(A), Leppi (A), Montgomery (A).
Drydon (BH-83) def. Dave Von Ins Mrs. John Diekema,Mrs. K. Dels- month. The total exceeded |18.7
bora Thursday to Mr. and Mrs. sored by the Drenthe Young Men’s pals apply to both.
Time 15.6.
million.
Society.
ker
and
Mrs.
N.
Ellerbroek.
Mrs.
Harry
Wetter
and
her
comGary Ter Haar, 52% East 18th St.
(H-103) 3-0.
880-yard-run— Ridder (A) and
Mrs. Martin P. Wyngarden was mittee provided a complete hortiAdmitted to Holland Hospital
MUSKEGON HEIGHTS (Special) Chapman (A), tied. Hurst (A).
Tuesday were Earl L.’wendel. 30 a Thursday afternoonguest of cultural exhibit covering all class-Holland High’s tennis team had Time 2:02.6.
es. Mrs. White took them one by
West 22nd St.; Alfred C. Jolders- Mrs. Martin D. Wyngarden.
another easy time here Tuesday
220-yard dash— Leppi (A), Mohr
Mr.
and
Mrs.
Paul
Drooger
and
one.
explaining
the
points
judges
ma, 1734 Waukazoo Dr.: Donald
and
chalked up its 66th straight (H), Spaan (H). Time 22.3.
family
of
Holland
were
recent
Sunwould allow. She said narcissus
Cranmer, 322 Pine Ave.; Mrs.
Class IV
100-yard dash
Hey (F). Running-broad-jump
dual tennis win with a 7-0 blanking Two Mile— Taup (A), Linum (A),
Mary Laughlin,2559 Williams day guests of Mr. and Mrs. Simon and daffodils, just opening now Ne\ Groningen School students Small (L), Vander Woude (N), Vande Water (F).'Bizarti (V), De of Muskegon Heights.
Gazan (H). Time 9:56.
won
their
fifth
straight
Class
B
Broersma.
can be held over in the refrigeraAve.; Mrs. John Caauwe. 110 West
Koeyer (L); 180-yard dash — WitCoach Joe Moran gave his sub220-yard low hurdles
Terrell
track and field championship Mon- Plaggemars (V).
Mrs.
Jeanetta
Postma
of
Zeetor
at
45
degrees.
A
double
quan29th St.; Mrs. John L. Van Huis,
Class II — Ball throw — Sosa te veen (L), Nichols (W), Beukema stitutes a change to play in the (A), Wiegerink (H), Montgomery
land,
Mrs.
Harold
Ter
Haar
of tity should be stored for replace- day at the Zeeland High Athletic
131 East 30th St.; Mrs Johanna
(N), Helder (V), De Feyter (W). (F). Running-broad-jump — Guer- second and third doubles and the (A). Time 24.6.
Vriesland were Sunday guests of ment on the third day of the show. Field.
Karel, 91 East 16th St
73-yard dash
De Neff (V), rero (N), De Koeyer (L), Elfer- Tigers were able to gain one set Mile relay— Hope. Time 3:31.9.
Coached
by
Nels
Stegenam,
Mrs.
Kate
Postma
of
North
BlenIn
the
afternoon
may
arrangeDischarged Tuesday were Cathy
Wright #(L), Van Dyke (N). Run- dink (V). High jump — Witteveen from Holland in the No. 3 doubles. (new school record)
ments were made and analyzed. the winners accumulated 123 points
Ann De Ridder, 253 East Ninth SL; don.
ning-broad-jump
De Neff (V. (L), Beukema (F), Van Order1 (N). In singles, Muskegon won a total
Mr. and Mrs. Henry Wyngarden Balance was emphasized. Several with places in 33 of the 37 events,
Mrs. Donald Dokter and baby, 85
Class V — 100-yarddash — Rie- of only six games in five matches.
Atman
(F), Sosa (N).
Hope Netters Lose
West 27th St.; Mrs. Gary Ter Haar were Sunday dinner guests of arrangements of gift flowers were including19 first places.
Class III — Ball throw — Dris- mersma (N), Peters (L), Helder
Jack Hulst, playing No. 1 for
Lakewood finishedsecond with
and baby, 52% East 18th St.; Mrs. Mr. and Mrs. Kenneth De Jonge taken to shut-ins.
(W).
180-yard
dash
—
Dillon
(L),
coll (D, Compagner (F), Vanden
the Dutch, defeated Jim Jackon, Dual Match to Hillsdale
Mrs. Sidney Tiesenga and her 72 points while Waukazoowas third
Ralaefa Silva, 155 Burke Ave.; Pafamily of Zeeland
Berg
(N). 75-yard dash — Van Sosa (N>, Knipe (W). Running- 6-1, 6-2 while Jack Damson, in the
Mr. and Mrs. Simon Broersma. committee prepared and provided with 64. Federal made 37 to nose
HILLSDALE (Special)— Hops
tricia Ann Barrett, route 3, ZeeLiere <F>, Roelof (V), Guerero broad- jump — Knipe (W, Dillon No. 2 spot, had an easier time
College’s tennis team lost its secland; Henry Vollink, route 2, Mr. and Mrs. John Borersma were coffee for the noon lunch break. out Van Raalte with 36 points.
(N. Running-broad-jump
Han- (L), Kalmink (V). High jump
stopping Larry Sorenson, 6-1 6-0.
Saturday guests of Mr. and Mrs.
Results in order of finish:
ond MIAA dual match in four
Hopkins.
sen (N), Driscoll(L>, Nyland (W). Nienhuis (LL Kalmink (V), RieBurt Wiersma def. Ron Peterson,
Girls
starts here Thursday with a 5-2
Hospital births .list a son born Tom Vander Slik, and Sherwin Put a sash over cold frames
High jump — Van Liere (F, Han- mersma (N). Relay — New Gronin- 6-0, 6-1: Wayne Overway def. John
Class I — Ball throw — De Witt
, which have not been in use so
loss to HillsdaleCollege.
today to Mr. and Mrs, David Lub- Broersma of
gen, Lakewood, Waukazoo.
sen (N), Underwood (L).
Helmus, 6-0, 6-0 and Harley Hill
Mrs. Harold Ter Haar was a that the ground will warm up and (W), Ter Haar (F), Vanden Brink
John Jeltes, playing No. 1 for
ben, 144 East 16th St.; a son.
def. Lee Wilkins. 6-0, 6-1 for other
Hope, scored one of Hope’s wins
James Alan, born today to Mr. and Monday guest of Mr. and Mrs. dry out by the time seeds are (N). 50-yard dash - Drost (N);
Holland singles wins.
Cook (V), Boynton (W). Runningand freshman Ron Wiegerink,
Mrs. Harry Nykerk, 455 Lakewood Lawrence Mulder of Zeeland. ' planted in the frame.
Bob Teall and Bill Bouman won playing in the No. 5 spot, took the
broad-jump
—
De
Witt
(W),
RieBlvd.; a son. Jeffrey Lee, bon toover
Burce
Hansen
and
Marshall
mersma (N); Nivison (F).
other. Jeltes defeated Howard
day to Mr. and Mrs. Kenneth ElKelley in No. 1. doubles, 60, 6-0
Gass II — Pall throw - KloosJohnson, 63, 63 and Wiegerink
hart, route 1.
while Larry Van Vuren and Dick sloped Rick Bazany, 64, 64.
terman (N), Ver Liere (F), Cram-
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Old Grad, Now 92

To Miss Reunion

an,

a

Women

Golfers

Waverly Wins

Attend Meeting

rack

Meet

—

—

—

—

—

—

Flower

Show

Judge Gives

Show Pointers

Hospital Notes

Vriesland

—

Dutch Metiers

Win No. 66

__

New Groningen Wins 5th Straight Track
—

Title

—

—

—

—

^

|

Kalamazoo.

Hope Nine Drops 2

Engaged

at

—

MIAA

—

Home Economics Groups
Gather for Annual Meet

Albion

er (L), 75-yard dash — De Jonge
More than 350 women, represent(W), De Jonge (N), Hughes (L).
bion College socked three of the gles by Darrell Beernink and Art Running • broad • jump — Vanden ing 44 Home Demonstration Clubs
Briton's five home runs here Mon- Olson. Olson also doubled and Berg (N), De Jonge (W), Slager, in Ottawa County, filled the auditorium in the AllendaleTown Hall
(V).
day as Albion swept on MIAA Vern Essenberg singled.
Tuesday
evening for the annual
Class
HI
—•Ball
throw
—
Everts
doubleheader from Hope College.
Bruce Hoffman and Don Andre,
7-1 and 17-3.
who came on with two outs in the (N), Miller (W), Zuverink (F). 75- Home Demonstration Achievement

ALBION (Special) — A Dutch- 1 error, scored Hope's run in the
man wearing the uniform of Al- sixth as he was advanced by sin-

Don Van Gilder did the biggest
damage for the Britons as he poked one homer in the first game
and added two more in the nightcap. Dick Me Nally hit for the
circuit in the first game and
Chuck Boyle added the other
homer in the nightcap.
The double loss gives Hope a
6-4 conference record and leaves
Albion with a 4-4 mark. Hope
plays Alma at Riverview Park
Wednesday at 2 p.m. The Scots

fifth, pitched

for Hope in

the

-

Housenga stopped James Doxey

Other results include: "Tiger”
Sower of MSU, His topic was "Wo- and Bob Thompson, 6-f, 6-0.
Teusink(H) was def. by Larry
Dave Kleis and Chuck Riters Jerome (Hi), 61, 6-0; Marshall
men’s Activities in Ceylon and in
Michigan." He and his family spent stopped Mike Stein and John Cran- Elzinga (H) was def. by Tom Pura year In Ceylon and many slides dall, 6-1, 4-6, 6-2 in the No. 3 dy (Hi), 60, 61 and Jim Engbers
depictingthe work and conditions doubles event.
(H) was def. by Dick Scripter (Hi),
Holland faces Its toughestmatch
in Ceylon were shown. Mrs. Melvin
63, 62. In doubles, Johnson and
Klooster of Byron Center directed of the season to date here Thurs- Jerome def. Jeltes and Teusink,
yard dash — De Jonge (N), Miller event.
day againstKalamazoo University 64, 64 and Purdy and Scripter
(W), Zuverink (F. Running-broad- Mrs. Andrew Van Klompenberg group singing.
def. Elzinga and Engbers, 62, 6L
jump — Nagelkirk (N), Jalving, of Byron Center presided at the Mrs. Grace Vander Kok, Home High at the 21st St. courts.
meeting and announcedthe pro- Demonstration Agent for Ottawa
(W), Regnerus (F).
Gass IV - Ball Throw - Ver gram which opened with prayer County, recognizedleaders of the Teaching Staff of

second game. Albion scored one
each in the second and third, two
in the fourth, seven in the sixth
and six in the seventh.The- three
Frank Klann Elected
homers were hit over the right Beek (N), Van Dyke (L), Witty by Mrs. Charles Stevens.
Church I, Entertained
Head of Bowling League
Brief talks were given by Willis
(V). 100-yarddash - Riemersma
field fence.
Mr. and Mrs. Morris De Vries
been
present
at
four
lessons
during
S.
Boas.
4-H
county
agent,
re(N),
Wilbur
(W),
Grote
(L).
RunThomson homered for Hope In
Frank Klann was electedpresiRiemersma presenting Richard Machiele, the year Includingthe Mesdames entertainedthe teaching staff of dent of the Factory Bowling
the third with Hoffman,who had ning broad Jump
the
new
Presbyterian
Church
Frisingled on board for two runs. •(N, Perrin (W), Witty (V). Stand- county agriculturalagent, and by Russell Wolbrink, Harry De Witt,
day evening at their home 382 How- League Monday at the annual
Beernink walked, advanced to ing broad jump — Nagelkirk (N), Martin Boon, chairman of the Ot- Sanford Rollenhagen, Floyd Sailleague banquet in Van Raalte’sin
t
tawa County Board of Supervisors ers, Dale Hodson, Harold Rotman, ard
third on two outs and scored when Rooks (L), Wilbur (W).
The superintendentof the Chris- Zeeland. Harria Scholten was
Harry
Alderink,
Thomas
Cook,
who
talked
on
"Why
It
Is
ImportGass
V
—
Bdl
throw
—
RamJack Faber was safe on an error.
named vice-president, James Me
Walter Gluek, George Wagner, Jo tian Faith and Life Study is Earl
are presently tied for second place Dick Morgan and Jack Kempker sey (W), Ver Beek, (N), Dokter, ant to Know Your Supervisor."
Nitt was re-elected secretary and
Ragains.
The
teaching
staff
inHumor of the evening was pro- Boy den, Truman Mars and I.
(F). •00-yard dash — Boerson (N),
with Hillsdale.
made the other two Hope hits.
John Schripsema, treasurer.
cludes
Mrs.
William
Jackson,
Mrs.
B H E Scboultt(W), Lawrence (L>. Run- vided by the Bauer E Gals who Kramer.
Mert Vanderlindpitched the
The Holland Die Casting team
Others attending four meetings J. Boersma, Mr. and Mrs. Alfred
ning-broad-jump — Boersen (N), presented "19 Oh! Oh!", a fashion
opener for Hope and gave up one Hope .........000 001 O-l 4
received the championship award.
Kane,
Mrs.
Lloyd
Slagh,
Mrs
Albut
who
previously*
had
received
revue
of
clothing
beginning
in
Wilson (W), Rooks (L>. Standingrun each in the second third and Albion ..........Oil 122 x-7 8
They won the league playoff last
pins were the Mesdames Leonard vin Dyke, ifrs. Eldred Sincock,
fourth innings and two each in the
Batteries:Vanderlindand Es- broad-jump - Nagelkirk (N), 1908.
Mrs.
Robert
Arendahorst,
Miss week, two games to one, over
Martin,
Martin
Westrate,
Ed
The
Zeefand
LHerary
Club
with
Schoult*
(W),
Lawrence
(L).
fifth and sixth. Van Gilder’s blast senberg; Mastellei and McNally.
Dutch Boy Bakery No. 1.
Mr» Shirley Ann Dekker
R H E Girls relay — New Groningen, Mrs. L. Meengs as directorand Langeland, Ray Johnson, L. W. Sandra Kail and Miss Roxanne Ru- Vern Rotman received a special
over the short right field fence
dolph.
Timmerman,
William
Osner,
Roy
Mrs.
Stanley
Da
Prae
as
accomMr., ,ind Mr«. Harold Dekker of came in the fifth.
Waukazoo
and
Lakewood.
Albion ........ Oil 207 6-17 9 0
Lowing and Jake Zuidema.They Dr. Garner S. Odell, who is the award for the most improved bowlpanist sang three numbers.
Boya
route 4, Holland,announce the enHope made four hits in the open- Hope ......... 003 000 0- 3 4 6
writer of the Christian Life Curri- er and awards were also given to
Gass I — Ball throw - Van Greetings from the Michigan also received corsages
gagement of their daughter, Shir- er off Jerry MasteUer, who pitch- Batteries:Althouse, Claeys (4)
culum of the PresbyterianChurch, the hi-low doubles winners, along
State
Extension
bureau
were
given
|'
Refreshments
were
served
by
Dyke
(L),
Vander
Woude
(N)
ley Ann, to Gordon F. Schreur, ed his first game of the season and Me Nally. Flack (6); Hoffman,
win
conduct the church Service with the winners of the highest serFrench group of
ion of Mr.
Bernard^ followinga finger fracture.Bob D. Andre (5) and Eoienberg, Haasjes (F). 50-yarddash - Flag* by Miss Coral Mortis and speaker members of the Frend
tea and individual games.
Sunday.
gemars
(V),
Van
Dyke
ID,
Ver
| for the evening was Dr. C. £.
the
Grand
Haven
area.
Thomson, who was sale
an Hayes
1
,

New

—

Ave.
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